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ABSTRACT

Powder-bed fusion refers to a subset of additive manufacturing (AM) methods
which successively melts and solidifies selected regions within a powder bed on a layerby-layer basis to construct components directly from computer-aided design files. Laser
Powder-Bed Fusion (L-PBF) is a process among the powder-bed fusion techniques that
utilizes a laser to consolidate particles into a material with little porosity. During the LPBF process, the large energy input from the laser causes the production of ejecta in the
form of laser spatter and condensate, both of which have the potential to settle in the
surrounding powder bed compromising its reusability. In order to better understand the
impact of ejecta on powder recyclability, samples of 304L laser spatter and condensate
were characterized in terms of morphology, chemistry, and microstructure. Differences
between ejecta and virgin powder were used as a basis for understanding the evolution in
304L powder properties with reuse in the L-PBF process over the course of 7 iterations,
which revealed an improvement in flowability with recycling. The effects of evolving
powder properties on the tensile and impact toughness properties were also assessed for
capturing possible deterioration in mechanical performance. Due to the improvement in
powder flowability during recycling, the effects of alterations in the particle size were
further investigated using the Discrete Element Method (DEM). Through development of
a mathematical definition of spreadability, differences in the particle size distribution as
well as recoating velocity and layer thickness revealed changes in the powder-bed quality
providing crucial knowledge of the mechanisms behind the powder spreading process.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a class of production techniques that employ a
layer-based approach used for fabricating components parts from Computer-Aided
Design files. Rather than utilize traditional subtractive methods to remove material, parts
are built by bonding successive layers of material [1–3]. This new approach facilitates the
production of high-density components that display high geometrical complexity, which
would be difficult to achieve using conventional manufacturing processes [4,5]. With
nearly four decades of research, AM is now reaching a stage of maturity where the
properties of the products produced are comparable to those by well-established methods
transitioning from a class of manufacturing techniques focused on the production of
prototypes to those of end-use components.
Powder-bed fusion (PBF) is a subset of AM methods that utilizes powder as the
feedstock material, which is repeatedly spread in fine layers and consolidated to form
parts. Among the PBF processes are the Laser Powder-Bed Fusion (L-PBF), Selective
Laser Sintering (SLS), and Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing (EBAM) techniques
with each differing based on the method of consolidation employed [6]. While L-PBF,
commonly known as Selective Laser Melting (SLM), and SLS both use a laser, parts
produced through SLS are only partially consolidated due to the low energy input from
the laser resulting in sintered particles. Densification is then achieved through additional
sintering with a furnace at established temperatures and times. Conversely, L-PBF
contains a high-power laser for directly melting powder to provide near full densification
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in a single step. EBAM employs the same consolidation mechanism as L-PBF using an
electron beam to melt particles with the assist of a powder-bed preheated to temperatures
that causes small sintering bridges to form between particles [7].
The use of powders as opposed to liquid or solid starting materials in AM is
advantageous for several reasons. One of the major benefits is its ability to serve as a
support during part production[1], especially in EBAM where powder is sintered before
being melted thereby reducing the amount of structural supports necessary. Although
powder can also mimic a support structure in L-PBF, it is only possible for lightweight
parts since the powder is not sintered prior to melting. Other advantages of powder stem
from its flexibility in mixing with other powders to produce parts of various chemical
composition [8–12], and the potential for direct recycling [13,14,23–26,15–22] to yield
little waste material. However, a general lack of understanding exists in regards to the
relationships between powder properties and part quality, which is currently limiting the
widespread adoption of L-PBF as a viable means for production of end-use components
[7].
Powder recycling, a common approach for efficient material utilization, only adds
to these uncertainties creating variation in the properties of the final components
produced. Figure 1.1 provides an illustration of the cyclic process commonly employed
when recycling powders in L-PBF. Unused, or virgin, powder is first placed into the LPBF system. While the laser interacts with the powder bed, material in the form of laser
spatter and condensate is ejected from the melt pool contaminating the powder that is
unused during the process [27,28]. If not adequately removed, the ejecta will interact with
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Figure 1.1. Schematic overview illustrating the cyclic process implemented when
recycling powder that has been used for part fabrication. Ejecta in the form of laser
spatter and condensate are deposited into the powder bed during fabrication
compromising the recyclability.

the laser beam causing attenuation and defocusing both of which have the propensity to
form pores within the melt pool. After part fabrication, the residual powder surrounding
the components is then collected. As discussed in Section 1.2, residual powder is often
found to be different morphologically and chemically from the virgin powder [14,18–
21,24–26]. The powder is then typically passed through a sieve screen to filter out large
particles that are potentially deleterious to the process and then reinserted back into the L-
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PBF system. While trends in the evolution of powder properties are observed such as
particle size coarsening and an increase in the oxygen content, the mechanisms
responsible the observed changes are not well understood.
Evolution in the feedstock properties with continuous reuse has also been shown
to collectively improve the powder flowability as evidenced by increases in apparent and
tap densities in addition to avalanching behavior [19,29] Alterations in the powder flow
due to shifts in the particle morphology and surface chemistry resulting in changes in the
particle size and interparticle adhesion will undoubtedly influence the powder-bed
quality, although the extent of which is currently unknown. This uncertainty partially
stems from the lack of studies focusing on the correlations between powder properties
such as particle size, shape, and surface chemistry to performance, synonymous with
flowability and spreadability in the context of PBF, with a few notable exceptions
[30,31]. Since poor layer quality can lead to the formation of porosity defects [32],
understanding the impact of powder-bed quality on part performance is imperative for
furthering the development of L-PBF.
Uncertainties in the part quality originating from the powder properties is
currently limiting the widespread adoption of L-PBF. Toward this end, the work
presented in this dissertation focuses on the relationship between powder and part
properties through a detailed recycling study correlating changes in the powder properties
to the part properties of 304L stainless steel with emphasis on ejecta formation and
characteristics. Knowing the principles that drive differences in the powder properties
during recycling is not only useful for insight into the relationship between powder
properties and part quality, but also enables researchers to propose solutions for
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minimizing these changes for quality control purposes. Since powder spreading is a
critical component of the L-PBF process, an investigation into the effects of powder-bed
quality as a function of process parameters and feedstock characteristics is also
conducted.
Based on the knowledge gaps previously outlined, the overaching goal of this
project is centered on evaluating powder and part properties with reuse as well as
identification of the mechanisms responsible for the observed changes, and illuminating
the controlling factors during powder spreading in the L-PBF process. Specific objectives
are as follows:

1. Conduct fundamental research for elucidating the underlying mechanisms
responsible for changes in powder properties with reuse.
2. Investigate the differences 304L stainless steel powder exhibits when recycled in
the SLM process.
3. Quantify and correlate the changes in 304L stainless steel part properties with reuse.
4. Elucidate the mechanisms governing the powder spreading process that control
powder-bed quality.

1.2. EJECTA FORMATION AND POWDER RECYCLING
L-PBF is often likened to traditional laser welding due to the similarity in the
consolidation mechanism. Both processes join material together by applying a sufficient
amount of energy to melt the underlying substrate. As such, the physics of melt pool
formation and stability in laser welding are readily applicable to L-PBF providing a
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starting point to determine suitable process parameters and describe microstructural
formations.
An inherent consequence of using a laser for welding is the generation of a melt
pool whose geometrical dimensions depend on the energy delivered, method of energy
delivery, and the material properties. If the combination of laser power, scan speed, and
beam size creates a large amount of energy input, the transition from a conduction
welding mode to keyhole mode occurs leading to markedly different weld pool shape
[33]. Although more severe in keyhole mode, the surface temperature of the melt pool in
both cases nears the vaporization point causing material evaporation and enabling the
laser beam to penetrate deeply into the substrate. This vaporization also causes a cavity to
form due to the downward force of the high-temperature gas above the melt pool more
commonly known as recoil pressure [34]. If the cavity collapses as a result of melt pool
instability, voids can form which are deleterious to functional components. Therefore, in
order to mitigate pore formation, L-PBF typically operates within the conduction mode
welding regime.
Irrespective of the welding mode, vaporization inherent to welding causes the
generation of laser spatter as a consequence of the recoil pressure providing a force on
the melt pool leading to lateral movement of molten material [35]. In addition to recoil
pressure induced laser spatter, a typical feature observed in L-PBF is a denudation zone
that is void of powder adjacent to the laser beam [36,37]. Results from simulations of the
L-PBF process show that the rapid expansion of the vaporized material away from the
melt pool causes local pressure differences leading to vapor entrainment of particles near
the laser [38–40]. In vapor entrainment, particles within the powder bed are pulled
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towards the laser where they may become heated due to interaction with the laser beam.
A portion of these particles are melted and eventually comprise the material of the
resulting part, whereas others are ejected in the form of laser spatter. Depending on the
time of irradiation with the laser, spatter can either be molten or partially molten. If
molten spatter particles collide, particles larger than the virgin powder can form that are
irregular or spherical. These particulates can either deposit on existing parts or within the
powder bed potentially affecting part properties and the powder recyclability. Additional
contamination of the powder bed can occur as a result of condensate depositing into the
unconsolidated powder surrounding parts, which forms from the material that is
vaporized by the laser and rapidly solidified in the chamber atmosphere. The rapid
solidification of the vaporization cloud causes a substantial undercooling to exist causing
the formation of nano-particles, which coat the inside of the build chamber during the LPBF process. Shcheglov et al. [41] estimated the average size of condensate for laser
welding of mild steel to lie within 80-100 nm. If not adequately removed, condensate can
lead to attenuation and defocusing of the laser beam causing pore formation [28,41–43].
However, it is currently unknown if the condensate is indeed deposited into the powder
bed or is entirely entrained within the inert gas flow in L-PBF systems.
The collection of both laser spatter and condensate is hereby referred to as heataffected powder as it is formed under high temperature conditions originating from the
melt pool. As a result of interacting with the laser beam during ejection, laser spatter
particles differ from the base powder morphologically, chemically, and microstructurally.
Studying 316L stainless steel, Al-Si10-Mg, and Ti-6Al-4V laser spatter, Simonelli et al.
[44] found that the ejected particles are much larger than the base powder and also
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contain oxides on their outer surfaces. It was also found that all of the laser spatter
particles studied exhibited higher circularity than virgin powder, a fact that was largely
material independent. Liu et al. [42] observed similar properties of 316L laser spatter, but
also noted the presence of a BCC phase through x-ray diffraction (XRD), which has been
corroborated by Heiden et al. [20]. Although the BCC phase was attributed to rapid
solidification of the molten material inhibiting the transformation to austenite, a larger
oxygen content suggests a slower cooling rate than the virgin material. More in-depth
research to elucidate the mechanisms behind spatter formation is still needed.
Due to the differences between virgin and heat-affected powders, deposition of
laser spatter and condensate in the build area will undoubtedly alter the powder as it is
recycled. Therefore, evaluating the recyclability of powder in L-PBF has been a primary
concern for some researchers [16,19,20,24,26,45]. When studying Ti-6Al-4V in the EBM
process, Tang et al. [19] found that the size distribution of the recycled powder became
narrower while the number of satellites decreased, both of which were attributed to the
observed improvement in powder flowability with reuse. A similar conclusion was found
by Ardila et al. [24] who recycled Inconel 718 in the SLM process where powder
coarsening was found over the course of 14 reuses. Slotwinski et al. [45] also noticed
powder coarsening of both CoCr and 17-4 stainless steel along with aspherical particles
that formed during spatter collision when ejected. Moreover, Heiden et al. [20] and Sartin
et al. [26] recycled 316L in the SLM process to find that particles less than 10 µm
decrease while also gradually accruing particles of larger size. While the degrees by
which the morphological powder properties varied with reuse for each study, all research
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in recyclability reports the formation of oxides on laser spatter particles causing an
increase in oxygen content within recycled powder.
The increase in the oxygen content of the Ti-6Al-4V powder with reuse has been
shown to improve the strength and the fatigue life of additively manufactured parts
[18,19,22]. However, Liu et al. [42] demonstrated the deleterious effects of oxygen
content on 316L tensile properties by manufacturing material with a large amount of laser
spatter. After examination of the fracture surfaces, it was found that the reduced strength
and ductility was caused by an increase in the inclusion density. Even so, the tensile
properties of additively manufactured 316L using recycled powder have been proven to
be relatively stable with only marginal changes in the strength and ductility [20,26].
A fundamental challenge often encountered when investigating the influence of
powder characteristics on part properties in recycling studies is the decoupling of general
process variance and feedstock properties on the resulting parts. In fact, variability in the
part properties can often be attributed to other issues during fabrication such as laser
defocusing and fluctuations in the initial setup of the layer thickness with the recoating
blade [26]. Therefore, the uncertainty in the L-PBF process can be large rendering small
changes in part performance due to feedstock characteristics difficult to detect. This may
be the reason why some researchers find it difficult to discern the effects of powder
recycling since the changes in powder properties may need to be drastic before inducing a
measurable influence on part quality.
Although general trends in the recyclability of different materials have been
explored, the recyclability of austenitic stainless steels is still uncertain demanding a
comprehensive study assessing process variance, part performance, and the impact of
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evolving powder properties through a worst-case scenario. Very few researchers have
correlated the properties of ejecta to the evolution in powder properties with reuse. Since
ejecta deposits in the powder bed, it is hypothesized that this contamination causes
uncertainty in the part properties, which needs to be quantified. Moreover, the majority of
work performed in studying powder recyclability has been focused on the influences of
recycling on tensile properties, which may not be as sensitive to material defects as other
methods for measuring mechanical performance. Thus, work presented in this
dissertation will not only investigate the effect of reused powder on tensile properties, but
also impact toughness for comparison between static and dynamic performance
differences.

1.3. DETERMINING POWDER FLOWABILITY AND SPREADABILITY
A critical component of L-PBF is the powder spreading process where layers of
powder typically less than 70 µm are raked across a powder-bed before being
subsequently melted by a laser to form parts. In order to minimize defects due to
inadequate spreading, it is generally accepted that each layer be dense and homogeneous
with little variation in particle size distribution and thickness across the powder-bed.
Dense layers are preferred for minimizing the chance of fewer pores introduced into the
final part that originate as voids between powder particles. To ensure that locationspecific defects are not introduced into the parts, each layer needs to be homogenous in
the sense of constant density, particle size, and roughness across the build area. Thus,
critical feedback for assessing powder spreadability in L-PBF is often the packing
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efficiency of the powder-bed, the resulting particle size distribution, and roughness
after deposition.
One of the many challenges associated with assessing powder spreadability is the
difficulty in measuring the in-situ powder bed characteristics. Powder-bed density is
commonly measured through fabrication of carefully designed hollow specimens that
entrap powder [46]. The mass of the powder is then measured in addition to the internal
volume of the part for determination of the density the powder assumed after spreading.
Measurement of the particle size distribution is performed through sampling of the
material after deposition. Due to the ability of particles to segregate during the recoating
process, care must also be taken in selection of the region for sampling, which is
commonly performed only after the parts are built. Lack of knowledge also exists
regarding the roughness of the powder bed since the experimental setup required to
measure the in-situ height profile of the powder is extremely challenging. Thus, the LPBF system can be likened to a black box where powders that are deemed flowable
through external testing are used for fabrication without assessing the spreading
characteristics.
There exist many different methods for measuring powder flowability that have
been used throughout literature [47–56] such as the Hausner ratio [54], Jenike flow test
[55], and avalanching behavior in a rotating drum [56]. Each test provides information
regarding the flow behavior of powders and are often coupled to obtain a better
understanding of performance. Even so, the difficulty in predicting powder performance
cannot be understated due to the multivariate dependence of flowability on the large
number of powder properties. Complicating matters even further is the tendency of
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powders to behave differently in different apparatuses. Thus, flowability has eluded
many attempts at quantification analytically and is primarily tested through extensive
experimentation.
Predicting powder spreadability is no easier to accomplish than the previous
attempts made at understanding flow characteristics. As such, a large knowledge gap
exists in the L-PBF community concerning the necessary powder properties to ensure
adequate spreadability due in part to the difficulty in probing the recoating process during
fabrication. An alternate route that has recently been employed by several researchers for
studying powder spreading in L-PBF [57–62] is the Discrete Element Method (DEM).
DEM is a numerical approach to simulate the behavior of granular materials when
subjected to external forces in a given environment. Such a technique is not only popular
in geomechanics for the prediction of soil behavior, but also in the many cases where
powder flowability needs to be studied to ensure steady flow of material with no rathole
formation or self-sustained bridges impeding particle movement [47]. With DEM now
being over fifty years in age, this numerical method is reaching a stage of maturity where
computer codes are now readily available to researchers to simulate complex particle
movement.
Previous work in simulating the powder spreading process has focused on the
effects of recoating speed, layer height, and blade geometry on the density and roughness
of the powder bed. In general, as the speed increases, the packing density and roughness
decrease [62], which suggest that the recoating velocity can be decreased to increase
spreadability. The layer height is also seen to influence powder performance where a
decrease in the layer thickness causes variations in the density and roughness during
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spreading [60]. Although these general trends have been revealed, the coupling of
powder properties with the spreadability has yet to be thoroughly investigated. Moreover,
since the powder performance is intricately linked to the geometry of the L-PBF system,
it is crucial that a relationship between the feedstock properties and the spreading system
be explored. An objective of this dissertation is to bridge this knowledge gap through
extensive simulation of the recoating process to elucidate the dominant mechanisms
behind powder spreading.

1.4. ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION
The background outlining the relevant research pertaining to powder
characterization, ejecta, recyclability, and powder spreading has been given to explain the
objectives of this dissertation in Section 1.1. Five published papers addressing the
research objectives are included in this dissertation.
The first paper provides a comprehensive overview of powder characterization
techniques and their application to AM for understanding the effects of powder properties
on part quality. Previous research is highlighted in order to emphasize the work necessary
for developing powders tailored to the L-PBF process.
The second paper focused on the properties of ejecta, namely, laser spatter and
condensate, that form in the L-PBF process. Morphological, chemical, and
microstructural characterization revealed stark differences between ejecta and virgin
powder that aided in the understanding of 304L powder recyclability.
In the third and fourth papers, 304L stainless steel is subjected to 7 iterations of
powder reuse. Detailed powder characterization was conducted to indicate the evolution
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in feedstock properties in relation to the ejecta. Differences induced in the recycled
powder are also assessed through extensive flowability characterization. The tensile
properties and impact toughness were measured and analyzed in regards to the variation
both exhibit from the L-PBF process as well as feedstock characteristics.
The fifth paper investigates the spreading process through the Discrete Element
Method (DEM) with emphasis on development of a spreadability metric that can be
utilized for assessment of powder-bed quality. Impacts of the changing the recoating
velocity, layer thickness, and particle size distribution on the spreadability are considered.
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ABSTRACT

Powder bed fusion is a class of Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes that bond
successive layers of powder to facilitate the creation of parts with complex geometries.
As AM technology transitions from the fabrication of prototypes to end-use parts, the
understanding of the powder properties needed to reliably produce parts of acceptable
quality becomes critical. Consequently, this has led to the use of powder characterisation
techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), laser light diffraction, x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and differential thermal analysis (DTA) to study the
effect of powder characteristics on part properties. Utilization of these powder
characterisation methods to study particle morphology, chemistry, and microstructure has
resulted in significant strides being made towards the optimization of powder properties.
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This paper reviews methods commonly used in characterizing AM powders, and the
effects of powder characteristics on the part properties in powder bed fusion processes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a layer-based approach used for the creation of
parts directly from Computer-Aided Design (CAD) files. Rather than utilize subtractive
methods to remove material from a larger piece, parts are built by bonding successive
layers of material typically through heat input, a binder, or by chemical means [1–3].
This new approach facilitates the production of components with high geometrical
complexity that would otherwise be impossible to create through conventional
manufacturing processes [4,5]. With nearly three decades of research, AM is now
reaching a stage of maturity where the properties of the products produced are
comparable to those by well-established methods. Therefore, AM has evolved from a
class of manufacturing techniques focused on the production of prototypes to those of
end-use components.
One such area where these AM components are appealing is in biomedical
applications. Here, the geometrical flexibility provided by additive fabrication is
attractive for the manufacture of orthopedic implants. In order to highlight this capability,
a study was performed by Parthasarathy et al. [6] who used the electron beam melting
(EBM) process to produce a porous titanium implant for repair to damage of a human
skull. Another area of applicability is in the aerospace industry where, for example,
Fraunhofer Institute of Technology used selective laser melting (SLM) to create a
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turbocharger with reduced weight [7]. Although many AM process variations exist [8–
13], the aforementioned studies in addition to the existing literature indicate that many of
the successful attempts to produce functional AM components stem from using powder
as the raw input material [14]. This is due to the advantages that powdered material has
when compared to liquid and solid starting materials. One of the major benefits is its
ability to serve as a support during part production [1], especially in the Electron Beam
Melting (EBM) process where powder is sintered before being melted thereby reducing
the amount of structural supports necessary. Although powder can also mimic a support
structure in Selective Laser Melting (SLM), it is only possible for lightweight parts since
the powder is not sintered prior to melting. Other advantages of powder stem from its
flexibility in mixing different powders to produce parts of various chemical composition
[15–19], and the potential for direct recycling [20–23] to yield little to no waste material
[24].
Due to the above reasons as well as the overwhelming desire to produce
functional components, a great deal of focus in the AM research community has been
centered on the use of metallic powders in the SLM, EBM, and Directed Energy
Deposition processes. Among others, Ti-6Al-4V [25–27], 316L stainless steel [28–30],
17-4 PH stainless steel [31–33], IN625 [34–36], and IN718 [37–39] are some of the most
commonly studied materials. The use of Ti-6Al-4V is prominent in aerospace and
medical applications where the combination of its strength and lightweight properties
prove extremely attractive for components such as gas turbines and airfoils [20] as well
as hip joints and bone plates [40]. IN718 is also used in aerospace applications in addition
to pumps and tooling where high temperatures and fatigue are often encountered [37].
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Due to its versatility, 316L stainless steel is used in a large variety of areas including
aircraft, automotive, and medical industries [28].
Even more common than metals is the use of polymeric powder. Many studies
utilize polyamide 12 (PA12) in the Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) [22,41–44] processes
due to its semi-crystalline structure producing desired melt characteristics [2]. Although
other plastics are being used and investigated such as polyamide 6 (PA6) [45,46] and
polyamide 11 (PA11) [47,48], PA12 continues to dominate in terms of its widespread use
for laser sintering [49,50]. With AM poised to revolutionize the future of manufacturing
through the use of complex geometries and functionally gradient materials, the
applications of the aforementioned materials as well as others will inevitably increase.
Although the use of powder in AM is quite common, optimization of both
extrinsic and intrinsic powder properties to yield desired performance characteristics has
posed a serious challenge to researchers. One reason for this is due to the amount of
particle properties that can be altered when optimizing a powder for a given application
(Figure 1). Each property contributes to the characteristics of the bulk mass including
flowability, packing density, optical penetration depth, and thermal conductivity, which
affect the properties of the parts that are produced. Complicating the process further is the
tendency of powder flow behavior to depend upon interactions with the AM system [51].
In fact, powders that are often flowable in one apparatus may behave differently when
placed in another [52,53]. Therefore, when considering flowability of powders in AM,
extensive testing should be completed to ensure that the powder properties harmonize
with the recoating process. Other influences of powder properties can cause issues with
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the underlying physics of particle to particle consolidation [2] causing the infamous
balling phenomena and degrading part properties.

Figure 1. Classification of powder properties into three main categories: morphology,
chemistry, and microstructure.

The impact of particle size, shape, and surface roughness in powder-bed fusion
processes has been observed in several studies [14,54–58] to conclude that morphological
properties of powder influence the density of powder after deposition onto the build
platform, sintering kinetics between particles, and the surface roughness and density of
manufactured parts. Thus, it is critical that powder properties be studied and controlled to
ensure reliability and repeatability of the components that are produced. Although many
studies have been conducted, a lack of understanding regarding the effects of initial
particle characteristics on the properties of parts still exists. As the AM industry matures
and the desire to produce functional AM components increases, the need to close this
knowledge gap becomes clear [2,59–61].
Accomplishing the task of understanding the effects of particle characteristics
warrants the use of powder characterisation techniques. Table 1 gives a listing of some
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commonly used powder characterisation methods in AM, and organizes them into
three categories: particle morphology, particle chemistry, and particle microstructure.
When selecting and/or optimizing a powder for any given process, it is imperative that
each of these areas is considered. The selection of characterisation techniques for
predicting behaviors of bulk solids is dependent upon the properties of the powder and
the information that is desired. In the case of AM, laser diffraction instruments are often
employed due to the large applicable size range as well as the accuracy and repeatability
of the results. However, these devices often assume that the particles are spherical in
order to calculate the respective diameters, which could prove troublesome for powders
that are non-spherical. Therefore, microscopy is typically used to obtain micrographs for
both a qualitative and quantitative understanding of particle shapes present within a given
sample. Among the available microscopy techniques, scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) is most common with its ability to capture high resolution images and measure
chemical information through energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). Since SEM/EDS
systems require the samples to be conductive, size and chemical information of metallic
powders are easier to obtain than polymers with this technique, where polymeric particles
must be coated with a conductive layer of material during sample preparation.
Surprisingly, rather than focus on the morphology of polymer powders, most of the
research regarding the process ability of thermoplastics in laser sintering involves
microstructural characterisation through differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and the melt flowability index (MFI). To our
knowledge, insight into microstructural influences of metal powders on the final products
is rarely ever discussed, and complete characterisation of powders through morphology,

Table 1. Overview of powder characterisation techniques commonly used in AM.
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chemistry, and microstructure is almost never done in AM. Instead, a powder that is
deemed suitable is chosen whereby the process parameters are then optimized to yield
parts of acceptable quality. However, it must be realized that if AM processes are ever to
rival traditional manufacturing methods, tuning of powder properties must also be
regarded as necessary. This can only be accomplished through the use of powder
characterisation methods to correlate powder characteristics to material properties. In this
paper, a comprehensive review of the powder characterisation efforts in AM of metallic
and polymer components aimed at understanding the effects of material characteristics on
part properties is given.

2. POWDER MORPHOLOGY

Particle morphology refers to the size, shape, and surface roughness of particles.
In AM, it is well known that all of these characteristics play a significant role in powder
performance including flowability and packing efficiency, and thus impact the final
component properties. Therefore, the focus of this section is to first discuss the most
commonly used techniques in the morphological characterisation of powders in AM, and
to highlight the research that has been performed which utilizes these methods to quantify
and predict powder performance characteristics in powder-bed fusion processes.

2.1. PARTICLE SIZE CHARACTERISATION TECHNIQUES
When beginning to measure particle size, it is important to realize that such
measurements are highly dependent upon the technique as well as the particle shape [62].
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Figure 2. 304L stainless steel powder, (a) micrograph of 304L stainless steel powder, (b)
spherical particle, and (c) irregularly shaped particle.

For instance, consider Figure 2 which shows an SEM image of a 304L stainless
steel powder sample. Most of the particles shown are spherical (Figure 2b) with a
diameter no greater than 50 µm. The size of spherical particles is rather easy to describe
since only the diameter of the particle is needed. However, deviation from a spherical
shape (Figure 2c) immediately complicates the measurement procedure as no single
dimension can completely describe its size. To simplify the problem, irregularly shaped
particles are generally treated in one of the following ways:
1.

The particle shape is ignored, which is common practice in sieving with
only masses of accumulated powder on mesh screens being of primary
concern.

2.

An equivalent diameter is calculated based upon a physical aspect of the
particles, such as volume, surface area, or projected area. In microscopy,
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projected area is often extracted from micrographs and transformed to a
diameter assuming a spherical shape.
3.

Each of the particles is assumed to be spherical so data obtained through
laser light diffraction can be used to calculate equivalent diameters [63].

Therefore, particle size determination is somewhat subjective leading to many
different available methods. The goal of this paper is not to describe all of the available
techniques, but rather highlight the ones that are most applicable and therefore most
employed in AM.
2.1.1. Sieve Analysis. Size determination by sieving is one of the oldest methods
to measure particle size, albeit it is one of the most widely used due to its simplicity and
low cost. In practice, a stack of sieves with decreasing mesh size from top to bottom is
manually shaken or mechanically vibrated. Depending on the size of the particles, each
mesh will retain powder comprised of particles larger than the mesh size. In order to
extract particle size distribution data, the mass of powder on each mesh is measured and
reported corresponding to the size range, or bin size, in which it was found [64].
Although this method is simple requiring minimal sample preparation, it is important to
note that there are inherent drawbacks with the overall approach. First and foremost, the
resolution of the particle size distribution curves generated is determined by the
differences between adjacent mesh sizes. Therefore, if it is desired to increase the
accuracy of particle size distribution data obtained through sieving, the bin size must be
decreased. This will not only increase the cost of the measurement process, but also the
time necessary to perform the size analysis. Exacerbation of this problem also occurs
when particle size ranges are below 50 µm where meshes become considerably more
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expensive and the propensity for particles to agglomerate drastically increases yielding
inaccurate results [65]. The problem of agglomeration can cause blinding of mesh
apertures where particles smaller than a given mesh size are no longer able to pass
through due to clogging of the mesh. If this problem persists unbeknownst to the
operator, a large quantity of powder can be collected on a single mesh where its weight
can potentially increase the size of the mesh openings thereby causing erroneous results
[63].
Due to these limitations coupled with the common use of fine powder in powder
bed fusion processes, sieve analysis is not as commonly used as other size determination
methods, such as microscopy and laser diffraction. However, it is more likely to be
utilized in EBAM and SLS with typical particle size ranges of 45 µm – 106 µm and 20
µm – 150 µm, respectively, rather than SLM (15 µm – 80 µm) since the particle size
ranges are typically coarser.
2.1.2. Microscopy. Microscopy is a powerful tool that is commonly used in AM
due to its capability to quantitatively measure particle size. This is accomplished by the
use of microscopy-based instruments such as optical light microscopes, scanning electron
microscopes (SEM), and transmission electron microscopes (TEM) [63] to directly
observe particles. Due to this very reason, this technique is often treated as a reference
method to other size distribution methods when studying powder morphology [66]. In
terms of electron microscopes, care must be taken to avoid beam-induced damage with
regards to polymer materials [67].
Typically, the images obtained are post-processed to calculate equivalent
diameters of particles based upon the two-dimensional projected area of the particles in
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the collected micrographs (Figure 3). Although a two-dimensional approach to
calculate particle size may not be the very accurate, it is widely accepted in the AM
industry because it provides the most versatile approach in particle analysis. This is due
to the ability to study powder particles not only in terms of size, but shape and surface
roughness [68] both qualitatively and quantitatively. Due to the sizes of particles used
and the reliability of the method, analyzing particles from SEM micrographs is a widely
used method in AM to determine particle size distributions, although post-processing of
the images can be very time-consuming. However, SEMs equipped with automated
feature analysis do exist and have offered the advantage of reducing the time for
analyzing these micrographs. One such machine is built by ASPEX Corporation, an
affiliate of FEI. The device is able to measure the size, shape, and chemistry (Figure 4) of
thousands of particles within with an average analysis time of less than five hours. Yet, it
is important to note that there is a general lack of agreement on the minimum number of
particles needed in order for these results to be considered reliable [66].

Figure 3. Method of projected area for particle size determination by microscopy. The
micrographs containing the particles under observation are converted to binary where the
projected area for each particle is measured by the amount of black pixels present.
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Figure 4. ASPEX SEM equipped with automated feature analysis for size, shape, and
chemical analysis of every particle specified within a region on a sample.

2.1.3. Laser Light Diffraction. Another widely used particle size determination
technique is laser diffraction, which is a class of non-image based instruments that
analyze the diffraction pattern of laser light when passed through a dispersed medium of
particles (Figure 5). In order to process the diffraction pattern, it is assumed that the
scattering pattern on the detectors is comprised of the superposition of scattering patterns
formed by each particle in the sample. Deconvolution of the obtained data is then
performed by various algorithms including Mie Theory, Fraunhofer approximation, and
Rayleigh scattering which are all based on the solution to Maxwell’s equations for
electromagnetic radiation for a perfect sphere. The specific algorithm utilized depends on
the relative size of the particles in the sample with respect to the wavelength of the
incident light [63]. Although this method provides the ability to measure a large number
of particles in a relatively short amount of time to obtain a statistically significant particle
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count, its assumption of the sample being comprised of perfect spheres can be
misleading in the case of highly irregular particles or those with high aspect ratios.
However, this is rarely a problem in powder bed fusion processes since highly spherical
particles are most commonly used.

Figure 5. A typical schematic of a laser diffraction system. A laser source is directed
through a dispersed medium of particles where the diffracted light is used for calculation
of the particle size distribution.

2.2. REPORTING OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION DATA
As previously mentioned, each particle size measurement technique determines
the size of particulates in a slightly different approach. Therefore, measurements will
differ from method to method even with identical samples, possibly leading to large
differences in the generated particle size distribution curves. Such an outcome is
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inevitable, but it is important to know when comparing size distribution data across
various methods. As AM moves towards the qualification of powders for manufacturing,
accuracy and repeatability of particle size information will become ever more crucial,
especially when communicating this data to other personnel. With particle size
measurements varying based upon the technique, reporting the method of size
characterisation is necessary. Such a practice is sometimes not followed; in these cases, it
is often assumed that the data was obtained through laser diffraction unless otherwise
noted.
Not only do different size characterisation techniques differ by the way that data
is collected, but also by the form in which this data is represented. Some of the most
common ways to report size data are by a mass, number, or volume basis. A mass basis is
typically used in sieving, whereas number and volume distributions are commonly
employed in microscopy and laser diffraction, respectively. It is, however, possible to
transform one data type to another through assumptions about the shape of the particles
as well as the particle material properties.
In order to emphasize the differences that can occur when size information is
transformed from one form to another, consider Figure 6. Both of the particle size
distribution curves shown are from a single analyzed sample of 304L stainless steel
powder. Microscopy was initially used to generate the distribution on a number basis
where this data was later translated to a volume representation. The difference between
the two curves is rather drastic; the number distribution shows a large amount of particles
less than fifteen microns while the volume distribution appears to depict only a small
amount of fines present. Since the volume of each particle is proportional to the cube of
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the diameter, the fines equate to only a small fraction of the total volume occupied by
the powder for a given sample. Therefore, volumetric distributions can be misleading
when the presence of small particles is of particular interest. As will be discussed in
Section 2.4, various issues may arise in AM due to fines in the processed powder. Rather
than use one distribution form for representing particle size data as is common practice in
AM, particle size data should be viewed in multiple forms if possible in order to gain a
better understanding of the sizes of the particles within a powder. Following such a
practice often requires measuring particle size by more than a single method to compare
the techniques in regards to accuracy and effectiveness in determining minute differences
between powder samples.

Figure 6. Particle size distribution of a single sample of 304L stainless steel represented
by both a number and volume distribution.

2.3. MEASUREMENT AND PREDICTION OF POWDER FLOWABILITY
Flowability is often viewed as the ability of a powder to flow [52]. Although the
flowability of powder is highly dependent upon the properties of the particles, it is
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important to realize that powder flow is also a function of its interaction with the
environment. In fact, it is well-known that powder may flow well in one apparatus, but
not another. Therefore, powder flow is considered to be a multi-dimensional problem
where powder characteristics are studied in conjunction with the geometry of an
application to predict flowability. This complexity makes it nearly impossible to fully
understand flow behavior with only a single flowability test, thereby warranting multiple
characterisation approaches to be considered.
In powder bed fusion processes, the need to deposit uniform layers across the
build area in a repeatable manner is a necessity to ensure uniform properties for all parts
manufactured. Accomplishing this goal not only demands minimal variability in the
mechanical motion of the recoater for each layer, but also consistency in the powder
feedstock. Consequently, flowability is often studied in order to gain insight into how the
powder will behave during the recoating process. As a whole, there are numerous
techniques that attempt to quantify and predict the flowability of powders, which are
commonly used in the powder metallurgy and pharmaceutical industries. However, it is
still unknown if these well-established tests, such as the Hausner ratio and Hall flow test,
are sensitive enough to detect minute differences in powder feedstock in the virgin and
recycled states. Lacking the ability to accurately determine the flowability of a material
will inevitably lead to inaccurate characterisation of feedstock and the inability to strictly
control the build process.
One of the most commonly used methods to quantify flowability in AM is by the
Hausner ratio, a term coined by Grey et al. [69]. Defined by the ratio of the tapped
density over the apparent density [70], its widespread use is due to both its ease of
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measurement and correlation to flow behavior. The apparent density is defined as the
mass per unit volume of a powder after being subjected to free-fall. Particle packing
depends on the manner in which the granules fall; thus, standard experimental setups
have been established to minimize measurement variability, including the Hall flowmeter
[71] and the Carney funnel [72]. Tapped density is the mass per unit volume of a powder
after being vertically agitated until no more visible settling occurs [73]. Since both the
apparent and tapped densities are related to the interparticle friction of a powder, the
Hausner ratio is an indication of interparticle friction which has a direct impact on
flowability. Table 2 shows the relationship between the Hausner ratio and the predicted
flow of a powder. In general, it is considered that a value of less than 1.25 is required to
have free-flowing powders. However, it has also been shown that the Hausner ratio can
be deceptive for powders with high adhesiveness, or with a broad size distribution and
irregular shape [74]. Therefore, caution should be practiced when using only the Hausner
ratio for flowability characterisation [53,75].

Table 2. Description of powder flow behavior in terms of Hausner ratio.

In addition to using the Hall flowmeter for determination of apparent density to
calculate the Hausner ratio, it is also possible to measure the flow time using the same
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apparatus. This flowability characterisation technique measures the amount of time it
takes for fifty grams of powder to discharge through the Hall flowmeter orifice [76]. The
flow time is then expressed in terms of mass per unit time, and can be readily compared
to other powders for a quick assessment of powder flowability.
Another common flow characterisation method is the angle of repose where a
powder is allowed to free-fall in a controlled manner, typically with the aid of a funnel,
and deposit onto a smooth surface [77]. The angle of repose, α, is defined as the angle
between the horizontal surface and the slope of the powder, as schematically shown in
Figure 7. Just as with the Hausner ratio, the angle of repose is related to the interparticle
friction. A large angle of repose suggests that a powder has a greater cohesivity than
those that form a smaller angle [78,79].
Although many other flow characterisation techniques exist, it is important to
understand that the aforementioned methods often result in over generalization.
Therefore, subtle differences between seemingly identical powders may go unnoticed.
Realizing this issue, Krantz et al. [79] proposes that in order to fully understand the flow
characteristics of powders, characterisation techniques that mimic the application should
be used. This is due to the heavy dependence of powder flow behavior on its stress state
caused by the interaction between the powder and its contact with external media. Thus,
the common use of Hausner ratio for the prediction of powder flowability in AM may not
be directly applicable. Instead, it is recommended that other flow characterisation
methods be developed that better simulate the motions the bulk mass undergoes during
the recoating process.
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Figure 7. A schematic illustrating the angle of repose where powder falls under gravity
onto a smooth and flat surface creating a pile of material with angle α.

2.4. EFFECT OF PARTICLE MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS ON
PART PROPERTIES
The morphological study of powders is an extremely rich topic encompassing the
size, shape, and surface roughness of particles. In-depth characterisation can ultimately
lead to insight into the flow, packing efficiency, and consolidation behavior during
processing. Although much of the work in AM is focused on process parameter
development and testing of part properties, there is some work regarding the influence of
morphological characteristics of powders on the quality of the final products. The focus
of this section is to review this research and the key results from these studies.
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2.4.1. Particle Size and Size Distribution. In any powder-based
manufacturing process, the determination of an optimal particle size and size distribution
is essential since these powder characteristics have a large effect on the properties of the
parts built including the mechanical strength, porosity, and surface finish. While the
chemistry and microstructure of powder can influence part quality as well, powder
morphology is typically the most studied in AM when initial input material
characteristics are correlated to the manufactured component properties.
The selection of particle size for any given powder-based manufacturing process
stems from the desired properties of the components that are to be produced. In powder
bed fusion processes, some of the most sought-after part properties are near one-hundred
percent relative density, smooth surface finish, and high dimensional accuracy, all of
which are directly dependent upon the size and size distribution of the particles used [80].
In order to choose an optimum particle size range to meet all of these requirements, it is
instructive to consider the effects of large (greater than 150 µm) and fine (less than 10
µm) particles separately on part properties in the context of powder bed fusion.
When seeking to determine an upper threshold on a particle size range in AM, one
of the biggest factors in the decision-making process concerns the layer thickness. If the
layer thickness is greater than the maximum particle size, all of the powder particles
regardless of size will be deposited into the build volume. Conversely, a layer thickness
that is smaller than the maximum particle size leads to a preferential deposition of a finer
distribution of particles. Therefore, the desired layer thickness serves as one of the limits
to the maximum particle size that should be specified within a given powder [81]. AbdElghany et al. [82] describes this interaction between the wiper and powder particles and
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ultimately its effect on the density of 304L stainless steel parts produced by SLM. The
results showed that an increasing layer thickness leads to a decrease in the density of
manufactured parts which was attributed to a reduction in the density of each powder
layer as illustrated in Figure 8. It was also found that an increased layer thickness led to
rougher surfaces on parts due to the larger particles that were located in the powder bed
and were unable to be fully melted.

Figure 8. Influence of layer thickness on the density of powder in the powder-bed, (a)
Layer thickness of 30 µm corresponding to a high density of powder particles and (b)
Layer thickness of 70 µm corresponding to a low density of powder particles.

Another side effect of large particles is their tendency to increase part surface
roughness. Shi et al. [83] showed this relationship by qualitatively observing the
increased staircase effect on SLS Nylon-12 parts printed with particle sizes greater than
150 µm compared to those below 75 µm. Other researchers [84,85] have also observed
the same trend for the case of metals in the SLM process.
Problems encountered with larger powder particles have led to a general
consensus that finer powders (typically less than 100 µm) are more desirable in powder
bed fusion AM; however, issues can also arise with smaller powder particles warranting
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constraints to be imposed on the minimum particle size as well. Although a decreasing
particle size can have advantages in regards to increased particle packing [86–89],
reduced surface roughness [84,85], and the ability to manufacture small features [80], one
of the major drawbacks of fine powders is its propensity to agglomerate [14,50,62,83,90].
This can prove to be detrimental in powder bed fusion processes since agglomerates can
increase the average particle size of the powder yielding the problems previously
discussed. Agglomerates can also impede the flow behavior [79,91] of powder by
increasing interparticle friction during the recoating process. Both a decreased density
and inhomogeneity in each of the layers can therefore result where more material may be
deposited in one region than others. Such an effect can cause balling of the melt pool in
regions where there is locally more powder leading to an increased likelihood of
undesired part porosity [32,92–99]. This phenomenon has been encountered by many
researchers, and has been found to be dependent on more than just the layer thickness,
including a reduced laser power and scan speed, low packing of particles in the powder
bed, and material related issues causing a high surface tension of the melt pool.
Since agglomerates can assume irregular shapes, the interaction between the laser
and these bodies is inherently different when compared to spherical particles. In fact, it
was demonstrated by Olakanmi [55] that pore formation in the SLS of Al, Al-Mg, and
Al-Si powders was increased by the appearance of irregularly shaped particles as a result
of differences in the laser-material interaction of irregularly shaped particles compared to
spherical particles. This difference in laser-material interaction was also observed by
Simchi [14] who found that decreasing particle size does not always lead to higher
densification of as-built parts as what is most commonly believed; in addition to
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agglomeration of powder, it is apparent that the reflectivity of the powder bed
increases with decreasing particle size causing less absorption of laser power.
Finer particles are also more likely to evaporate when being heated due to their
lower mass. This conclusion is drawn from rigorous heat transfer and fluid flow
simulations carried out by many researchers for the SLS/SLM processes [100–104]. In
these simulations, it has been observed that the melt pool is a complex environment with
fluid flow driven by Marangoni convection as a consequence of steep thermal gradients.
It is also evident that a certain amount of vaporization of volatile elements and potentially
small particles takes place due to a high energy input. This vaporization leads to two
types of powder formation which have been studied for metallic powders: laser spatter
and condensate. Laser spatter is a direct result of the upsurge of vaporized gases through
the melt pool causing molten material to be ejected as a result of melt pool instabilities
[29,105,106]. Once ejected, solidification of the molten material occurs while in the
chamber atmosphere, where it is later redeposited elsewhere in the powder bed. These
particles have been proven to be chemically different from the base powder [29], and
could potentially alter the properties of the parts if redeposited and processed. Moreover,
condensate forms as a result of the vaporized material above the melt pool rapidly
condensing [107,108]. As such, the majority of these particles are small and responsible
for sticking to the surfaces within the build chamber, which can cause fogging of optics
and heating elements [50]. However, due to their small size agglomeration can occur
leading to the formation of larger particles [107] heavy enough to settle inside the powder
bed. If not properly removed, condensate can also interact with the laser beam causing
attenuation and scattering [105–109], both of which can have negative impacts on the
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part quality. Figure 9 illustrates these different laser byproducts through a schematic of
a typical pool of molten metal during processing.

Figure 9. A typical pool of molten metal and the byproducts encountered during
processing. These byproducts can interfere with the laser and reduce the energy at the
powder bed.

Redeposition of laser spatter and condensate into the powder bed can ultimately
alter the properties of metallic powder compromising its reuse. One of the most
commonly noticed differences of recycled powder when compared to its as-received state
is a particle size distribution that has coarsened [20,23,110,111]. Of course, this causes
other effects including increased surface roughness [23], and decreased flowability of
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material [111]. However, studies regarding recycling of metallic powders are quite
sparse in the literature and warrants more investigation.
The recyclability of polymer powder has also been studied. Particle morphology
has been shown to alter only slightly with reuse [112], whereas surface roughness of parts
have generally increased in the form of an “orange peel” texture [2,22,49,50,112–114].
Moreover, the microstructure of the polymer powder changes more drastically as a result
of the bed temperature being heated to just below the melting temperature. Recognizing
this change has resulted in generalized procedures for the recycling of polyamides where
new powder is mixed with used powder in prescribed ratios to mitigate the effects of
recycled powder [22]. The impacts of the evolving crystallinity of polymer powders is
discussed in Section 4.7.2.
Although small particles can be detrimental in terms of flowability and
evaporation effects, one upside is their ability to yield higher packing efficiencies. In
powder-based AM, the density of each layer should be as high as possible to reduce
residual stresses and warping in parts. One way to optimize powder bed density is
through tailoring the particle size distribution of a powder so that the smaller particles can
fill the voids between the larger particles. However, optimization of particle size
distribution to yield superior packing characteristics ex-situ of the build environment
does not directly translate to a maximum powder bed density [86]. This is a direct result
of the interaction between the powder and the recoater during the layering process.
Although powders with wide particle size distributions can increase the packing
efficiency, it is known that they also have decreased flowability [115]. Therefore, when
compared to conventional powder metallurgy (PM) processes, narrow particle size
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distributions are used in AM to decrease interparticle friction and maximize flowability
while also retaining high apparent densities [75,116].
Other necessary considerations when maximizing the flowability of a powder
stem from the influence of humidity and electrostatic charge. Effects of humidity on
powder flow become more pronounced at high humidity conditions due to the increase in
capillary forces and thus interparticle friction [117,118]. Electrostatic forces also increase
interparticle friction and tend to intensify with a decreasing particle size [119], producing
agglomerates and impeding flow.
In the SLM process, Liu et al. [85] observed the effect of particle size distribution
on the mechanical properties of parts including solid density, surface roughness, and
ultimate tensile strength, some of which were created from a narrow (15 – 60 µm)
particle size distribution and others from a wide (1 – 60 µm) particle size distribution. It
was found that parts made from the narrow size distribution have a higher ultimate tensile
strength and hardness while those with the wide size distribution have higher density and
reduced surface roughness. Spierings et al. [56,84] also found that the particle size
distribution ultimately determines the density of the developed parts, and has a major
impact on the mechanical properties. In particular, powders containing more fines
correlated to smoother part surfaces while those with larger particles showed higher
elongations during tensile testing. Simchi [14] also studied the effect of differing particle
size distributions of iron powder on the properties of SLS parts. It was found that particle
size has a profound effect on the porosity of SLS manufactured iron parts with an
optimum mean particle size existing to produce parts with the highest fractional density.
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Finally, the particle size distribution has a considerable effect on the
dimensional accuracy of the built parts when the parts are small, whereas with larger
parts the dimensional accuracy is generally acceptable. When smaller (< 1 mm) features
are created, the surface roughness is inherently tied to and correlated with the
dimensional accuracy of the part. Several studies have been conducted on lattice
structures manufactured by the SLM process [39,120–124]. Sing et al. [120] showed that
their titanium lattice structures produced by SLM were undersized due to their scan
strategy and had relatively thick layers of partially bonded particles. Other researchers
[39,122] also manufactured lattice structures using SLM and found that there was
dimensional inaccuracy due to the partially bonded particles.
These studies reported that the features were oversized, however the thickness of
the features was measured differently in that Sing et al. did not count partially bonded
particles as part of the feature while other researcher’s work did. These studies are
generally in agreement that the presence of these bonded particles was a result of partial
melting and not balling, due to the size and shape of the adhered particles being
consistent with the starting powder. These studies did not look at multiple particle size
distributions and related the thicknesses of the partially bonded particle layers to the
process parameters. However, as previously discussed, smaller particle sizes will lead to
a decrease in surface roughness and an increase in dimensional accuracy for small parts.
Therefore, smaller particle sizes, while still maintaining flowability considerations,
should be utilized for builds that incorporate submillimeter features [39].
To summarize, the optimal size distribution of powders is not only dependent on
the machine, but also on the interaction of the powder with the process parameters.
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Overall, a significant amount of work still needs to be completed in tuning size
distributions as well as understanding the ramifications of powder alterations induced by
the supplier and during processing.
2.4.2. Particle Shape and Surface Roughness. The size of particles is not the
only morphological factor when looking to achieve high density parts through powderbased AM; rather, it is also a combination of the particle shape and surface roughness.
Describing the shape of particles both qualitatively and quantitatively can be challenging,
especially if the particles are highly irregular and show no resemblance to primitive
shapes. Nevertheless, qualitative descriptions of powder particles have been standardized
[125] and are used as a means to describe the general shape of powder particles. On the
other hand, quantification of particle shape still proves to be a challenge. Many
researchers approach this problem by formulating equations that yield dimensionless
ratios, more commonly known as shape factors. Throughout the literature there exist
numerous shape factors [126,127], some of which are listed in Table 3.
Although it is common knowledge that particle shape and surface roughness
influences part properties, the exact effects of these initial powder characteristics on AM
components are still not fully understood. To combat this issue, Strondl et al. [111]
studied the effect of particle shape on the flowability of bulk powder in both the selective
laser melting (SLM) and electron beam melting (EBM) processes. It was determined that
a more spherical particle shape yielded less internal friction in the powder, allowing it to
be more easily deposited to obtain higher layer densities. By continuously recycling
powder and tracking its evolving shape characteristics after reuse, it was also found that
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even slight changes in the aspect ratio of the particles can drastically change the flow
behavior and degrade the properties of the manufactured parts.

Table 3. Various shape factors used for particle shape characterisation. In general, certain
geometrical values such as the projected area and perimeter are combined to form a
dimensionless ratio to quantify shape.

Similarly, Sun et al. [51] used the circularity shape factor to study the evolving
morphology characteristics after continual reuse of powder in the EBM process. It was
found that the average circularity of the powder decreased due to the appearance of
agglomerates after successive build iterations. This resulted in more interparticle friction,
decreasing the flowability of the recycled titanium powder. Additionally, an external
powder deposition system was created to study the influence of the recycled powder on
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its deposition in the powder bed. Virgin powder was determined to provide the most
uniform layers while the recycled powder showed density irregularities in the build area.
The results of the aforementioned studies imply that powder-bed based AM processes can
be very sensitive to irregularly-shaped particles since they directly affect how the
particles interact and flow together. Therefore, highly spherical particles with smooth and
dry surfaces [86] are desired as these are known to provide the least amount of
interparticle friction equating to the best flowability characteristics [70,78].
Consequently, the circularity and aspect ratio are by far the most commonly used shape
factors in powder-based AM. Consequently, the circularity and aspect ratio are by far the
most commonly used shape factors in powder-based AM. It is important to note that the
degree of circularity depends on the powder manufacturing process. Atomization is one
of the most common methods of metal powder production in AM due to the high
circularity that results from this production method. In general, a material is liquefied and
then extruded through an orifice where either water or gas is impinged on the melt to
separate it into particles that solidify during freefall. During solidification, the melt
droplets form into spheres so as to minimize surface energy. Overall, different
atomization processes exist which vary in the physical method used for powder
production, thus producing powders of different morphology, purity, and microstructure.
However, all of these powder production methods have a very low energy efficiency,
which has been estimated to be around 3 – 4%. This is one of the reasons why AM-ready
powders are more costly than those is used in powder metallurgy applications. Table 4
gives an overview these atomization processes as well as a few others that are commonly
used to produce metal powders for AM processes.
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Table 4. Powder characteristics observed from various manufacturing processes.

Of all the atomization processes, water atomized powders are typically more
irregular in shape due to the high cooling rate, which shortens the time available for
surface tension forces to shape the melt droplets into spheres. Due to oxide formation,
water atomization cannot be used for highly reactive materials. However, water
atomization is cheaper making it attractive to some researchers. Conversely, gas
atomization is able to process a wider variety of materials due to the inert gas used in the
process while yielding a higher circularity than water-atomized powders. However, both
processes are well-known to produce powders with satellites with wide particle size
distributions due to the large amount of fines often present. These fines are difficult to
remove from these powders since the small sizes nullifies any conventional sieving
procedures, although sedimentation is a viable option. Therefore, the fines are often not
removed when gas-atomized powders are used in AM, which could produce adverse
effects as previously mentioned. To produce a powder without fines, plasma atomization
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is a potential candidate with narrow particle size distributions often being the result.
Yet, this process is costly making it not as attractive for AM.
Other powder manufacturing methods include centrifugal atomization and the
plasma rotating electrode process (PREP). Centrifugal atomization generally produces
powders with a more coarse distribution when compared to the aforementioned methods,
but gives low oxide formation. One limitation is possible tungsten contamination from
the electrode that melts the input material. Elimination of this contamination led to the
development of the PREP process.

3. POWDER CHEMISTRY

Powder chemistry refers to the elemental composition of the powder.
Characterisation of powder chemistry is essential as the chemistry can have a significant
effect on the properties of the final part. Powder chemistry can be broken down into
surface chemistry and bulk chemistry. Since powders interact through their surfaces,
studying surface chemistry allows insight into interparticle friction and consequently the
flowability of powders. Furthermore, the surface chemistry is seldom the same as the
bulk chemistry, making its accurate determination critical to comprehensive powder
characterisation. Surface oxides on powder particles have been tied to increased porosity
formation in built parts by increase of balling in the SLM process [92]. Bulk chemistry
validation is necessary to accurately characterize the chemistry of powder. This becomes
exceedingly important when undertaking powder recycling studies or using processes that
can change the bulk chemistry of powder. Bulk chemistry validation is needed to ensure
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that the recycled or tailored powders stay within their alloy designations or have
acceptable purity. Many techniques are available to determine the chemistry of the
surface layers as well as the bulk of the powder. The choice of an appropriate technique
is made in regards to the required data accuracy as well as the chemical elements present
that need to be detected [132].

3.1. SURFACE CHEMISTRY CHARACTERISATION TECHNIQUES
3.1.1. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), also known as electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA), is a surface
elemental analysis spectrographic technique. In an XPS analysis, a sample is bombarded
with x-rays causing K shell electrons (see Figure 10) to be ejected and the kinetic energy
of these resultant photoelectrons are measured. The binding energy of the photoelectron
is determined and it is characteristic of the element, orbital, and chemical environment
from which the photoelectron originated [133]. A survey spectrum is taken that scans a
wide range of energies in order to quantify the elements that are present in the sample. In
addition to XPS’s ability to acquire quantitative information about the atomic
concentrations, it can also give quantitative information about the oxidation state of those
elements. This requires acquiring a high-resolution spectrum that scan a much smaller
range of energies that are specific to the element of interest. Peak fitting is done to
quantify the chemical species present as the peak positions of many chemical species are
known. However, peak fitting of high-resolution spectra is not always straightforward
and some species, such as iron (II) oxide and iron (III) oxide, cannot be resolved due to
peak overlap [134]. XPS is able to detect all elements except hydrogen and helium, and
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allows for simultaneous detection of elements if the peaks can be resolved. Due to the
detection of photoelectrons, the depth of analysis is generally 1-3 nm [132].
XPS is typically used in conjunction with other techniques in order to perform
comprehensive studies. XPS instruments are equipped with an ion sputtering system to
remove surface contamination, which also allows for ion sputtering to a particular depth
for analysis. A depth profile can be constructed where spectra are taken sequentially after
set times of sputtering, yielding a graph of elemental composition versus sputtering time.
The sputtering time can then be correlated to a sputtering depth and the oxide layer
thickness can be determined. Although XPS analysis is complicated with the use of alloys
and non-flat surfaces, the method has still seen use with powders [135].

Figure 10. A schematic of the electronic energy levels referred to in surface sensitive
spectrographic techniques. Electron shell designations are derived from the principal
quantum number [133,169].

3.1.2. Auger Electron Spectroscopy. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is
another surface sensitive, quantitative measurement technique that has been applied to
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metal samples [136]. In AES, an electron beam or x-ray source is used to probe the
surface of the sample, where a series of electron transitions results in the ejection of an L
shell electron, i.e. the Auger electron. Figure 11 shows the difference between the
electron that is analyzed in AES versus XPS. AES is primarily used to determine
elemental information about the sample. AES offers the ability to quantitate all elements
apart from hydrogen and helium where the analysis depth is typically less than 2 nm
[132]. Traditionally, both XPS and AES can be used as a means to determine the
thickness of the oxide layer by depth profiling and they are often used in conjunction
[134,135].

3.2. BULK CHEMISTRY CHARACTERISATION TECHNIQUES
3.2.1. Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy. Energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy (EDS or EDX) is a widely used technique as a semi- quantitative elemental
analysis for a variety of materials and samples, including powders [134,137–139].
Polymers are more difficult to analyze with this technique due to beam induced damage
where a rapid mass loss can be associated with the acquisition of EDS spectra [67].
Therefore, the examples where this technique is used are mainly for metallic powders.
Commonly, EDS instruments are inside an electron microscope, meaning samples must
be polished and etched prior to the analysis. During an EDS analysis, either an electron
beam (electron microscope) or an x-ray beam (x-ray fluorescence) is used to excite the
sample surface. The resulting ejected x-rays are detected that can be assigned to specific
elements [67]. EDS serves as a qualitative elemental analysis when using the peak
locations to determine the elements present. Semi-quantitative information can be
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determined by measuring the peak heights while quantitative information requires the
use of a standard of known chemistry. EDS offers several advantages including their
relatively simple construction and ease of use. However, EDS is generally seen as an
estimation tool and more rigorous techniques are required if accurate elemental analysis
is needed. This technique also has been found to work better for flat surfaces, making
accurate chemistry determination on powders difficult to achieve.

Figure 11. The photoelectron emission during (a) XPS and (b) AES. In XPS (a), the
incident x-rays cause the ejection of a K shell electron and the resulting photoelectron is
detected. In AES (b), an electron is excited (by an electron beam) to a higher energy level
and the transition of the L shell electron to the open K shell position causes an Auger
electron to be emitted [133].

3.2.2. Infrared Spectroscopy. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a common technique
to organic chemists and enables the identification of functional groups in organic
molecules. IR analysis can be carried out on solids, liquids, and thin films. In traditional
solid analysis, the material is dispersed in nujol and placed between two salt plates, where
the salt plates do not absorb any IR radiation. The sample is then placed in an IR beam
and the intensity of the transmitted beam is recorded as a function of energy of the
incident IR radiation. Interaction of the IR radiation with the sample causes molecular
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vibrations in the form of stretching and bending of covalent bonds. The energy of the
IR radiation that causes these molecular vibrations corresponds to a peak in the IR
spectra. These peaks are then correlated to specific chemical bonds and functional groups
[140].
IR has seen use by researchers characterizing the SLS/SLM products, although
widespread use of the technique for powder characterisation is not noted [42,141,142].
Typically, researchers use techniques that are aimed at probing the microstructure and
melt characteristics, such as differential scanning calorimetry and melt flow index (see
Sections 4.5 and 4.6). However, IR spectroscopy is a primary way to determine the
chemistry of powder particles, so it could find use in comprehensive characterisation with
the reuse of powders. IR spectroscopy has also been used in the characterisation of
surface oxides on metal specimens [143]. This technique, however, has not seen
widespread use on metallic powder characterisation since the wavenumbers needed to
detect oxides are much lower than what typical IR instruments are capable of measuring.
3.2.3. Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy. Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, ICP-AES, or ICPS) is a
spectrographic technique that uses plasma as the excitation source. Plasma is used as it
offers significantly better quantitative data compared to other excitation sources, such as
arcs or flames. For an ICPS analysis, metallic samples must be dissolved in an acid
solution and fed into the plasma where the sample is converted into free atoms [144]. Due
to the high temperature of the plasma, most elements can have good emission spectra
under a single set of conditions, offering simultaneous detection of these elements. ICPS
measures the intensity of the emission lines of the elements in the plasma and is able to
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produce quantitative elemental data. It can also detect all metal elements and because
elements generally have several emission lines, specific emissions lines for different
elements can be used to avoid overlapping of peaks. ICPS is also able to concurrently
measure major and trace elements. Typically an internal standard is used to further
improve the accuracy of this technique, where concentrations can be determined up to 3
decimal places [133]. However, there are several elements that cannot be accurately
detected with this technique, most notably C, O, N, H, and F [132]. ICPS is also a
relatively expensive and complex instrument, requiring a skilled operator to run the
instrument and analyze the data.
Several researchers have used ICPS to determine the bulk chemistry of their
powders [145–147]. Typically these researchers are adding alloying elements to their
material (such as bulk metallic glasses and high entropy alloys) and characterize the
tailored powders prior to their use in a particular process. This is in contrast to most
characterisation work with powders, where the manufacturer (or an outside testing
laboratory) usually performs the bulk chemistry analysis and the consumer performs a
simple analysis for quality control using a less rigorous technique such as EDS. For
future recycling studies of powder however, the verification of the chemistry of the
powders at each recycling step will be necessary, where a more accurate instrument like
ICPS should be employed.
3.2.4. Inert Gas Fusion. Inert gas fusion is a quantitative technique used to
measure the contents of hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen in metal samples [148]. Samples
are first weighed and placed in a graphite crucible where they are heated to a molten
state. At this point, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen molecules are released from the
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sample. These released gases are separated and analyzed to yield a weight percentage
of each of the elements. Inert gas fusion is often used in conjunction with ICPS to get a
comprehensive determination of the chemistry of a sample [146]. The use of an inert gas
fusion instrument is often found in studies where new powder chemistries are being
evaluated and the chemistry has to be determined prior to processing. Therefore, this
technique may find more use in AM when the chemistries of powders are being
optimized to maximize part quality.

3.3. EFFECT OF POWDER CHEMISTRY ON PART PROPERTIES
It is well known that different alloying elements can have advantageous or
detrimental effects to a material under certain processes. Consider stainless steel, a
ferrous alloy that was developed specifically for corrosion resistance. The main alloying
element that is added to stainless steel to improve the corrosion resistance is Cr.
Chromium allows for passivation, meaning that at certain conditions an oxide layer forms
on the surface that inhibits further corrosion. However, at high temperatures, this
chromium can react with carbon at grain boundaries, which leaves the surrounding
material to be depleted in Cr and therefore reduced corrosion resistance is observed.
Intergranular corrosion occurs that causes the grains to virtually fall out. This process is
known as sensitization. Combatants to sensitization include changing the chemistry by
reducing the carbon content [149].
With any new process, chemistries specifically designed for the particular
application are developed in order to optimize the process. Some work has been done on
finding additives that aid the laser-based additive manufacturing process. For example,
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Fe3P has been found to have several beneficial effects. Iron phosphide forms a eutectic
with iron, therefore the addition results in a lower melting point and consequently a lower
input energy is required. It has also been shown to improve the surface finish and density
due to the fact that it lowers the surface tension of the melt pool [94,150,151].
Averyanova et al. [31] performed a study on 17-4 PH steel with a powder of
slightly different chemistry. They showed that this change in chemistry had a significant
effect on the final part's microstructure and therefore their mechanical properties [152].
Another study involving 17-4 PH steel and cobalt chrome was by Slotwinski et al. [60]
who aimed to study powder differences from the same production lot and with recycled
use. XPS was used to reveal high oxidation on the stainless steel particles that had been
used in various additive manufacturing processes, although the effects of such were not
investigated. In regards to metal powder-based AM, oxidation is viewed as a contaminant
and should be avoided due to its ability to increase part porosity. Simchi [14] observed
this phenomenon by correlating the initial oxygen concentration in the form of oxides on
the powder to the parts that were built. The results indicated that an increase in the inital
oxygen content in the powder led to higher porosity in the SLS manufactured
components. Tang et al. [153] also observed that an increase in the oxygen content of Ti6Al-4V in the EBM process due to powder reuse can force the material to accrue oxygen
to the point of exceeding the maximum specifications for oxygen content. Due to this
reason, it was found that the increasing oxygen contaminant creates a situation where the
powder cannot be used more than four times. Furthermore, Hedberg et al. [134] showed
that different oxides have different effects by studying the oxides on the surface of gas
and water atomized 316L stainless steel using XPS and AES. The XPS analysis was able
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to detect oxidized Si on the surface of the water atomized powder, while the gas
atomized powder had Mn oxide. The results of the XPS analysis also revealed a
dependence on size, where the elevated concentrations of Si and Mn increased with
decreasing particle size. AES depth profiles revealed the thickness of the oxide layer and
the presence of an Fe-rich oxide on the outermost surface and a Cr-rich oxide further into
the partilce. The stability of the Mn oxide phase in the gas atomized powder was
ultimately linked to enhanced corrosion resistence of these powders.
Ardila et al. [20] used the EDS technique to track the evolving chemistry of
IN718 powder as it was recycled in the SLM process. It was concluded that the chemistry
of the powder does change with continual reuse, although only slightly. In the end, no
significant change was observed in the measured fracture toughness of the parts
manufactured. However, it is important to note that care must be taken when using EDS
solely to characterize the chemical composition of a material, especially a powder. This
technique is often thought to produce quantitative results; yet, as previously mentioned, it
is primarily a semi-quantitative method unless a sample with known chemistry is used for
calibration purposes. This information, coupled with only the slight variation in chemical
composition observed, points to the fact that the sole use of EDS is not able to completely
detect any minute differences between the as-received and recycled powder. Therefore,
the chemical characterisation results produced by Ardila et al. [20] do not provide a
definitive look at the change in chemical composition as a result of reuse simply because
a lack of characterisation was performed.
It is important to note that the chemical composition of metals often includes
upper and lower limits for the amount of each element that can be present within the bulk
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material. Therefore, in order to reduce variability in part properties, powder
chemistries must be tailored specifically for the application. Work in this area is still in its
infancy in powder-based AM. It has been suggested that due to the similarities of AM
and welding (intense power source and high cooling rate) that materials working well
with welding or weld wire chemistries may be a good place to begin the testing for AM
alloys. More studies are necessary to pinpoint these materials.
As previously mentioned, polymer researchers do not typically use chemistry
characterisation to study their powders, as they focus more on studies of the thermal
characteristics and viscosity of the material. However, examples of IR use on polymers
can give insight into the influence of processing parameters, particularly absorption of
laser energy. Salmoria et al. [142] used IR spectra to study a commercial polyamide and a
high-density polystyrene (HDPE) SLS material after processing. They investigated the
absorbance of radiation at the CO2 laser wavelength of 10.6 µm. When comparing the IR
spectra, the polyamide polymer had an absorbance peak at 10.6 µm, while the HDPE
polymer did not. This was due to the increased laser power needed to process HDPE even
though it has a lower melting point than polyamide. This study has illustrated that a
detailed study of the particle chemistry can lend insights to the processing of material.

4. POWDER MICROSTRUCTURE

Powder microstructure corresponds to the phases present in the powder samples
and inevitably effects part characteristics. Since porosity influences the formation of
certain crystallographic phases, it is often studied in conjunction with microstructure. In
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AM, porosity in parts is often quantified and related back to process parameters.
However, porosity can also arise as a result of voids within powder particles. Therefore,
it is important to identify if internal particle porosity exists in AM-ready powder in
addition to potential microstructure effects the powder has on the final component
properties. This section reviews various methods that are commonly used to study the
microstructure of powder, and how these techniques have been used in AM for
characterisation of material properties.

4.1. METALLOGRAPHY
Studying the microstructure of powder particles can be accomplished using
traditional metallographic techniques commonly employed on powders in powder
metallurgy; however some adjustments have to be made due to the small size,
spheroidicity, and smooth surfaces of AM powders [116]. Due to these morphological
powder characteristics, metallographic preparation of AM powders is often challenging
since particles are more likely to be removed from decreased interlocking with the
mounting material. Dislodged particles as a result of grinding and polishing can result in
the formation of undesirable scratches rendering a sample useless when analyzing
microstructure.
Figure 12a shows a micrograph of an ill-polished 304L stainless steel powder
sample mounted in bakelite; here, the scratches resulted from too aggressive of a
polishing procedure thus causing particle pull-out which later ruined the polished
surfaces of other particles. Therefore, the procedure for grinding and polishing of AM
powders is inherently different from powders used in powder metallurgy. Traditional
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mounting materials such as bakelite or phthalate to hold the particles stationary during
grinding and polishing may therefore prove to be less than optimal; instead, adhesive
materials, e.g. epoxy, should be employed. Moreover, lightly applied forces during the
grinding and polishing steps with 600-1200 grit SiC paper should be used where the
abrasive is not larger than the particles. Following such a procedure can lead to the
micrograph shown in Figure 12b.

(a)

(b

Figure 12. 304L stainless steel mounted in (a) bakelite with scratches as a result of an
aggressive grinding procedure, and (b) epoxy with a light grinding and polishing
procedure.

Once a satisfactory polish is achieved, etching of the surface needs to be carried
out to reveal microstructure. Additionally, during polishing the material can be
“smeared” over pores making them appear smaller. Etching removes this smeared
material and gives a more realistic view of the powder’s porosity and the particle’s
microstructure. Detailed information on the selection of etchants is provided in reference
[154]. It is necessary to use a swab/immersion etchant for the etching of the mounted
powder particles, as electrolytic etching has inherent problems given the separation of the
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particles and the conductivity of the mounting material. Observation of the
microstructure is generally carried out with an optical microscope rather than an electron
microscope since the latter can cause charging of the mounted particles skewing the
brightness of images. The cross-sections obtained by polishing the mounted particles also
offer a means to determine the morphology of the particles in accordance with the
methods outlined in Section 2.4.2.

4.2. X-RAY DIFFRACTION
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an x-ray spectrographic technique primarily used in
identification of crystal structures. During an XRD analysis, a sample is bombarded with
x-rays and the intensity of the diffracted x-rays are measured. Constructive interference
of the diffracted x-rays is needed in order to have a distinguishable peak. Constructive
interference occurs when the distance between points A and B in Figure 13 is equal to the
distance between B and C. Trigonometry yields Bragg’s law as the condition for
constructive interference: n λ=2 d sinθ. Here, n is an integer, λ is the wavelength of the
incident radiation, d is the d-spacing of the crystal (interplanar spacing), and θ is the
degree between the incident x-rays and the sample surface [133,155,156]. With this
information and the knowledge of allowed reflections for specific lattices, the crystal
structure can be determined by indexing the peak positions. XRD can also be used as a
means to characterize the powder chemistry, but only if known diffraction patterns of that
same chemistry are in the powder diffraction library.
XRD has been extensively used as a characterisation method for metal powders
[33,157–160], and in some cases for polymer powders as well [142]. Many powder
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diffraction standards are available that generally enable the use of XRD for chemical
verification. However, advanced materials sometimes have intermetallic compounds with
complex spectra that are not necessarily well known. In these cases, XRD can only be
used as a means to determine the crystal structure of the elements present. XRD has also
shown use in the characterisation of amorphous materials where it can be used to semiquantitatively and quantitatively determine the amount of crystallinity in materials.

Figure 13. Principle of constructive interference for x-ray diffraction. The black dots
indicate atoms in their lattice positions, and the red lines are the x-ray path.

4.3. FOCUSED ION BEAM
The focused ion beam (FIB) is a tool that can be used for imaging as well as
milling the surface of materials. The FIB uses a beam of cations to either raster over an
area to form an image or remove material. Typically for powder characterisation work, a
dual FIB/SEM is used, where the FIB is mainly used for milling purposes. The FIB can
also be used as a sample preparation technique for TEM, where a small region of material
is lifted out for further analysis. This technique has been used to perform lift-outs on
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powder particles [161]. The dual FIB/SEM can also be used to directly visualize the
internal grain structure and porosity of powder particles.

4.4. TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
The transmission electron microscope (TEM) is an extremely powerful analytical
tool that can offer imaging as well as diffraction capabilities to material characterisation.
Although sample preparation is time-consuming and can be costly, the information that
can be obtained from TEM makes it worthwhile. For a TEM analysis, specimens must be
electron transparent, meaning that the samples must be thinned to under 100 nm. Various
methods are available for specimen preparation including bulk preparation by thinning,
dimpling, and final polishing using an ion polisher or by electropolishing. The more
modern approach to preparation of a TEM sample includes using a focused ion beam
(FIB) in conjunction with an SEM to lift-out a sample from a bulk specimen and attach it
to a copper grid that can be inserted in the TEM equipment, which can be run in imaging
or diffraction mode. Diffraction mode offers the ability to determine the crystal structure
of the material by tilting the specimen and observing the diffraction patterns that are a
consequence of the crystal structure of the material from nanometer sized regions.
Diffraction patterns can also indicate whether the material is a single crystal (sharp
diffraction patterns), polycrystalline (diffraction rings), or amorphous (hazy rings) [162].
TEM has been used extensively to study the parts built by laser-based AM
processes [33,48,159,163]. However, characterisation of starting powder using TEM is
much less common. Choi et al. [145] used TEM to determine the amorphous nature of an
Al-La-Ni-Fe bulk metallic glass. Although x-ray diffraction can be used to determine if a
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material is amorphous, TEM offers higher resolution and is considered the definitive
way to verify the amorphous nature of a material. TEM has also been used by researchers
to carry out very detailed powder characterisation studies. Hedberg et al. [134] used TEM
in conjunction with several other techniques to characterize the surface of 316 stainless
steel powder. TEM analysis was carried out specifically to measure the thickness of the
oxide layer and the dislocations present in the powder.

4.5. THERMAL ANALYSIS METHODS
Thermal analysis techniques are primarily used for tracking chemical properties
as a function of temperature. Rather than offer a direct observation of the microstructure,
this class of methods yields information about the exothermic and endothermic events
that are occurring in the sample. This offers the ability to determine events such as glass
transition and crystallization temperatures, therefore giving information about the
microstructure. In general, there are three main techniques that are used:
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential thermal analysis (DTA), and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC).
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measures the mass of a sample as a function
of temperature. Since it is often a question of how a material behaves under elevated
temperatures, this approach allows insight into loss of volatiles and potential oxide
formation. In many powder bed fusion processes, the temperature of the powder bed is
often raised. Thus, this technique allows ex-situ analysis of how the powder responds
when subjected to increased temperatures. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is a
qualitative technique that measures the temperature difference between a sample and a
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reference material as a function of temperature. This temperature difference is plotted
against time and can be used to study transitions to different phases. TGA and DTA are
often coupled for simultaneous analysis. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a
quantitative technique that measures the difference in energy between a sample and a
reference material as a function of temperature. DSC is a popular technique in the
characterisation of metallic glasses [164,165] and is also one of the main analysis
techniques for the characterisation of polymer powders. This technique also shows
promise in aiding research towards the discovery of new polymers that can be fabricated
using SLS or SLM methods [166].

4.6. MELT FLOW INDEX
As discussed previously, viscosity of the melt pool is of primary concern in SLS
of polymer powders since it controls wettability of the melt to the substrate and previous
layers. Since viscosity is temperature and pressure dependent, its measurement is highly
dependent upon the state of the material. Measurement of viscosity is therefore
completed under certain controlled conditions. To measure the viscosity of polymers, the
melt flow index (MFI) of the material is determined. These measurements involve the
extrusion of material through an orifice at a specified temperature. The MFI is then
calculated by dividing the amount of extruded mass in a period of ten minutes. This value
allows for the calculation of the shear rate; this shear rate and the developed wall shear
stress during extrusion can then allow evaluation of the viscosity of the material.
The MFI is a direct indicator of the flow behavior of the melt pool for a given
material, which is dependent upon its chemical structure. Long polymer chains with
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complex geometry resist flow and are therefore more viscous. Conversely, polymers
comprised of short chains have less internal friction giving them more fluidity [112]. As
such, quantification of flow through the MFI allows crucial insight into the melting
behavior that will occur during processing as well as tracking of material properties with
continual reuse.

4.7. EFFECT OF POWDER MICROSTRUCTURE ON PART PROPERTIES
4.7.1. Metals. In powder metallurgy, it is well known that the initial
microstructure of powder plays a key role in the properties of manufactured components.
For instance, consider the sintering of a PM compact. Not only does internal porosity and
the size of the initial grains in the powder determine the rate of sintering activity of the
compact, but also the formation of pores in the final product. The manufacturing
processes in PM, such as hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and metal injection molding (MIM)
are considerably different from those found in AM. The potential impacts of particle
microstructure of metal powders in AM needs to be studied, especially since the current
literature contains very little knowledge in this particular area.
As mentioned previously, the method of powder manufacture will often determine
the morphological characteristics of particles. However, it is important to note that the
powder manufacturing process also has a significant impact on the developed particle
microstructure [59]. Starr et al. [167] proved this dependence by performing XRD on two
gas-atomized 17-4 PH powders where one was atomized in a nitrogen atmosphere and
the other under argon. It was shown that the nitrogen-atomized powder contained
primarily an austenitic microstructure, while the other being manufactured under argon
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contained mostly martensite. In order to observe the effect of different powder
microstructure and build atmosphere on the phase composition of as-built materials, both
powders were used to build tensile specimens where XRD was performed before tensile
testing. The XRD results for the as-built parts showed that the argon-atomized powder
produced fully martensitic products regardless of the gas used during the build process.
However, the nitrogen-atomized powder showed a different behavior where the parts
built under a nitrogen atmosphere retained more austenite than those produced in the
presence of argon.
Similarly, Murr et al. [33] used XRD to determine a possible dependence of 17-4
PH powder microstructure on the phases present in parts in both argon and nitrogen
atmospheres. In the end, it was determined that building parts using AM under an argon
atmosphere produces martensitic products, whereas using nitrogen in the build chamber
produced microstructure in parts identical to the precursor powder phase. This major
difference was attributed to the large difference in thermal conductivity of the gas used
during the build process.
Internal particle porosity can also have a major effect on the microstructure of
powder in addition to the density achieved by the final part. Therefore, it is necessary to
quantify this powder characteristic as well for quality control purposes. However, this is
often not practiced warranting further characterisation studies to be done in this particular
area.
4.7.2. Polymers. Polymer powder researchers focus heavily on the
microstructure of the powder particles, as it has a clear relationship to their process
parameters and the quality of the final parts dictating post-processing considerations. The
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polymer powders that are used for powder-bed based AM are generally thermoplastics
with either amorphous or semi-crystalline structure.
Amorphous polymers contain a disordered structure of polymer chains. This class
of materials has a glass transition temperature where the polymer will soften and exhibit
more pliability when heated above this threshold. However, amorphous polymers do not
contain a particular melting point; instead, the material gradually softens until it is fully
melted. Consequently, amorphous polymers are viscous, but have low shrinkage and high
dimensional accuracy during processing [2].
Semi-crystalline polymers contain both crystalline and amorphous regions where
the phase composition can vary by the crystallization rate and the chain polymer structure
[112]. These materials contain both a glass transition temperature and a narrow melting
temperature range. Since adequate process ability of polymers by SLS is facilitated by a
sharp melting point, polymers with semi-crystalline structure (e.g. PA12) are among the
most commonly used in AM. However, one of the biggest disadvantages of using this
type of material is its inherent shrinkage giving way to undesirable warping [2].
Consideration of the crystallization and melting of semi-crystalline polymers can
aid in the determination of new polymers that can be processed by AM. Drummer et al.
[166] used DSC to track the endothermic (melting) and exothermic (crystallization)
reactions that occurred upon heating and subsequent cooling. In order for a polymer to be
a good candidate for AM, a narrow melting range and a wide range between melting and
crystallization is desired. The narrow melting range of the polymer indicates that a
smaller laser power would be required to fully melt the material. The wide range between
the crystallization temperature and the melting point offers a processing window where
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the powder bed could be heated to this temperature range. As such, when a layer is
cooled from the melting temperature, it will not crystallize and therefore not go through
major dimensional changes. Polyamide powders were shown to be the most robust
according to their DSC curves.
For the processing of semi-crystalline powders, the powder bed is heated above
the glass transition temperature to just below the melting temperature. The laser is then
used to push the temperature over to melting where the polymer then flows to provide
bonding to the previous layer. Since polymers are sensitive to changes in temperature, an
insufficient bed temperature can cause a lower degree of melting thus limiting the
wettability of the melt pool and increasing the probability of flaws in the parts. A low bed
temperature can also cause a high degree of warping as a result of a large thermal
gradient between the melted and supporting powder [50].
However, raising the temperature of the powder bed can also lead to degradation
of unused polymer powder limiting its recyclability. As a polymer is heated in the SLS
process between the glass transition and melting temperatures, the length of the
molecular chains increases. This growth causes the material to become more viscous as
the molecular weight of the material becomes larger. Thus, the MFI will decrease thereby
limiting the wettability of the melt pool [112,113] and creating flaws in parts. Using aged
powder in subsequent builds can also lead to the well-known “Orange Peel” texture on
the vertical faces of polymer parts indicating higher surface roughness [22]. Another
common problem caused by preheating the polymer bed is the hardening of powder
which supports the parts. In some cases, the powder may even bond to the parts
compromising dimensional accuracy [168].
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Since preheating of the powder-bed is essential for processing of polymers,
degradation of the non-sintered powder that has been subjected to the SLS environment is
inevitable, making it impossible to reuse 100% of the material [50]. Due to the high cost
of many polymer powders, it is often not economical to use virgin powder for every
build. Therefore, it is common to mix virgin and used powder to create a blend that is
deemed suitable for processing [2,112,113,166].

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

As additive manufacturing approaches a stage of maturity, the realization of these
processes for potential production becomes ever more apparent. A significant amount of
research has focused on the development of process parameters to manufacture parts
having strength comparable to wrought materials, low surface roughness, and minimal
porosity. However, both intra-build and inter-build part variability are often noticed,
forcing researchers to look at the input powder material properties and their effects on the
build process. This has led to the use of different powder characterisation techniques to
quantify and predict the behavior of AM-ready powder.
When characterizing a powder, it is important that the following three main areas
are researched: particle morphology, particle chemistry, and particle microstructure. In
metal powder bed fusion processes, research is primarily focused on the morphological
characterisation of powders and their effect on part properties. Techniques that are
typically used to perform morphological characterisation of AM powders include
microscopy and laser diffraction, although sieve analysis is occasionally employed as
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well. Microscopy allows not only the characterisation of particle size and size
distribution through micrographs, but also shape and surface roughness. Therefore, it is
an extremely versatile tool making it attractive in powder-based AM. Unfortunately, the
analysis times are long and the amount of particles needed to obtain statistically
significant results is still under debate warranting further investigation. Conversely, laser
light diffraction is able to measure the size of a very large number of particles in a short
amount of time. Due to the large particle count and automation of the entire procedure,
particle size distributions are highly repeatable. However, particles that deviate from a
spherical shape can give erroneous results using this characterisation method.
As a whole, the effect of particle size and size distribution is the most studied
when input material properties are correlated to part quality. From these findings, it is
clear that the particle size and size distribution affect the flowability of the powder thus
influencing layer homogeneity. Moreover, the porosity of as-built parts is also influenced,
where the use of large particles and agglomerates can produce undesired voids due to a
decreased packing density in the powder bed. Some of the same phenomena have been
noticed when irregular particles are used, as this tends to cause more interparticle friction
and impact layer uniformity and density. In order to maximize flowability while also
increase the powder bed density, narrow particle size distributions that contain spherical
particles with minimal surface deformities are often employed.
Characterisation methods to determine the chemical composition of powders fall
under two categories: surface analysis and bulk analysis. XPS is a quantitative surface
sensitive technique that takes advantage of the photoelectron effect to identify the
percentages of elements that are present. High-resolution spectra can even be obtained to
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determine binding information for each element in a sample. As for bulk chemistry,
EDS is commonly utilized; however, it is important to note that this is only a semiquantitative technique, meaning that the results should not be interpreted as absolute
unless appropriate reference standards are used for machine calibration. Unfortunately,
many studies only use EDS for chemical characterisation of powder and treat it as a
quantitative method. ICPS is a more accurate technique that can be used to determine the
bulk chemistry of a sample. This technique paired with inert gas fusion can give the
concentrations of all metallic elements as well as the oxygen content in a sample. A
significant amount of future research will need to be performed in order to broadly
determine the effect of chemistry on part properties. A number of studies in this
particular area focus on powder contaminants, namely, oxides. Few studies discuss the
potential of optimizing powder chemistries to yield desired part properties. Furthermore,
polymer materials seldom have any chemistry validation.
The most widely used methods to characterize powder particle microstructure are
XRD and thermal analysis. As seen with powder chemistry, a lack of research is also
noticed in terms of the microstructure of metal particles. Currently, most of the work
aimed at characterizing the microstructure of powder uses XRD with cross-sectioned and
polished samples. Although this is a great first step, the exact influence of particle
microstructure on as-built parts is still unknown. A few aforementioned studies stated the
importance of crystal structure, as well as its dependence on the type of gas flow during
the build process and its relevance to the microstructure of parts.
In regards to polymers, a significant amount of research into the particle
microstructure on the processing conditions and the part properties has been done with
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the main analysis technique being DSC. Researchers have been able to relate the
degree of crystallinity to the bed temperature and the laser power used during processing.
The degree of crystallinity ultimately dictates the consolidation mechanism (full or partial
melting) and therefore the post-processing of the built parts. The limited number of
polymer powders available to produce parts with powder bed fusion methods suggests
that there is still more work needed to identify new polymer powders, and DSC studies
show promise in determining these materials.
Overall, much more research work is still needed in order to fully understand the
effects of powder in powder bed fusion processes. The current approximate knowledge of
morphological powder characteristics coupled with an insufficient understanding of
particle chemistry and microstructure on these processes necessitates a more complete
characterisation of AM-ready powders. Moreover, a main focus of future research should
be not only on optimizing process parameters, but also on the interplay between process
variables and powder properties. These studies will result in reducing variability between
built parts and enabling the process to be more controllable. Only then will AM processes
be able to rival traditional manufacturing methods and be recognized as a viable means
for the creation of reliable components for many industrial applications.
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ABSTRACT

The selective laser melting process, commonly referred to as laser powder-bed
fusion (L-PBF), is an Additive Manufacturing (AM) technique that uses a laser to fuse
successive layers of powder into near fully dense components. Due to the large energy
input from the laser during processing, vaporization causes instabilities in the melt pool
leading to the formation of laser spatter and condensate, collectively known as heataffected powder. Since heat-affected powder settles into the powder bed, the properties of
the unconsolidated powder may be altered compromising its reusability. In this study,
characterization of 304L heat-affected powder was performed through particle size and
shape distribution measurements, energy-dispersive spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy,
inert gas fusion, metallography, and x-ray diffraction. The results show morphological,
chemical, and microstructural differences between the virgin powder and heat-affected
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powder formed during processing which aid in the understanding of laser spatter and
condensate that form in the L-PBF process.

1. INTRODUCTION

Powder-bed fusion refers to a subset of Additive Manufacturing (AM) processes
that bond powder layers in a sequential manner for the production of three-dimensional
components directly from Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models [1]. Among this class
of manufacturing techniques is the selective laser melting, or laser powder-bed fusion (LPBF), process where a laser scans across a powder bed, thereby melting and
consolidating particles to form parts that approach theoretical density [2,3]. The layer
thickness is often no more than 70 µm facilitating the construction of fine features and,
thus, overall geometrical complexity. Consequently, L-PBF has attracted a significant
amount of interest from a wide variety of areas involving biomedical, aeronautical, and
automotive applications.
A large portion of the research conducted in L-PBF has been focused on adjusting
laser process parameters for manufacturability of a variety of materials such as Ti-6Al4V [63,64], 316/316L stainless steel [65,66], and IN718 [67,68]. Typically, these
variables include the laser power, scan speed, and hatch spacing for which an optimal
combination is found to minimize porosity. Other work in L-PBF has been centered on
the interaction of the laser beam with the powder bed through heat and fluid flow
simulations for insight into melt pool formation and cooling rates [69–71]. In general, it
is found that the melt pool experiences steep thermal gradients giving rise to strong
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Marangoni convection currents, which play a large role in the wetting behavior of the
melt on the previously solidified layer. Adding to the complexity of the process is the
dependence of the melt pool wettability on the oxygen content where the balling
phenomenon can be induced as a result of the presence of oxides [72,73]. The onset of
balling indicates a lack of wetting and can ultimately cause the formation of porosity and
possible damage to the recoating mechanism. Results from simulations also show that the
melt pool experiences a high degree of superheat leading to vaporization and subsequent
ejection of material. Rapid vaporization of material is known to cause melt pool
instabilities through recoil pressure and vapor entrainment of surrounding particles
leading to the formation of laser spatter [38–40,74]. Moreover, this vaporized material
rapidly solidifies in the chamber atmosphere causing the formation of nano-particles,
more commonly known as condensate, which coat the inside of the build chamber during
the L-PBF process. If generated in excess or not adequately removed, condensate can
lead to attenuation and defocusing of the laser beam causing pore formation due to a lack
of fusion [28,41–43].
The collection of both laser spatter and condensate is hereby referred to as heataffected powder as it is formed under high temperature conditions originating from the
melt pool. Delineation between the two types of ejecta is easiest when considering the
size difference where laser spatter is comprised of powder typically larger than the virgin
material [42,75] and condensate is submicron in size, as predicted by Shcheglov et al.
[41] in welding mild steel. This contrast in the particle size is ultimately an indication that
laser spatter and condensate form under very different circumstances. While laser spatter
originates either as molten particles from the melt pool or as entrained particles from the
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powder bed into the path of the laser beam, condensate begins as a metallic vapor
cloud created through evaporation of the melt pool surface where it is rapidly quenched
in the build chamber atmosphere to produce submicron particles. In L-PBF, studies
regarding laser spatter characterization and the potential consequences of its formation on
part quality are seldom. Simonelli et al. [75] characterized the spatter formed from 316L
stainless steel, Al-Si10-Mg, and Ti-6Al-4V generated during L-PBF. It was found that
laser spatter is not only comprised of particles much larger than the virgin powder but is
also chemically different as a result of oxidation on the outer surfaces of the particles.
While Liu et al. [42] found 316L laser spatter to contain particles as large as 400 µm,
particles less than 20 µm were also observed suggesting that laser spatter will gradually
accrue in unconsolidated powder with successive reuse even after sieving since mesh
sizes utilized in L-PBF are often greater than 45 µm. In order to exacerbate the effects of
laser spatter on part properties, Liu et al. processed unsieved 316L laser spatter and found
that the tensile properties of the parts exhibited decreased strength and elongation which
were attributed to laser spatter contamination of the powder bed. From both of these
studies, it is clear that laser spatter has the ability to settle into the powder bed thus
compromising the reusability of unconsolidated powder due to its property differences in
comparison to the virgin material. Consequently, studying the properties of the ejecta that
form in the L-PBF process provides crucial information about the evolving nature of
recycled powder and the effects these changes have on the part quality.
Although characterization of laser spatter has been performed in the
aforementioned studies, more in-depth research needs to be conducted to rigorously
understand the properties of laser spatter and its potential impact on the L-PBF process.
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Since laser spatter and condensate are coupled, characterization of condensate is also
deemed necessary, which, to the knowledge of the authors, has yet to be considered in the
L-PBF community. Therefore, this study characterizes heat-affected powder to
understand how 304L stainless steel ejecta forms and influences powder recyclability.
The characterization performed highlights the morphological, chemical, and
microstructural differences observed between virgin 304L and heat-affected powder with
reference to other studies focused on L-PBF material ejecta and its impact on part quality
during fabrication.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A Renishaw AM250 L-PBF machine was used for fabrication of parts whose sole
purpose was to generate heat-affected powder for subsequent characterization. The
AM250 is equipped with a 200W Nd-YAG 1064 nm pulsed laser, which has a Gaussian
beam intensity profile. Prior to building the parts in this study, the focal offset of the lens
was calibrated to focus the laser beam to a 70 µm spot size on the powder bed. Part
oxidation was reduced by ensuring the entire build chamber was kept below a stabilized
oxygen content of 1000 ppm, which was facilitated by maintaining an overpressure in the
build chamber between 5 and 20 mbar. During operation, a constant 400 ft3/min
volumetric flow rate of argon crossflow, measured at the outlet of the recirculatory pump
in the Renishaw AM250, was maintained across the build plate to serve as a shielding gas
against oxidation and for adequate removal of melt pool ejecta from the path of the laser
beam. If the flow rate of argon is too low, porosity can develop due to the interaction of
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heat-affected powder with the laser beam causing attenuation and defocusing, thereby
decreasing the energy intensity delivered to the powder bed [19–21]. Based on our
experimental work, a 400 ft3/min flow rate of argon across the powder bed minimized
these effects without disturbing the particles in the powder bed. While some melt pool
ejecta is entrained within the crossflow and removed from the build chamber, a portion of
the laser spatter and condensate generated deposits in the powder bed, causing changes in
the unconsolidated powder when recycled. The amount of heat-affected powder entrained
within the gas flow relative to that deposited in the powder bed was not considered in this
study. However, we are aware that the amount of melt pool ejecta generated increases
with the area of material that is being processed in the build chamber [24], which aided in
the design of the build layout discussed in this section.
The powder used in this study was argon gas-atomized 304L stainless steel
purchased from LPW Technology with its chemical composition listed in Table 1. Before
being inserted into the Renishaw AM250, all virgin powder was sieved using a 63 µm
screen in an argon atmosphere for removal of aggregates, breakup of agglomerates, and
minimization of oxygen introduction into the build chamber. Calibration of the layer
thickness was performed with the use of a 50 µm feeler gauge to minimize
inhomogeneities in powder bed density across the build area during spreading.
Qualitative assessment of the powder coverage and uniformity was then carried out. If
inadequate powder spreading was noticed, the calibration procedure was again performed
until deemed acceptable.
Since the primary focus of this study is the characterization of laser spatter and
condensate, it was crucial that a large enough sample be collected to analyze. Knowing
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that the amount of heat- affected powder generated during each layer is directly
dependent on the extent of area melted, increasing the area to be processed ultimately
leads to a larger amount of spatter and condensate generation. Thus, production of
sufficient heat-affected powder for analysis was enabled by utilizing a large portion of
the substrate. Consequently, 50% of the substrate area was chosen as larger percentages
often require too much time and require more resources. Figure 1 is a top-down view of
the build layout where a 5x5 array of square parts each 15 mm in height were selectively
melted. Although a single part could have been created comprising 50% of the substrate
area, such a geometry was avoided due to the potential for warping of the 14 mm thick
mild steel substrate because of large residual stresses often present in a part of this size.
In addition to the percentage of area melted, laser spatter has also been found to be
dependent on the process parameters used as evidenced by the relationship between
denudation width, a zone void of powder near the laser, and the power and scan speed
[25] as well as pressure [26]. As shown by Ly et al. [18], the denudation is ultimately
caused by the entrainment of particles due to local pressure differences near the laser
beam. While some particles are melted to form a track, others are heated by the laser and
then subsequently ejected in the form of spatter, which is a mechanism inherent to the LPBF process that will occur regardless of the laser process parameters during fabrication.
For this reason, a single build was conducted as the mechanisms responsible for heataffected powder generation were of interest and could be captured without any
replication.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of virgin 304L stainless steel powder.

Wt
%

C

Cr

Cu

Fe

Mn

0.018

18.4

< 0.1

Bal

1.4

Element
N
Ni
0.06

9.8

O

P

S

Si

0.02

0.012

0.005

0.63

Figure 1. Illustration of the part layout built in a Renishaw AM250. The combined area of
the parts for each layer corresponds to 50% of the substrate area for generation of a large
amount of heat-affected powder. Heat-affected powder is then collected in the area
downstream of the build plate.

Studies focused on the characterization of ejecta that form in the L-PBF process
are typically conducted through examination of individually selected laser spatter
particles in the presence of virgin powder that exhibit noticeable morphological and
chemical disparities [19,27,28]. In this study, an alternative approach was taken aimed at
separation of ejecta and virgin powder, which enabled analysis of a large number of heataffected particles to increase the confidence in the results collected. This was made
possible by sampling in a region that is located to the left of the build area (Figure 1),
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known as the heat-affected powder collection site. Due to the direction of the argon
crossflow, laser spatter and condensate are pushed to this area downstream of the build
plate during part fabrication. Powder samples were taken from this region using a clean
spatula, thereby excluding the unconsolidated powder in the powder bed. Since powder
during the spreading process can be deposited outside of the build region, sampling of
heat-affected powder was performed far away from the substrate to ensure that only
ejecta was collected with little possibility of contamination with the virgin powder. To
collect a sample of condensate with minimal contamination from laser spatter and virgin
powder, it is important to note that the condensate can be easily entrained in the argon
crossflow due to its extremely fine size, allowing for deposition on the inner walls within
the build chamber. However, the small size of condensate increases its adhesiveness,
rendering its separation from the chamber walls challenging. Therefore, a carbon dot was
firmly pressed against the chamber walls to extract condensate for viewing under a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). In addition to SEM, energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) was employed to probe the chemistry of condensate.
In an attempt to separate laser spatter from condensate for characterization of each
individually, the heat-affected powder was sieved using an ATM Sonic Sifter using 25
µm and 45 µm screens for separation into three size ranges, namely, -25 µm, +25 -45 µm,
and +45 µm. Each size fraction was then homogenized using a Turbula T2C mixer to
minimize sampling bias and analyzed with respect to morphology, chemistry, and
microstructure.
Morphological characterization carried out in this study employed the use of three
SEMs: Hitachi S4700, FEI Helios NanoLab 600, and an ASPEX 1020. Sample
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preparation involved dispersing powder on carbon tape to ensure that morphology
measurements were not influenced by the joining of several particles in close proximity.
While imaging and EDS were performed across all instruments, the automated feature
analysis (AFA) capability of the ASPEX 1020 was employed for generation of particle
size distributions and determination of particle shape. AFA allows the user to establish a
region of interest on a sample and then measure specific properties of the encompassed
features including projected area, perimeter, aspect ratio, and chemistry. The projected
area was used for computing the equivalent particle diameter assuming a circular shape,
and the shape of each particle was quantified through the aspect ratio. Each of the particle
size distributions measured was from at least 2500 particles to generate reliable
distributions [29]. All number distributions were converted to a volume basis assuming a
spherical shape for each particle. During the analysis of morphological data obtained
from the ASPEX, particles approaching the pixel size were excluded since the size and
shape measurements could be highly inaccurate.
The chemical characterization performed in this work of each powder sample
involved the use of EDS for an approximation of elemental concentration, focused-ion
beam for milling and imaging oxide/metal interfaces, inert gas fusion with a LECO
instrument for the quantitative analysis of oxygen content, and Raman spectroscopy for
identification of all observed oxides. To avoid possible discrepancies in the EDS results
due to particle curvature [30], each powder sample was mounted in epoxy, ground, and
polished to 0.05 µm using a small force in each step to minimize preferential pullout of
small particles. Before insertion into the SEM, an Au/Pd coating was applied to each
mounted powder sample and electrically grounded with copper tape to eliminate charging
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and beam deflection. Point EDS measurements were taken at various locations on
several as-received and laser spatter particles for a semi-quantitative comparison of
chemistry. In order to identify the oxides present in the heat-affected powder samples,
Raman spectroscopy was employed to irradiate the surfaces of selected particles. A
Horiba LabRam Aramis Raman Spectrometer equipped with a 1200 grooves/mm grating,
500 µm hole size and 300 µm monochromator slit width was used. A He-Ne laser was
used as the excitation source with a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The laser spot size was
focused on the sample surface using a 100x objective to yield a beam diameter of
approximately 900 nm. The Raman spectra were collected over a range of 200 – 1000
cm-1 with 20 seconds of exposure and 15 CCD accumulations.
Microstructural analysis of both virgin 304L and heat-affected powder was
performed by swab etching cross-sections of each sample type with Aqua Regia. Optical
images were captured using a Nikon Epiphot microscope equipped with a QImaging
Micropublisher 3.3 RTV camera for viewing of important microstructural features. For
identification of phases present, a Panalytical X’Pert Pro Multi-Purpose Diffractometer
was utilized to perform subsequent analysis using Rietveld refinement for quantification
of the volume percentage of phases present.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. MORPHOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Morphological properties of powder refer to both the size and shape of its
constituent particles. In L-PBF, powder morphology is often adjusted to maximize
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apparent density leading to high flowability, which is generally accepted as the base
requirement to ensure the result of powder spreading produces dense layers that are
homogeneous across the build area. Knowing that heat-affected powder deposits in the
powder bed during fabrication, there is a potential that the morphological properties of
the virgin powder are altered causing changes in material behavior as it is recycled.
Therefore, the purpose of this section is to highlight the size and shape differences
between virgin and heat-affected powders.
3.1.1. Particle Size Analysis. Electron micrographs of virgin 304L sieved at 63
µm as well as the size fractions of heat-affected powder downstream of the build area are
shown in Figure 2. It is important to emphasize the morphological size difference
between laser spatter and condensate so proper identification and characterization may be
performed for each individually. Condensate is ultimately a result of material
vaporization by the laser beam, originating from the melt pool and rapidly solidifying in
the cooler build chamber atmosphere. As the metallic vapor cloud above the melt pool
cools, the solubility of the vapor in the build chamber atmosphere decreases, creating a
supersaturated solution that has a large amount of undercooling allowing for favorable
conditions of nano-particulates to form [31]. Therefore, condensate is a submicron
powder with sizes typically less than 100 nm as predicted by Shcheglov et al. [22] when
laser welding mild steel. The vaporization occurs due to the large amount of energy
typically supplied to the melt pool in laser welding processes. The generation of
condensate in L-PBF causes pressure differences near the melt pool leading to production
of laser spatter [18]. However, the size of laser spatter is much larger than that of
condensate resulting from agglomeration with other particles while being ejected from
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the melt pool. Therefore, when analyzing heat-affected powder, particles less than
approximately 100 nm in size are considered condensate leaving the rest to be classified
as laser spatter.
An immediate observation from Figure 2 is the lack of nanoparticles in all the
micrographs, especially in the -25 µm size fraction. While this appears to indicate that all

100 µm

(a)

100 µm

(b)

100 µm

100 µm

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. Heat-affected powder sieved at various size fractions taken with ASPEX SEM,
including (a) Virgin 304L, (b) -25 µm, (c) +25/-45 µm, and (d) +45 µm.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. SEM micrographs showing (a) an individual laser spatter particle, and (b) a
magnified view of the surface of the laser spatter particle revealing the presence of
submicron particulates known as condensate.

the condensate is entrained in the gas flow, closer examination of a randomly chosen
laser spatter particle (Figure 3a) reveals fine particulates present on its surface (Figure
3b). Although size characterization was not performed on these particulates, it is apparent
they are submicron and lie within the size range of condensate predicted by Shcheglov et
al. [22]. To obtain a better understanding of condensate’s appearance, the sample
collected from the wall of the build chamber was viewed under a SEM where a copious
amount of condensate is known to be present. SEM micrographs of the sample from the
build chamber wall can be seen in Figure 4. Fine particulates were observed to be
adhered to the carbon dot (Figure 4a). Upon closer examination, the nanoparticles seen in
Figure 4b appear to be very similar to those found on the surface of the laser spatter
particle. Thus, it is concluded that the nanoparticles seen in Figure 3b are indeed
condensate. Therefore, in addition to depositing on the build chamber walls during
processing, condensate does adhere to the surfaces of laser spatter. The appearance of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Images of a sample taken from the chamber wall after part fabrication showing
(a) heavy concentration of condensate, and (b) condensate on a captured laser spatter
particle.

condensate on laser spatter particles suggests that this form of ejecta is not completely
removed with the argon crossflow. Instead, a portion of condensate deposits in the build
area along with the spatter. As far as the authors are aware, the influence of condensate
on part properties has not been considered in any powder-bed fusion process. However,
the presence of nano-particles on the surfaces of laser spatter will inevitably alter the
adhesion and friction properties of powders thereby influencing the flowability. In the
study conducted by Ji et al. [32], it was shown that the presence of nano-particles on
316L powder spheroidized by an inductively coupled plasma torch due to material
vaporization during processing led to an increase in its cohesiveness when compared to
the as-received material. Although the work by Ji et al. was not focused on the properties
of laser spatter, it demonstrates the ability of powder flow to change when nanoparticles
are present.
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An additional observation that can be made from Figure 2 is the existence of
laser spatter in all size fractions suggesting that the ejected material is comprised of a
wide size distribution. Based on previous research conducted on characterization of laser
spatter for other materials [18,19,23], it is generally accepted that spatter is coarser than
the virgin powder. While spatter particles greater than 100 µm were observed, particles
smaller than 45 µm were also found. Thus, laser spatter generated during L-PBF is not
restricted to particles with large size.
Particle size distribution measurements were performed on each size fraction to
understand the relative amount of each size fraction present within the heat-affected
powder. Therefore, each size fraction of heat-affected powder was dispersed on carbon
tape and analyzed using AFA on an ASPEX 1020 SEM. Particle size distributions of
virgin 304L, heat-affected powder and its size fractions are shown in Figure 5. Assuming
a spherical geometry for each particle, the distributions in Figure 5a were converted to a
volumetric basis to produce Figure 5b. While volumetric distributions are typically
reported when describing particle size, the fines do not amount to a significant portion of
the total volume present in a powder sample skewing the interpretation of the data. Due
to this reason, both frequency and volume distributions are shown for completeness.
Table 2 tabulates the D10, D50, and D90 for both number and volume distributions as
well as the minimum and maximum particle size of each sample. It is important to note
that due to the limitation in the resolution of the images taken during AFA for particle
size analysis, the minimum particle size able to be reliably measured was 1.8 µm. Since
condensate was found to be submicron, the particle size results presented herein do not
include that of condensate, but only laser spatter.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Particle size distributions of virgin 304L and size fractions of heat-affected
powder in (a) number (b) and volume representations.

Table 2. A listing of the D10, D50, and D90 on a number and volume basis for each
measured size distribution with incorporation of the minimum and maximum particle
size.
Sample
-25 µm +25 -45 µm

Virgin 304L

Heat-Affected

+45 µm

Dn10 (µm)

16.1

16.9

16.9

31.4

46.1

Dn50 (µm)

21.4

24.4

22.1

37.9

55.7

Dn90 (µm)

31.4

41.8

29.0

46.1

78.2

Dv10 (µm)

19.2

24.2

19.0

33.4

49.5

Dv50 (µm)

27.5

45.9

25.5

40.8

66.7

Dv90 (µm)
Minimum (µm)
Maximum (µm)

38.3
1.8
65.0

87.1
1.8
126.8

33.7
1.8
48.4

51
10.2
65.9

94.6
20.3
123.1

Comparison of the base and heat-affected powders clearly shows that the ejected
laser spatter from the melt pool is coarser than virgin 304L as indicated by the larger
D10, D50, and D90 values. Moreover, it is apparent that the Dn90 of heat-affected
powder is approximately 42 µm. Therefore, while sieving may serve as an effective
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means for removing particles greater than the mesh size, such a procedure will not be
able to eliminate all melt pool ejecta since it is comprised of particles smaller than typical
mesh sizes used during powder preparation for L-PBF. Heat-affected particles will
thereby accrue in powder surrounding parts during fabrication altering its size. Figure 5a
also indicates that virgin 304L powder contains the largest number of fines, defined as
particles less than 10 µm, among all the distributions shown. Since reused powder will be
a combination of heat-affected and unconsolidated powders, it is therefore expected that
the particle size distribution of recycled powder will be a combination of the two
morphologies. Successive recycling is then expected to shift the size distribution of the
virgin material to that of heat-affected powder. Consequently, a gradual coarsening is
expected as the number of fines decreases while the number of larger particles increases.
This exact result was reported by Seyda et al. [33] and Ardila et al. [34] who investigated
the reusability of Ti-6Al-4V and IN718 in L-PBF, respectively.
In both studies, it was found that the powder coarsened with reuse due to the
decrease in fine particles. For the case of Ti-6Al-4V, the coarsening led to an increase in
the flowability. However, it is still unclear why the fines decrease with reuse in L-PBF.
One possible reason is that the smaller particles are more likely to be entrained in the
fluid flow induced by the interaction of the laser beam and powder where they are
subsequently vaporized [35]. Another reason could be due to the spreading process itself
where only the smallest particles are deposited on parts due to size segregation.
3.1.2. Particle Shape Analysis. In addition to the size, the shape of spatter is
another critical property that has the potential to influence the process. Further
comparison of the micrographs in Figure 2 reveals that the laser spatter contains both
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aggregates, or rigidly bonded particles, and highly spherical particles in all size
ranges. These changes in morphology suggest that the laser spatter was molten during its
formation giving rise to one or more of the following phenomena that are likely to occur
during its solidification:
1. Spatter solidifies without colliding with other particles during flight. Due
to surface tension, the melt assumes a spherical shape to reduce the
surface energy.
2. While in flight, spatter collides with neighboring spatter whereby all are
then subsequently welded. The newly formed aggregate either solidifies in
flight or after contacting the powder bed. If molten while in contact with
the powder bed, additional particles can adhere to the aggregate.
3. Multiple spatter particles collide with one another during flight and are
completely subsumed yielding particles that can be much larger than the
virgin powder. Through extensive simulations of the L-PBF process with
316L, Ly et al. [18] concluded that most of the spatter generated during
the L-PBF process solidifies before making contact with the powder bed.
However, the collision frequency of spatter while in flight was not
analyzed, which has a large impact on its resultant morphology. Based on
the work by Ly et al., it is therefore unclear of the overall shape
differences between heat-affected and virgin powders.
Quantification of particle shape is thereby necessary to gain a more complete
picture of the morphological properties of heat-affected powder. Shape quantification
was done by measuring the aspect ratio of each particle during the AFA analysis, which
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. The shape of the heat-affected powder compared to virgin 304L, where (a)
shows the average aspect ratio of particles at each respective equivalent particle diameter,
and (b) gives the cumulative aspect ratio distributions. Both representations show that the
heat-affected powder is more spherical than the base material.

is computed as the major axis divided by the minor axis of the bounding ellipse. Figure
6a shows the average aspect ratio at each particle diameter for virgin and heat-affected
powders, while Figure 6b provides the cumulative distributions of the data in Figure 6a. It
should be noted that the closer the aspect ratios are to unity, the more circular the
particles. Although aggregates were found in heat-affected powder, it is clear that many
of its constituent particles are more spherical than the virgin powder. Thus, the cooling
rate was low enough to allow surface tension forces to shape the molten material into
spheres during flight. Upon closer examination of Figure 6a, it is also apparent that the
asperity of the virgin powder increases as the particle size becomes larger, whereas a
similar trend does not readily present itself for heat-affected powder. While the asperity
of virgin and heat-affected powders closely align up to an equivalent diameter of
approximately 30 µm, the variation in particle shape varies widely above 45 µm for the
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ejecta. The reason for this fluctuation stems from the rather chaotic process involved
in the formation of laser spatter where some particles may weld to one another after
collision yielding irregular shapes, while others may not undergo collisions resulting in
high circularity. The spherical nature of laser spatter is a common conclusion among
those studying laser spatter [18–20,27,28] even when using different materials. When
studying the spatter created during processing of 316L, Al-Si10-Mg, and Ti-6Al-4V,
Simonelli et al. [27] found that the shape of the observed spatter is more spherical than its
virgin counterparts leading to the conclusion that the sphericity of spatter is largely
material independent.

3.2. CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Characterization of material chemistry can be performed through both surface and
bulk sensitive techniques. When studying powder, it is often advantageous to study the
surface and bulk chemistry as both can have a significant impact on the quality of the
final parts produced in the L-PBF process. A change in surface chemistry can alter the
friction and adhesive properties among contacting particles causing the flow and
spreadability characteristics of the powder to differ. Moreover, a change in the bulk
chemistry may result in an undesirable chemistry of the final part causing differences in
mechanical properties. Therefore, comprehensive powder characterization often requires
that both are investigated. In this section, surface and bulk chemistry of the virgin 304L
and heat-affected powders are studied in order to highlight the differences between the
two. Additional characterization is also performed regarding the chemistry of condensate
material formed during part fabrication in L-PBF.
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3.2.1. Surface Chemistry of Laser Spatter. While Figure 2 illustrates the
morphological differences between the virgin and heat-affected powders, it is apparent
that the surfaces of some heat-affected particles contain dark regions when viewing
through a SEM, which is indicative of a different chemistry. Since the virgin powder does
not contain such features, it was of interest to chemically identify these regions and
provide rationale for their formation.

10 µm

Fe

Cr

O

C

S

Mn

Ni

25 µm

Figure 7. EDS maps of a laser spatter particle showing the large amount of O, Si, and Mn
present in the dark region on the outer surface of the laser spatter particle.

Identification of the elements present within the surface features was realized
through EDS, where a cross-sectioned heat-affected powder sample was analyzed to
eliminate possible artifacts in the measurement due to particle curvature. The analyzed
particle as well as the corresponding EDS maps are shown in Figure 7. Here it is seen that
the surface feature contains high levels of oxygen, silicon, manganese, iron, and
chromium suggesting that it is an oxide. Since such features were not found on the
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surface of virgin powder, it is concluded that oxidation of laser spatter particles
occurred while solidifying in flight after being ejected from the melt pool. However, it is
emphasized that the signal strength of iron and chromium was much less than that of
silicon and manganese, indicative of an oxide that is rich in manganese and silicon. Since
both manganese and silicon have a lower vapor pressure than iron and chromium, their
volatility is much greater enhancing diffusion from the particle bulk to its surface.
Simonelli et al. [27] found a very similar result when studying 316L laser spatter formed
during L-PBF where the ejected particles contained hemispherical oxides, which were
comprised largely of silicon and manganese. Chasoglou et al. [36] also observed the same
oxide island features on a water-atomized steel powder for use in powder metallurgy
(PM). After using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), it was concluded that the
oxides contained iron and chromium in addition to silicon and manganese. The presence
of multiple strong oxide forming elements is likely to be complex in nature. As such,
manganese silicate (MnSiO3), nickel ferric oxide (NiFe2O4), and nickel chromite
(NiCr2O4) are potentially present within oxides formed on stainless steel powder,
especially for 304L laser spatter.
To investigate the oxides present on the surfaces of particles in this study, Raman
spectroscopy was utilized due to its ability for select interrogation of small areas. Three
different laser spatter particles containing oxides on their surfaces were investigated,
where representative Raman spectra are shown in Figure 8. The spectra were indexed
according to common oxides/inclusions that are formed in steelmaking, namely, MnO,
SiO2, FeO, Fe2O3, Cr2O3, Fe3O4, and complex inclusions including NiFe2O4,
NiCr2O4, and MnSiO3. The Raman shifts measured by researchers for said compounds
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are presented in Table 3. Analysis of the spectra shows that all have similar peak
positions corresponding to Raman shifts of various compounds. The presence of Fe3O4
(magnetite) is evident given by the peaks at wavenumbers of 215 cm-1, 276 cm-1, 398 cm1

, and 665 cm-1. However, a few deviations in the wavenumbers corresponding to peak

locations are observed between particles as well as peak broadening from 450 – 700 cm-1.

Figure 8. Raman spectra of the oxides present on the surface of three laser spatter
particles. Iron, chromium, manganese, and silicon oxides were found with possible
complex oxides in the 450 – 700 cm-1 wavenumber range.

A possible reason stems from variations in the strain field in the oxide [37]
causing variations in the peak positions, which can even be exploited for use in residual
stress analysis. It is therefore difficult to clearly delineate some oxides from others based
on the peak positions. Nevertheless, the broad peaks are potentially the result of several
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overlapping compounds. This is especially true for the broad peak from 550 cm-1 –
700 cm-1 where oxides of silicon, manganese, chromium, and iron are found. Due to the
peak positions of complex oxides in Table 3 being within this range, it is also a
possibility that the broad peak is a combination of complex oxides. Regardless, the
difficulty in extracting information about the oxides in Raman is a testament to the nonequilibrium conditions in which the laser spatter solidifies.

Table 3. A listing of the Raman shifts associated with expected inclusions that
form in steels.

Although the oxygen content in the build chamber was kept below 1000 ppm, a
concentration of this magnitude is still able to form oxides on steel as suggested by the
Ellingham diagram [43]. In fact, among the oxidizers present in 304L, manganese and
silicon contain the lowest equilibrium oxygen partial pressures indicating that their
formation is inevitable without going to extremely low oxygen concentrations, which are
never achieved in conventional L-PBF systems. It is important to note that the oxygen
concentration does gradually decrease over the course of the build, which is partially
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attributed to the oxidation of heat-affected powder as well as the inerting process that
continually adds argon to the system to maintain an overpressure while processing. Yet,
the lowest oxygen concentration reached during the entirety of the build was nearly 100
ppm, which still promotes the formation of the observed oxides. However, while the
presence of oxides on the surfaces of laser spatter particles is reasonable, the
hemispherical morphology of the oxide islands is less intuitive and deserves an
explanation. The current theory regarding oxidation of metals can be categorized into
four stages: induction, nucleation, growth, and coalescence [44,45]. Induction is the time
preceding nucleation of oxide islands where the dissociation of oxygen molecules and
subsequent chemisorption of oxygen occur on the metal surface. Once a sufficient
oxygen concentration is reached, stable oxide nuclei form and grow. During the growth
stage, the oxides will merge and coalesce becoming larger to eventually create a
continuous film of oxide. Evidence for this natural four stage progression is shown in
Figure 9. Figure 9a contains a micrograph of a laser spatter particle showing the presence
of oxide islands, while Figure 9b provides a closer view of an oxide island. The smaller
particles in both micrographs are not due to sample contamination but are rather
condensate material that has condensed onto the surface of the laser spatter. In addition to
the oxide islands with typical diameters of approximately 1 µm, Figure 9b reveals there
to be oxide islands smaller than 100 nm. The submicron oxide islands are evidence that
the oxides are nucleating on the surface of the laser spatter. For comparison, Figure 9c
shows a SEM image of a representative virgin 304L powder particle, which was found to
not contain oxide islands suggesting that the oxides formed are a consequence of the LPBF process. If given enough time before the particle has completely solidified, the oxide
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islands will coalesce into the larger oxide islands typically reported in literature
regarding L-PBF laser spatter [18,19,27,28]. However, the cooling rate of laser spatter is
high enough to where the oxide islands are not able to completely combine arresting the
formation of a continuous oxide film.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. SEM micrographs showing (a) a laser spatter particle with oxide islands, (b) a
high magnification view of an oxide island surrounded by oxides less than 100 nm in
size, and (c) virgin 304L particle showing no oxides on its surface.
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One important detail of this reaction sequence is the penetration of oxide into
the underlying metal as a result of oxygen diffusion into the metal lattice. For observation
of consumption of the metal particle by the oxide, a FIB was used to mill a cross-section
of the oxide/metal interface of a polished heat-affected particle. Figure 10a shows the
heat-affected particle selected as well as the region of interest denoted by a black
rectangle. The oxide/metal interface in Figure 10b clearly shows curvature meaning the
oxide consumed a portion of the metal, a result that is explained in detail by Zhou [45].

25 µm

(a)

3 µm

(b)

Figure 10. (a) Electron micrograph of a polished heat-affected particle with a large oxide
on its surface where the black rectangle indicates a region for subsequent FIB analysis,
and (b) FIB image of the oxide/metal interface, as denoted by the black arrow.

3.2.2. Bulk Chemistry of Laser Spatter. In order to understand the potential
bulk chemistry differences between virgin and heat-affected powder, EDS was utilized on
samples pertaining to both materials. Since EDS typically has an interaction depth no
more than a few microns in steel, all powder samples were cross-sectioned to probe the
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bulk chemistry of particles. Micrographs of both the as-received and heat-affected
powders are shown in Figure 11. The points of interest denoted by black crosshairs are
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9
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(c)
Figure 11. Electron micrographs of cross-sectioned (a) virgin 304L and (b-c) heataffected powder. The white arrows indicate surface features present on heat-affected
particles, and the black arrows represent the location of EDS performed on said regions.
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labeled corresponding to the resultant weight percentage of chemical species
presented in Table 4. Given the uncertainty in EDS, the slight variability in the elemental
concentrations in points 1 – 6 show no significant differences in bulk chemistry among
the two powders. The white arrows in Figure 11b mark the locations where oxides were
found on the particle surfaces. Although previously described, locations 7 and 8 were
investigated for sake of completeness where their chemical signature again reveals large
signals of oxygen, manganese, and silicon. While oxides on the surface of laser spatter
are commonly observed in this study and throughout the L-PBF community, very little
work has been conducted to search for inclusions that exist inside the laser spatter bulk.
Figure 11c shows such an instance in which an inclusion similar in chemical composition
to the oxides on the laser spatter surface exists within a laser spatter particle. An
important implication of oxidation and inclusions in laser spatter is their potential to land
on a part during fabrication whereby subsequent melting could lead to its entrapment
within the component itself. Inclusions are known to have a substantial influence on the
mechanical performance of steels either positively or negatively depending on the
inclusion morphology and chemistry. Vasconcellos et al. [46] gives an in-depth review on
inclusion engineering discussing their nucleation, growth, as well as potential advantages
when quantifying the mechanical performance of steels. Although assessing the effect of
inclusions on 304L properties is out of the scope of this paper, emphasis is given to the
potential of the ejecta in L-PBF to alter the mechanical properties of the parts. Since
oxygen accrues in recycled powder due to the presence of ejecta accruing in unmelted
powder, the possibility of mechanical performance evolution with powder reuse due to
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inclusions is a possibility that should be considered in recycling studies as done by
Heiden et al. [47].
To understand the amount of oxygen that heat-affected powder contains in
comparison to the virgin powder, quantification of the oxygen content was performed
through inert gas fusion. Figure 12 presents the oxygen content of each powder sample of
interest in this study. The heat-affected powder is seen to have nearly three times the
oxygen concentration as the virgin material. Furthermore, the oxygen is the highest for
the largest heat-affected particles, which is expected since the larger particles stay molten
in the chamber atmosphere for a longer time before solidification. Also noteworthy is the
oxygen of powder below 45 µm, which still contains at least double the amount of
oxygen of the virgin powder. As mentioned previously, these particles will pass through
the mesh screen in preparation for further use in the L-PBF process. Therefore, the
oxygen of used 304L powder will increase with reuse.

Table 4. Comparison of EDS results obtained from interrogation of as-received and heataffected particles. No major differences exist in the bulk chemistry between the two
powders. The locations correspond to the marked numbers in Figure 11.
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Similar results have been found by researchers who study the recyclability of
powder in L-PBF. Strondl et al. [35] observed the oxygen content of Ti-6Al-4V powder
to increase leading to reduced ductility of tensile properties and a decrease in the impact
energy. The same increase in oxygen was also observed by Sartin et al. [48] when using
316L, but no statistically significant change in the tensile properties or hardness was
observed.

Figure 12. The oxygen content of virgin 304L compared to heat-affected powder and its
size fractions. Heat-affected powder is seen to have nearly three times the oxygen content
as the virgin material. Moreover, the largest particles contain the most oxygen.

3.2.3. Chemistry of Condensate. The chemistry of the condensate was also
investigated with EDS for insight into possible elemental vaporization. For this
investigation, the powder sample collected from the chamber wall was examined since it
was found that the powder collected in this region has a larger concentration of condensate
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5 µm

Figure 13. Heat-affected particle with condensate on its surface. The white cross-hair
indicates the location of the EDS measurement revealing high amounts of oxygen,
silicon, manganese, chromium, and iron.

Table 5. EDS results of condensate showing large amounts of all elements present
suggesting the presence of a large superheat present within the melt pool.

relative to the heat-affected powder collected downstream of the build area. In
order to avoid the effects of interaction volume skewing the measurements, a particle
with a large amount of agglomerated condensate was found and analyzed, as depicted in
Figure 13. The EDS results in Table 5 reveal a significant amount of each element found
in the condensate powder with the exception of Ni. This indicates vaporization of all the
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elements present within the melt pool suggesting that a large amount of superheat is
generated during processing.

3.3. MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
As a first step towards microstructural characterization, both virgin and heataffected 304L powders were cross-sectioned and swab etched with aqua regia. To further
enhance microstructural features, a Nomarski filter was used for some of the images for
increasing height contrast. Figure 14 shows representative micrographs of both the virgin
and heat-affected powders. An immediate observation reveals that while both powders
contain particles that have a cellular microstructure, the laser spatter also contains
particles with ring-like structures outlining their surfaces, as indicated by the white
arrows in Figures 14b and 14c. These rings suggest a difference in microstructure, which
are hypothesized to form because of particle surfaces remelting once they are heated by
the laser while being ejected due to vapor entrainment. The same phenomenon was
predicted numerically by Ly et al. [18] where detailed simulations of the L-PBF process
showed that the interaction time of entrained particles with the laser beam differs
between particles. While some are completely melted, other particles may only be
partially melted. Therefore, the microstructure of laser spatter varies substantially as a
whole because of its interaction time with he laser during formation.
The presence of particles with cellular structure in both the virgin and heataffected materials suggests that an appreciable amount of undercooling occurred before
nucleation. It is important to note that the degree of undercooling experienced by
particles depends on the cooling rate, where a high cooling rate causes more
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undercooling. Moreover, since the cooling rate is faster for particles of smaller size
due to less thermal mass, the amount of undercooling in the melt is ultimately controlled
by the particle size causing varied microstructure within the powders shown in Figures
14b and 14c.

(a)

(b)

50 µm

(c)
Figure 14. Aqua regia etched cross-sectioned powder samples of (a) as-received 304L,
and (b)-(c) heat-affected powder. The arrows point to ring-like structures on the surface
of laser spatter.

To emphasize the microstructural differences that are present within the heataffected powder as a function of particle size, the -25 µm, +25/-45 µm, and +45 µm size
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fractions were analyzed using XRD for comparison to that of virgin powder. Figure
15 shows the obtained diffraction patterns indicating a strong presence of austenite and
delta ferrite in all analyzed samples. Virgin 304L is nearly pure austenite while heataffected powder shows significant delta ferrite. Moreover, the amount of each phase
varies as a function of the size fraction where the primary austenite peak at 44° is less
prominent as the particle size increases when observing the heat-affected powder
indicating an increase in delta ferrite. Quantification of the XRD diffraction patterns was
performed through Rietveld refinement and can be seen graphically in Figure 16. Since
the bulk chemistry of each fraction is nearly the same as previously confirmed by EDS,
the observed trend is indicative of a cooling rate difference between the smallest and
largest particles.

Figure 15. XRD diffraction patterns of heat-affected powder and its size fractions
compared to virgin 304L. All the powder samples tested reveal the presence of austenite
and delta ferrite, where the intensity of each depends on the particle size.
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The difference in the relative proportion of austenite and delta ferrite
formation can be explained through the determination of solidification mode, or the
sequence of phase transformations that occurs during solidification and subsequent
cooling as a solid. Since chromium and nickel are strong delta ferrite and austenite
stabilizers, respectively, the solidification mode in stainless steels is often determined
through the ratio of chromium to nickel equivalencies (Creq/Nieq). A listing of the
available methods for evaluation of Creq/Nieq is given by Korinko et al. [49]. In general,
there exist four types of solidification modes [50]:
1.

A mode: L → L+ γ → γ for Creq/Nieq < 1.25

2.

AF mode: L → L+ γ → L+ 𝛿 + γ → γ + 𝛿 → γ for 1.25 < Creq/Nieq < 1.48

3.

FA mode: L → L+ 𝛿 → L+ 𝛿 + γ → γ + 𝛿 → γ for 1.48 < Creq/Nieq < 1.95

4.

F mode: L → L+ 𝛿 → 𝛿 → 𝛿 + γ → γ for Creq/Nieq > 1.95

Figure 16. Quantification of XRD diffraction patterns using Rietveld refinement
illustrating the dependence of delta ferrite formation on the particle size.
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Each of the solidification modes is overlaid on the pseudobinary phase diagram of the
Fe-Cr-Ni system in Figure 17. Using the chemistry of the virgin powder provided by
LPW Technology (Table 1) and calculating the Creq/Nieq using the Hull expression, we
find that under equilibrium conditions 304L will solidify as primary ferrite and then
austenite (FA). Yet, for the solidification of metallic particles, equilibrium conditions are
rarely satisfied because of high cooling rates hindering diffusion. Thus, in nonequilibrium solidification of 304L, the solid-state transformation of delta ferrite to
austenite is hindered allowing retention of the delta ferrite phase. However, at even
higher cooling rates, the probability of nucleating metastable austenite increases due to a
sufficient amount of undercooling enabling a transition in the solidification mode from
FA to AF [50]. Since virgin 304L is gas-atomized where typical cooling rates are on the
order of 105 K/s [51], as-received 304L is expected to be austenite as the large amount of
undercooling caused the material to solidify as AF. However, with the percentage of delta
ferrite increasing as the particle size becomes larger for heat-affected powder, the
probability of solidifying as FA becomes more likely causing an increase in the amount
of delta ferrite.
The increase in the BCC phase of sieve residue and recycled powder has also
been noted by previous researchers studying 17-4 PH stainless steel [30,52] and 316L
[19]. Slotwinski et al. [30] mentions that the increase in BCC phase of the sieve residue
relative to virgin 17-4 PH was due to its differing chemistry as a consequence of
interaction with the laser beam leading to a depletion of copper, chromium, and carbon.
However, as shown previously, appreciable bulk chemistry differences between the
virgin and heat-affected powders were not found, providing further evidence that the
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Figure 17. Pseudobinary phase diagram of the Fe-Cr-Ni system highlighting the different
solidification paths that can result due to differences in chemistry. The chemistry of 304L
suggests that it follows the FA solidification mode.

observed microstructural differences are cooling rate dependent as opposed to variations
in chemistry.
While the increase in delta ferrite in laser spatter particles has never been reported
to cause phase changes in parts produced by L-PBF, it is important to understand that the
formation of delta ferrite in recycled stainless steel powders indicates the presence of
heat-affected powder. The increase in delta ferrite in all size fractions of the heat-affected
powder relative to the virgin powder provides further corroboration that the spatter
encompasses a wide size range enabling its accretion as the material is reused. Knowing
that the microstructure of heat-affected powder is altered, one can use this as a metric to
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ultimately understand the degree by which a powder is recycled in the L-PBF process
allowing for better quality control.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the morphological, chemical, and microstructural properties of laser
spatter and condensate powder were investigated to understand their formation and gain
insight into the expected changes that are to occur as a result of recycling 304L stainless
steel in the L-PBF process. While previous studies primarily focus on laser spatter,
emphasis in the current study was placed on the combination of laser spatter and
condensate for a more comprehensive characterization of ejecta originating from the melt
pool. Clear identification of both laser spatter and condensate was accomplished by
collecting two types of samples: heat-affected powder downstream of the build area, and
a sample from the wall of the chamber after building parts. The samples of heat-affected
powder were found to contain laser spatter along with condensate that condensed to the
surfaces of laser spatter particles. Therefore, both laser spatter and condensate do deposit
in the build area.
The morphology of laser spatter particles was found to be comprised of a wide
size distribution, which exhibit lower asperity than the as-received powder. Although
laser spatter encompasses particles that are greater than 100 µm, it was found that
approximately 90% of the 304L spatter is below 45 µm allowing most of the ejecta to
accrue in powder that is recycled. Comparison of the as-received and laser spatter size
distributions also shows that the ejecta has fewer fines. Since recycled powder will be a
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combination of both as-received and laser spatter powders, it is then expected that the
number of fines will decrease with reuse while gradually accruing particles of larger size.
The relatively coarse laser spatter size distribution in addition to its high circularity may
therefore improve the flowability of recycled material, which is a common result found in
the L-PBF community.
Investigation of powder chemistry led to the observation of oxide islands on laser
spatter. These oxides are rich in manganese and silicon but do have trace signatures of
iron and chromium. Further analysis revealed that these oxides nucleate and grow on the
surfaces of laser spatter. Depending on the growth rate of the oxides, the coalescence of
these islands will vary, producing oxides of various size. Due to the slower cooling rate
of larger particles, it was found that the largest particles in heat-affected powder do
contain the most oxygen. Thus, removal of larger particles through sieving will extend
the life of recycled powder. However, it is noteworthy that even laser spatter within the
size range of the virgin powder exhibited at least twice the oxygen content of virgin
304L. Due to the gradual accretion of heat-affected powder in recycled powder, an
increase in oxygen content with reuse is inevitable. In addition to laser spatter, the
chemistry of condensate is comprised of appreciable amounts of oxygen, silicon,
manganese, chromium and iron, providing evidence for large superheat in the melt pool.
Microstructural analysis of the heat-affected size fractions and virgin 304L
through XRD showed varying amounts of austenite and delta ferrite. In general, it was
found that the percentage of delta ferrite increased with increasing particle size. These
results were attributed to the large difference in cooling rates experienced by the large
and small particles, enabling the switch from FA to AF solidification mode through an
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increased undercooling. Since delta ferrite is a marker of heat-affected powder, phase
identification is a viable technique for distinguishing between virgin and recycled 304L
powder.
Although this study focused on 304L ejecta, the results presented can generally be
applied to other materials since the formation of laser spatter and condensate are driven
by melt pool instabilities as well as particle entrainment and vaporization. Therefore,
while the size distribution will vary depending on the material, laser spatter will
invariably be more spherical and contain a higher amount of oxygen than virgin powder
due to its slower cooling rate within the build chamber atmosphere. Moreover,
condensate will be comprised of submicron particles that deposit on laser spatter and
within the build area, potentially influencing part properties. While the results presented
may slightly differ between builds, the single build used in this study for characterization
of heat-affected powder allowed for a thorough investigation of the ejecta generated in LPBF corroborating many of the other studies focused on laser spatter and powder
recycling. Even though the degree of powder reusability has yet to be determined,
changes in the properties of recycled powder can now be better understood with
knowledge of the mechanisms responsible for powder property evolution.
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ABSTRACT

During part fabrication by laser powder-bed fusion (L-PBF), an Additive
Manufacturing process, a large amount of energy is input from the laser into the melt
pool, causing generation of spatter and condensate, both of which have the potential to
settle in the surrounding powder-bed compromising its reusability. In this study, AISI
304L stainless steel powder is subjected to seven reuses in the L-PBF process to assess
the changes in powder properties that occur as a result of successive recycling. The
powder was characterized morphologically by particle size and shape distribution
measurements, chemically through inert gas fusion for evaluation of oxygen content, and
microstructurally by X-ray diffraction for phase identification. The evolution in powder
properties was used to explain observed performance differences obtained by the Hausner
ratio and a Revolution Powder Analyzer for quantifying flowability. The results show
that recycled powder coarsens and becomes more spherical, accrues oxygen, and
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accumulates delta ferrite as it is reused. Due to the change in powder morphology,
recycled powder exhibited improved flowability in comparison to the virgin powder.

1. INTRODUCTION

Powder-bed fusion is a class of additive manufacturing (AM) methods that
selectively melts and solidifies successive layers of powder to form three-dimensional
components from computer-aided design (CAD) models. Among the powder-bed fusion
techniques is the Laser Powder-Bed Fusion (L-PBF) process, often called the Selective
Laser Melting (SLM) process, which fuses particles together with a laser. Due to the
precision of the laser as well as the use of powders which often do not exceed 70 µm in
diameter, L-PBF is able to produce geometrically complex parts with high dimensional
accuracy [1]. Since the main consolidation mechanism is through direct melting of
powder, components manufactured by L-PBF exhibit high density lessening the need for
post-processing [2]. Consequently, L-PBF has captured the attention of the aeronautical,
biomedical, and automotive industries.
While the use of powder as the raw input material in L-PBF can be challenging
[3], powders offer several advantages including their ability to act as supporting material
during fabrication, ease of mixing for control of part chemistry, and recyclability. This
not only gives flexibility for tailoring powder properties aimed at increasing part
performance, but also enables the possibility for generating little material waste
compared to conventional subtractive methods for manufacturing components. Since
AM-ready powder is expensive due to the need for spherical particles with high purity,
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the ability to reuse powder can allow for substantial cost savings making the process
more economical. However, it is uncertain whether the powder that has been subjected to
the L-PBF environment can be reused for part fabrication without deterioration of part
quality.
To understand how powder that is unused in the L-PBF process can be affected
has spurred researchers to investigate the ejecta that occur during fabrication.
Collectively, there exist two types of ejecta that are inherent in L-PBF, namely, laser
spatter and condensate, which both settle into the powder-bed surrounding the part being
built. The combination of these two is hereby referred to as heat-affected powder since
each originates from the high-temperature melt pool environment [4]. Condensate refers
to the material that is vaporized while the laser interacts with the powder bed, which is a
submicron powder formed as the vapor cloud above the melt pool is rapidly quenched in
the chamber atmosphere [5–7], as illustrated in Figure 1. If not adequately removed from
the path of the laser beam, laser power attenuation can occur causing pores to develop in
the part [5,6]. Since the vapor cloud has a substantially larger temperature and pressure in
comparison to the build chamber atmosphere, an immediate consequence is a downward
force on the melt pool, termed as recoil pressure, that can lead to the creation of spatter
particles. This phenomenon occurs within all welding processes and has been studied
extensively [76]. An additional effect of the vapor cloud is the generation of local
pressure-driven flow currents that drag particles from the surrounding powder-bed into
the path of the laser beam, a process known as vapor entrainment [74]. Figure 1 depicts
both mechanisms for laser spatter formation, namely, reoil pressure and vapor
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Figure 1. Illustration of laser spatter and condensate formation during the L-PBF process.
Laser spatter is formed as a result of recoil pressure or vapor entrainment and is ejected
away from the melt pool into the surrounding powder bed affecting powder recyclability.

entrainment. While some vapor-entrained particles are melted to create parts, others are
heated by the laser and then subsequently ejected forming laser spatter. During ejection,
collisions may occur resulting in aggregates that are irregular in shape and larger than the
virgin powder. Conversely, if no collisions occur while in flight, molten particles may
spheroidize due to surface tension greatly enhancing the circularity. Due to vapor
entrainment, a denudation zone around the melt pool develops that is void of powder
proving that the consolidation mechanism of the L-PBF process not only involves the
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particles in the path of the laser beam, but powder that is adjacent to it as well. The
width of the denudation zone has also been found to vary with energy density, which may
explain the dependency of spatter properties on process parameters [10,11]. While
variation in the laser process parameters and scanning strategies have been shown to
influence the part quality through minimization of porosity and surface roughness [12–
14], differences in the spattering behavior have also been observed when increasing the
energy density. As observed by Gunenthiram et al. [15] with 316L stainless steel, larger
laser power caused a growth in the size of the laser spatter, which can be detrimental to
the mechanical performance if deposited onto the parts or not removed from the
unconsolidated powder by sieving for recycling purposes. Thus, characterizing the laser
spatter properties is critical for understanding the impact ejecta has on part quality and
recyclability.
As a result of interacting with the laser beam during ejection, laser spatter
particles differ from the base powder morphologically, chemically, and microstructurally.
Studying 316L stainless steel, Al-Si10-Mg, and Ti-6Al-4V laser spatter, Simonelli et al.
[16] found that the ejected particles are much larger than the base powder and also
contain oxides on their outer surfaces. It was also found that all of the laser spatter
particles studied exhibited higher circularity than virgin powder and was largely material
independent. Sutton et al. [4] also conducted extensive work in characterization of 304L
laser spatter where it was found to be comprised of a wide size distribution containing
particles from nearly 1 µm to 150 µm. Although irregular particles were observed, laser
spatter was found to be more spherical than the virgin powder because of the ability of
molten metallic particles to spheroidize after being heated by the laser. During
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solidification, oxide islands containing Mn, Si, Cr, and Fe form due to the exposure of
molten material to the build chamber atmosphere. Measurements of the oxygen content
of heat-affected material suggested that the ejecta has over 3 times the amount of oxygen
as the virgin powder, which can lead to differences in material properties due to an
increase in inclusions. The effects of inclusions on 316L parts produced through L-PBF
was demonstrated by Liu et al. [17] who found that producing parts with copious
amounts of laser spatter reduced the strength and ductility. Laser spatter can thereby
influence part properties, which has been the basis for performing recycling studies to
understand the effect of reused powder has on performance.
Due to the differences between virgin and heat-affected powders, deposition of
laser spatter and condensate in the build area will undoubtedly alter the powder as it is
recycled. Therefore, evaluating the recyclability of powder in L-PBF has been a primary
concern for a number of researchers [18–32]. Studies focused on the recyclability of Ti6Al-4V [19,21,22,24,27,28] have found that the particle size distribution coarsens and
becomes narrower with reuse most notably due to a reduction in fines. An increase in
flowability was found to accompany the reduction in fines (< 10 µm) since these particles
are typically adhesive and hinder powder flow. Work conducted in AlSi10Mg [20,24]
and IN718 [23–25] has also found that the powder coarsens after being recycled
improving the powder flowability. However, these general agreements regarding the
morphological transformations in the powder do not translate to stainless steel as many
studies are often provide conflicting results. Slotwinski et al. [18] observed coarsening of
17-4 PH stainless steel powder along with aspherical particles that formed during spatter
collision when ejected. Similarly, Barnhart [30] reused 17-4 PH and measured an
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increase in the particle size with reuse due to particle agglomerations. However,
Jacob et al. [26] measured no change in the particle morphology after reusing 17-4 PH 11
times. Similar disagreements also exist when recycling 316L as adverse conclusions
regarding the change in powder properties have been reported. Heiden et al. [29] recycled
316L in the L-PBF process to find that particles less than 10 µm decreased while also
gradually accruing particles of larger size. Conversely, Sartin et al. [32] measured no
statistically significant increases in the particle size.
In order to reconcile these findings, a recycling study is needed that simulates a
worst-case scenario to magnify changes in the powder and part properties to better
understand how reuse affects austenitic stainless steels. The current study subjected gasatomized AISI 304L stainless steel powder to multiple reuse cycles in a manner that
accelerates powder degradation to evaluate the evolution of powder properties and
powder performance after continuous exposure to the L-PBF environment. Evaluation of
the changes in the part properties as a result of powder recycling is ultimately needed in
order to assess the recyclability of any material processed through L-PBF. Detailed
mechanical characterization of 304L with reuse through measurement of tensile and
impact toughness properties will be presented in a second paper. The results presented in
this paper show clear changes in the powder morphology, chemistry, and microstructure
that act to alter the powder-bed density and flowability when recycled.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Powder recyclability is highly dependent on the amount of heat-affected powder
that is generated during the L-PBF process as the heat-affected powder accrues in the
unused powder with reuse. Since the amount of laser spatter and condensate that deposit
in the powder-bed increases with the extent of material being selectively melted in each
layer, a powder recycling study representing a worst-case scenario should utilize a large
fraction of the build area. Although increasing the fraction of the build area melted will
cause powder degradation to occur at a faster rate, the time needed to build the parts in
addition to the amount of powder consumed also increases. In order to reduce the time
needed for manufacturing as well as maintain a sufficient amount of powder for continual
reuse, approximately 35% of the build area was utilized in each layer as this was deemed
sufficient based on the experience of the authors. Powder degradation was further
hastened by using only a single batch of powder without replenishing the consumed
material in each build with virgin powder. Therefore, the recycled powder was not mixed
with virgin powder since such a procedure could extend its reusability. Rather, the height
of the build was subsequently decreased after every powder reuse to accommodate for
powder loss. Both of these strategies created a situation in which recycled powder
evolved at a rate much faster than typical processing conditions to accentuate changes in
feedstock. In doing so, fewer iterations could be performed while still being
representative of feedstock that has been heavily used. Using 80 kg of virgin material, a
total of 7 iterations were performed throughout the study.
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Figure 2. Illustration of build layout highlighting regions where powder was sampled and
locations of both tensile and Charpy specimens on the build plate. The amount of area
used on the build plate is approximately 35%.

Figure 3. Illustration of the laser beam path.

Figure 2 shows the build designed for this study. The parts were built by a
Renishaw AM250, and they include 7 square columns for extraction of mini-tensile
specimens using a Sodick VZ300L Wire EDM, 36 Charpy specimens built at a 45° angle,
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Table 1. Laser process parameters used for fabrication of 304L stainless steel
parts by a Renishaw AM250.

and hollow cubes for measuring powder-bed density. The AM250 is equipped with a
200W Yb: fiber pulsed laser, which operates using a Gaussian beam intensity profile at a
wavelength of 1070 nm. The process parameters used for fabricating all parts in Figure 2
are presented in Table 1, which were chosen to yield parts with greater than 99% density.
The laser process parameters are provided in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 3. Each
pulse of the laser beam delivers energy to the powder bed at a specific power, and the
pulse duration is referred to as the exposure time. The distance between consecutive
pulses is denoted as the point distance while the gap separating individual hatches (laser
paths) is known as the hatch spacing. Prior to processing any parts, the oxygen content of
the build chamber was stabilized below a threshold of 1000 ppm. A constant 400 ft3/min
volumetric flow rate of argon crossflow was maintained across the build area during
operation to serve as the shielding gas and to provide removal of melt pool ejecta from
the laser beam path. The powder used in this study was gas-atomized 304L stainless steel
purchased from LPW Technology with the chemical composition listed in Table 2.
Figure 2 shows the regions from which powder was sampled for subsequent
powder characterization. Three samples of powder were collected from four locations
after each iteration, namely, the front and back overflows which capture excess powder in
each layer, build area, and an area downstream of the build area rich in laser spatter and
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Table 2. Chemical composition of virgin 304L stainless steel powder as
specified by LPW Technology.

Figure 4. Schematic of powder sample collection, sieving, and homogenization procedure
performed at each iteration of study.

condensate ejected from the melt pool, also known as heat-affected powder. Once
samples were extracted, all excess powder after each build was sieved at 63 µm and
placed directly back into the hopper of the AM250 for subsequent reuse. While the
powder properties of recycled powder can be characterized prior to sieving, this study
mainly focuses on the properties of the powder that pass through a 63 µm mesh screen
since it is this powder that is ultimately used in the L-PBF process. To designate powder
that has been sieved, “-63 µm” will be used throughout this paper as a term for referring
to material that has passed through a 63 µm mesh screen. Once sieved, three powder
samples were randomly collected for analysis. Prior to all characterization, each powder
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sample was homogenized with a Turbula Mixer to minimize sampling bias. For more
clarification, Figure 4 provides an illustration of the powder sampling and sieving process
employed throughout the recycling study.

2.1. POWDER CHARACTERIZATION METHODS
Morphological powder characterization focused on both the evolution of particle
size and shape with reuse. All particle size and shape measurements were obtained
through an ASPEX 1020 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Sample preparation
involved sprinkling 304L powder on a carbon dot atop a blank bakelite mount. The
sample was then electrically grounded with copper tape to minimize charging and drifting
artifacts. Rather than manually capture images of all prepared powder samples, the
ASPEX 1020 SEM is equipped with an automated data collection procedure known as
Automated Feature Analysis (AFA). AFA is a unique feature of the ASPEX that scans
specified areas of a sample for particles with respect to their projected area and perimeter
as well as chemistry through energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) measurements. Using
the measured projected area of each particle, the equivalent diameter was computed
assuming a circular geometry. The shape of each particle was quantified through the
aspect ratio defined as the length of the major axis divided by the minor axis length
pertaining to the ellipse bounding each analyzed particle. To ensure that an adequate
number of particles were analyzed for generation of reliable frequency distributions [33],
3 separate samples of each powder type were analyzed yielding a minimum of 15,000
particles when combined. Based on the magnification used in the ASPEX 1020 to
measure the morphological properties of particles, it should be noted that the minimum
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particle size able to be measured was approximately 1 µm. Since condensate is a
submicron powder, none of the particle size distributions shown in this study contain
condensate size information.
The oxygen content of powder passed through a 63 µm mesh screen was
measured through inert gas fusion with a LECO TC-500 at each iteration of the study. In
order to obtain estimates of the variation in the measurements, 3 replications were
conducted allowing insight into statistical differences. Prior to measurement, the
instrument was calibrated to ensure that the data was reliable with standards that were
both above and below the oxygen content of each sample. Sample preparation involved
placing the powder inside a tin capsule, which was then placed inside a nickel basket.
The nickel basket was then inserted into a graphite crucible before placement into the
instrument. To correct for oxygen within the graphite crucible, nickel basket, and tin
capsule, the oxygen content of 3 samples without powder were measured and the average
oxygen content was subtracted from all samples containing powder.
The evolution in microstructure of recycled austenitic powder has been noted by
several researchers indicating that heat-affected powder undergoes a thermal treatment
process when interacting with the laser during ejection [4,18,26,29]. Accretion of heataffected powder in unconsolidated powder during the L-PBF process is therefore an
indication that recycled powder is evolving with reuse. In this study, measurements of the
volume fraction pertaining to the austenitic and ferritic phases within recycled 304L
powder were quantified with x-ray diffraction (XRD) to track the changes in powder
microstructure. Using a Panalytical X’Pert Pro Multi-Purpose Diffractometer X-Ray
Diffraction instrument, the phases within samples were obtained within the 2θ range of
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20°-100° over a period of 3 hours. RIQAS 4 software was then used to quantify the
volume percentages of the phases present through Rietveld refinement. Similar to the
powder preparation process for measuring oxygen content, only powder that has been
sieved below 63 µm was analyzed.
The powder-bed density was measured by fabricating hollow cubes outlined in
red in Figure 2. As the build progresses, powder is spread into the cubes at a certain
packing fraction, also known as the powder-bed density. Tabs attached to thin-walled
holes were fabricated to help facilitate the removal of powder from the cubes during the
measurement process. Masses of the cubes before and after powder removal were
recorded in order to compute the mass of the powder that was inside the cavity. Powder
adhered to the inner walls of the bed-density cubes was removed by being placed in an
ethanol bath during ultrasonication. Once all powder was removed, the internal volume of
the cubes was measured by weighing the bed-density cubes when filled with isopropanol
alcohol (IPA) as proposed by Jacob et al. [34]. Knowing the weight of the cubes along
with the density of the IPA at ambient temperature, the internal volume could then be
found. The powder-bed density is then the ratio of the mass within the bed-density cube
over its internal volume.

2.2. POWDER FLOWABILITY METHODS
Powder flowability of both virgin and 7 times recycled 304L powder was
measured through two different methods in this study, namely, the Hausner ratio and by
using the Revolution Powder Analyzer. A brief description is given for each test as well
as the procedures followed for obtaining the results presented.
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2.2.1. Hausner Ratio. The Hausner ratio is a dimensionless quantity defined
as the tap density over the apparent density, which provides a rudimentary prediction of
powder flow. The apparent density is the packing configuration a powder assumes after
freefall and was measured through ASTM B417-13. The tap density is the powder
density that results when subjected to repetitive vertical tapping. In this study, 1200 taps
at a rate of 150 taps per minute was employed to measure the tap density, which are not
only acceptable parameters as outlined in ASTM B527-15 but were also found to yield
steady-state density values. Since both the apparent and tap densities are a function of the
internal friction exhibited by powders, the ratio of the two quantities is related to material
cohesiveness, which affects flowability. As the Hausner ratio increases, powder becomes
less flowable suggesting an increase in the interparticle friction. Therefore, in the case of
L-PBF, a low Hausner ratio is desired to for adequate powder flowability to ensure layer
homogeneity in the powder spreading process.
2.2.2. Revolution Powder Analyer. A Revolution Powder Analyzer uses a
rotating drum with a backlight and a camera to image the cross-sectional area of a
powder while in a free-flowing state [35]. While the drum is rotated, the powder
movement is recorded and processed to compute parameters such as the avalanche angle,
avalanche energy, and dynamic density:
Avalanche Angle: As the drum is rotated, the internal friction of the powder gives
it a cohesive strength causing it to mimic a solid. However, at a certain angle the weight of
the powder overcomes its internal friction causing it to slump, or avalanche. The maximum
angle the powder made before slumping is termed the avalanche angle.
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Avalanche Energy: The avalanche energy is the amount of energy released
during the slumping process. The RPA measures changes in gravitational potential energy
of the powder by monitoring the summation of the potential energy for each pixel
pertaining to the sample. The potential energy is then normalized relative to the mass of
the powder sample.
Dynamic Density: The average density of the powder sample during rotation found
by dividing the mass of the powder sample by its volume during the test.
Although homogenization is key for minimizing sampling bias due to particle
segregation, all powder samples tested through the RPA were not mixed prior to testing
since such a process causes electrostatic charge buildup in the powder sample thereby
influencing the powder flow. Instead, three samples of unused and 7 times recycled 304L
were tested for quantification of flowability and variability in powder performance.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. POWDER MORPHOLOGY
Powder morphology refers to both the size and shape of the particles. In L-PBF,
powders exhibiting high apparent density are desired to ensure that each layer is dense
and homogenous after being spread. Therefore, spherical particles are often desired to
increase the density of the powder since lower asperity generally correlates to a lower
interparticle friction enhancing the flowability, which is often achieved through gasatomization. While gas-atomization produces powders with relatively high circularity, the
particles often vary substantially in size giving wide size distributions, which can be
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detrimental to the flow behavior. This is of particular importance in L-PBF where the
number of fines in a powder can ultimately control the spreading characteristics through
interparticle adhesion. In this section, the morphological properties of 304L powder are
quantified to assess changes that occur with reuse to explain possible variations in
flowability as powder is recycled.
3.1.1. Powder Deposition and Sieving. Recyclability of material in the L-PBF
process is greatly influenced by the amount of exposure the powder has to the build
environment. Fabricating large components will require more material to be melted than
when creating parts of smaller size influencing the amount of ejecta that deposits in the
unconsolidated powder. Moreover, since excess powder in each layer is spread into
overflow containers, not all of the input material is exposed to the same amount of ejecta.
It is therefore important to understand the amount of powder present within each of the
locations mentioned in Figure 2 to gain a better understanding of the means by which
powder evolves with reuse.
At each iteration, weight percentages of the powder collected from the regions
outlined in Figure 2 were determined by comparing the weight of the powder in the
locations to the amount of powder inserted into the L-PBF machine. Figure 5 shows the
weight percentages for each of the locations across all 7 iterations including the weight of
powder consumed during the process. It can be seen that the front overflow contains at
least 50% of the powder input into the Renishaw AM250 at each iteration. Adding this
result to what is collected in the back overflow, a minimum of 60% of the powder was
found to not deposit into the build area. With only 10%-15% of the powder consumed for
building parts, only 20%-25% of the input powder was spread into the build area. While
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the spreading process can be optimized for more efficient material utilization,
deposition of a large amount of material in the overflows is typical and often necessary to
ensure that an adequate amount of powder is spread into the build area across the entirety
of the build process. If the majority of the powder is spread into the overflows, this may
suggest that only a small portion is subjected to the ejecta in the L-PBF process and
evolves with reuse, which will be evaluated in Section 3.1.2.

Figure 5. Percentages of powder collected from each location for every iteration of the
recycling study.

In addition to measuring the amount of powder deposited in various areas
throughout the study, the weight of powder sieved above 63 µm was recorded. Figure 6
shows the amount of powder removed prior to each iteration. Although no clear trend
presents itself among the data, all subsequent reuses after the 0th iteration show a larger
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weight percentage of material sieved off proving that ejecta is accruing in the
unconsolidated powder as it is recycled.

Figure 6. Percentages of powder sieved off for each iteration of the recycling study.

3.1.2. Particle Size Distributions. As mentioned previously, the amount of
powder deposited into the front and back overflows contributed to at least 60% by weight
of the powder input into the L-PBF machine at each iteration. As such, the majority of the
powder was never spread into the build area and may not be significantly different from
the input material thereby extending its recyclability. To assess the degree to which each
location was exposed to the ejecta during the build process, morphological comparisons
of the powder sampled from the locations specified in Figure 2 were performed through
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Figure 7. Numeric particle size distributions of powder sampled in iteration 0 compared
to virgin powder and heat-affected powder. The heat-affected powder has less fines and a
larger D90, meaning that recycled powder will coarsen with reuse.

Table 3. Tabulated D05, D10, D50, D90, and D95 values of the particle size pertaining to
the analyzed powder samples of Iteration 0 at various locations.

from the 0th iteration pertaining to powder collected from the build area, front overflow,
back overflow, and heat-affected locations in comparison to the virgin powder sieved at
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63 µm. Table 3 provides the D05, D10, D50, D90, D95 and maximum particle size of
each particle size distribution in Figure 7. A noteworthy result regarding the size
distribution of heat-affected powder is its wide size distribution comprised of particles
between 1 µm and 150 µm. Moreover, since the 95th percentile of the ejecta is nearly 51
µm as seen in Table 3, using a 63 µm screen to sieve powder after each reuse will only be
effective in removing a small fraction of the heat-affected particles present in recycled
material. Consequently, removal of only a small amount of material after each iteration is
the reason for which only a maximum of 6% by weight of material was sieved off after
each iteration of the study. Comparison of the virgin and heat-affected powders reveals
that the ejected material is coarser than powder that is unused, which is corroborated by
the SEM micrographs shown in Figure 8. This is not only evident based on the difference
between the D90 and D95 due to presence of large laser spatter particles but is also a
result of the lesser number of fines, particles less than 10 µm, heat-affected powder
contains in relation to virgin powder. Since heat-affected powder accrues in the
unconsolidated powder surrounding parts during part fabrication, recycled powder is
ultimatetly a combination of both virgin and ejected material. Therfore, as powder is
continuously recycled, it is expected that the number of fines will decrease while
accumulating larger particles causing a gradual coarsening with reuse.
Figure 7 also illustrates the differences in size distribution due to the location in
which the powder was sampled. When comparing the size distributions of the virgin and
front overflow powders, the cumulative distribution percentages in Table 3 are similar
with the only exception being in the number of fines. In particular, the D05 and D10 of
the front overflow is greater than that of virgin powder indicating that segregation
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occurred during the spreading process. Due to segregation, it will be shown in Section
3.4.1. that the powder-bed density varies by location in the build area. The minimal
difference in the size distributions is an indicator that the powder swept into the front
overflow is affected only slightly when being spread across the build area. With the
amount of powder in the front overflow found to be between 50% - 60% of the material
inserted into the L-PBF machine at each iteration, it is likely that the majority of powder
is minimally exposed to the ejecta, which may be a reason why some researchers observe
few morphological changes with reuse [26,29,32].

100

100
(a)

(b)

Figure 8. SEM micrographs of (a) virgin 304L stainless steel powder, and (b) heataffected powder. In addition to size difference, heat-affected powder contains both
spherical particles and agglomerates.

The maximum particle size of each size distribution in Figure 7 is also tabulated
in Table 3 and serves as an important metric for initial detection of laser spatter due to it
being comprised of particles coarser than the base powder. While particles greater than
100 µm were found in the build area and back overflow, none were observed for the front
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Figure 9. Illustration of recoating process for each layer beginning with (a) powder being
dosed in front of recoater, (b) recoater staying in the forward position during part
fabrication, and (c) recoating large laser spatter particles into the back overflow.

overflow. Although the presence of large laser spatter particles within the build area can
be rationalized by deposition of laser spatter in the powder bed, the difference in size
distributions of the front and back overflows is less intuitive. To aid in the discussion,
Figure 9 is a step-by-step illustration of the spreading process in a Renishaw AM250.
Before spreading, powder is placed in front of the recoater by a doser. Once powder is
spread for the current layer, the recoater stays at the front of the build chamber while the
laser selectively melts regions in the powder-bed to create the desired components.
During laser processing, laser spatter is ejected into the powder-bed surrounding the
parts. Once complete, the recoater moves back to spread powder for the upcoming layer
during which a portion of the spatter is swept into the back overflow. Thus, large laser
spatter particles in the back overflow were detected causing an increase in the D90 and
D95. It is therefore clear that the powder located in the back overflow and build area was
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affected to a larger extent than the front overflow. In order to minimize variation in
all other powder characterization results due to these location-specific differences, only
powder from the build area was further evaluated.
Particle size distribution measurements of sieved powder sampled before it was
inserted into the hopper of the AM250 are shown in Figure 10. It is important to note that
the distributions shown are the combination of 3 individual samples yielding at least
15,000 particles to increase the reliability of the data. Figure 11 compares the D05, D10,
D50, D90, and D95 of the -63 µm distributions plotted in Figure 10 with corresponding
standard deviations being computed from the three samples analyzed from each iteration.
While the D10 and D50 of each iteration are similar, the D05, D90, and D95 values
gradually increase with reuse indicating that the number of fines reduces while also
collecting particles of larger size. Powder coarsening is found to be the case for many of
the recycling studies found throughout the literature and is attributed to the accretion of
laser spatter within the unconsolidated powder. SEM micrographs comparing virgin and
7 times recycled powder are shown in Figure 12. Even though all samples shown in
Figure 12 were sieved through a 63 µm screen prior to imaging, an increase in the
particle size due to recycling is apparent providing further proof of powder coarsening.
Drawing from the work conducted by Ly et al. [9] on 316L, laser spatter particles of size
larger than the virgin powder can be created through recoil pressure and vapor
entrainment, the mechanisms by which laser spatter forms in the L-PBF process. Through
high-speed imaging of 316L laser spatter, Ly et al. found that many of the particles
ejected due to recoil pressure were relatively large when compared to the virgin powder.
It should be noted that the dynamics of laser spatter formation due to recoil pressure are
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Figure 10. Numeric particle size distributions for powder collected from various
iterations throughout the recycling study. It is seen that the number of fines decreases as
the powder is recycled in the L-PBF process.

Figure 11. 5th, 10th, 50th, 90th, and 95th percentiles for particle size distributions in Figure
10. Slight powder coarsening is observed with gradual reuse.
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dependent on the surface tension of the melt pool [9,36]. As the surface tension
decreases due to a larger energy input from the laser, large spatter particles are more
likely to form. Since the energy densities used in L-PBF are large, it is possible that the
coarsening observed is due in part to the formation of larger laser spatter particles created
through recoil pressure. However, we also note that molten particles can collide during
ejection whereby they are completely subsumed to form particles larger than the virgin
powder, as discussed in Section 3.1.3.
3.1.3. Particle Shape Distribution. Figure 12 highlights the size difference
between the virgin powder and 7 times recycled powder, and also changes in the particle
shape where both aggregates (red arrows) and highly spherical particles (green arrows)
are present in the recycled material. In order to quantify the observed differences in shape
with reuse, the aspect ratio of each particle was computed by dividing its major axis by
the minor axis found from the bounding ellipse. Based on this definition, the closer the
aspect ratio is to unity, the more circular the particle. The average aspect ratio for each
particle size was then determined to create Figure 13a. The cumulative aspect ratio shape
distributions were then generated based on the data shown in Figure 13a to create Figure
13b.
Based on the data presented in Figure 13a, it is seen that the powder asperity
increases as the particle size becomes larger. However, such a trend is not as easily
discernible regarding the heat-affected powder due to the fluctuations that exist in the
shape particularly when viewing particles greater than 45 µm. The variation in shape was
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Figure 12. Low magnification SEM micrographs of (a) virgin and (b) 7 times recycled
304L stainless steel powder. High magnification SEM images of virgin and 7 times
recycled powders are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. Powder that has been recycled
contains larger particles some of which are highly spherical (green arrows) and others
that are irregular (red arrows).

also noted by Jacob et al. [26] when quantifying the aspect ratio of 17-4 PH particles
greater than 50 µm. As mentioned by Sutton et al. who [4] studied the shape
characteristics of 304L laser spatter, the formation of heat-affected powder is a chaotic
process since molten laser spatter ejected from the melt pool can either merge with other
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particles while in flight or solidify in the absence of collisions thereby giving it a
more spherical shape due to surface tension. Particle-particle collisions were also
experimentally observed by Ly et al. [9] when processing 316L in L-PBF. While some
collisions yielded irregularly-shaped particles, others completely merged into spherical
droplets larger than the virgin powder. As such, agglomerations and highly spherical
particles are both present in heat-affected powder causing variation in the particle shape,
especially for larger particles that require longer solidification times. Variations in
particle shape are corroborated in Figure 8b where both spherical particles and
agglomerations were observed in the heat-affected powder.
The presence of both irregular and spherical particles within the recycled powder
convolutes qualitative assessment when evaluating the evolution in particle shape with
reuse. In order to obtain a better understanding of the changes in particle shape, the
cumulative aspect ratio distributions in Figure 13b were examined. The shape
distributions in Figure 13b show that the heat-affected powder as a whole is still more
spherical than the virgin powder. Moreover, it is apparent that as the powder is recycled,
the asperity decreases with a gradual shift towards the shape of the heat-affected powder.
The lower asperity of heat-affected powder was also noted by Simonelli et al. [16] in
their studies of 316L stainless steel, Al-Si10-Mg, and Ti-6Al-4V, where the laser spatter
for all materials had primarily spherical morphology leading to the conclusion that the
shape of laser spatter created in L-PBF is mostly material independent. This increase in
sphericity is ultimately due to ejecta solidifying in the build chamber atmosphere
whereby it assumes a spherical shape to minimize its surface energy. Since ejecta has
been shown to be coarser than the virgin powder, the cooling rate is expected to be lower
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(a)

(b)
Figure 13. Comparison of (a) average aspect ratio as a function of particle size, and (b)
aspect ratio distributions for virgin powder, powder that has been recycled up to 7 times,
and heat-affected powder. While minimal change is seen among different reuses, the
heat-affected powder is more spherical than virgin material.
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than the 105-106 K/s cooling rate [37] reached during production of the virgin powder
through gas-atomization further enhancing spheroidization. Although the powder tends
towards a more spherical geometry with reuse, it should be emphasized that aggregates
are still present within the recycled material albeit to a lesser degree than spherical
particles.
A decrease in asperity with reuse should not be regarded as a universally
applicable result to all materials in L-PBF. Tang et al. [21] found that Ti-6Al-4V particles
became less spherical after reusing material 21 times. Jacob et al. [26] studied the
recyclability of 17-4 PH and found no change in the particle shape with reuse. Heiden et
al. [29] qualitatively observed an increase in the amount of irregularly-shaped particles
when recycling 316L. However, when recycling 316L, Sartin et al. [32] was unable to
find any statistically significant changes in particle shape. Thus, even for the same
material, the evolution of particle shape with reuse is not agreed upon. A potential reason
for this is discrepancy stems from the dependency of spattering behavior on the process
parameters. Differences in the laser process parameters lead to variations in the melt pool
flow as well as local pressure driven currents causing changes in the laser spatter ejection
velocity and collision frequency [9].

3.2. OXYGEN CONTENT OF RECYCLED POWDER
It was observed that many of the heat-affected particles in Figures 8b and 12d
contain dark regions located on the surface of laser spatter, which is indicative of a
difference in chemistry. Figure 14 provides several SEM micrographs comparing the
surfaces of heat-affected and virgin particles. The magnified views of heat-affected and
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Figure 14. SEM micrographs of (a) heat-affected powder and (c) virgin powders with
magnified views of the regions highlighted in red in (b) and (d), respectively. While heataffected particles contain oxide islands, virgin particles do not indicating that oxides
originate from the L-PBF process.

virgin particles in Figures 14b and 14d, respectively, show a major contrast in the surface
chemistry evidenced through the large number of darkened features on the surfaces of
ejecta. This disparity indicates that the features are a consequence of the L-PBF process,
and not inherent to the virgin powder. Similar findings regarding chemistry differences in
virgin and recycled powders have also been noted by several researchers regarding 316L
[16,29,32] as well as Sutton et al. [4] when studying the 304L to reveal that the features
on the surface of the laser spatter are rich in oxygen, manganese, and silicon. Therefore,
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the dark features found on laser spatter are oxide islands, which formed during
solidification after ejection from the melt pool.
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Figure 15. Boxplot of oxygen content of powder after it is sieved at 63 µm. It can be seen
that oxygen increases with reuse.

Since the laser spatter accrues within powder that is continuously recycled, its
oxygen will therefore increase. Using inert gas fusion, the oxygen content of recycled
powder that was sieved at 63 µm was measured and found to gradually increase
throughout the 7 iterations performed in this study (Figure 15). Based on a significance
level of 0.05, ANOVA indicated that the increase in oxygen content was significant with
a p-value on the order of 10-5. A Tukey analysis revealed that Iteration 0 was
significantly different from Iterations 2–7, and Iteration 1 was significantly different from
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3 – 7. While the changes between iterations 3–7 were found to be insignificant, it is
important to note the steady increase in oxygen as the powder is recycled.

3.3. POWDER MICROSTRUCTURE
As illustrated in Figure 1, particles ejected from the melt pool originate from a
high temperature environment to form laser spatter and condensate. While a portion of
the laser spatter is caused by recoil pressure of the vapor plume on the melt pool, Ly et al.
[9] demonstrated that particles in the powder-bed are entrained into the path of the laser
beam where they are then thermally treated. Thermal treatment of the ejecta in addition to
the different solidification conditions ultimately causes the microstructure of heataffected powder to differ from that of the virgin powder. With the concentration of ejecta
in unconsolidated powder increasing as material is recycled, a change in powder
microstructure is an inevitable outcome when recycling 304L stainless steel serving as an
indication of material property evolution with reuse.
A look at the microstructure of the recycled powder was performed with XRD.
Figure 16 shows an XRD scan on both the unused and 5 times recycled sieved material.
From the diffraction patterns, it was seen that iteration 0 powder is predominantly
austenite, while recycled contains delta ferrite. Quantification of the volume fraction of
the phases present within each diffraction pattern by Rietveld refinement yield iterations
0 and 5 having 0.6% and 7.8% delta ferrite, respectively.
To understand the reason for delta ferrite formation in recycled powder, it is
instructive to discuss the means by which 304L solidifies. 304L is an austenitic stainless
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Figure 16. XRD patterns for both virgin material and powder that has been recycled 5
times. Delta ferrite was found to amount to 7.8% of the volume percentage in the used
powder compared to the 0.6% in as-received material.

steel that follows an FA solidification mode as predicted by the chromium and nickel
equivalency through the Hull expression [38]. An FA solidification mode is denoted by
the following sequence of transformations:
L → L+ 𝛿 → L+ 𝛿 + γ → γ + 𝛿 → γ
where L refers to the liquid or molten state, γ as austenite, and 𝛿 as delta ferrite. Thus, an
FA solidification mode means that the material will first solidify as primary ferrite and
then as austenite. However, this solidification mode is only valid when the melt is
solidifying under equilibrium conditions. In the case of molten metallic droplets, nonequilibrium conditions are often achieved during solidification, which can greatly affect
the resulting microstructure. These non-equilibrium conditions are driven by high cooling
rates leading to sufficiently large undercoolings to facilitate formation of metastable
phases. For Fe-Cr-Ni droplets, studies have shown that large undercoolings allow the
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formation of metastable ferrite as the primary phase [39,40]. Therefore, the ejecta in
L-PBF contains ferrite due to being supercooled in the build chamber atmosphere. The
formation of ferrite in recycled 316L [29,32] and 17-4 PH [18,26] stainless steel powders
has also been shown by several researchers studying laser spatter in L-PBF. While the
microstructure of the powder may have little impact on the resulting microstructure of the
parts fabricated, the increase in ferrite with reuse allows for detection of subtle changes in
powder properties for use in quality control of powder.

3.4. POWDER FLOWABILITY
Powder flowability refers to the ability of powder to flow under specific stress
conditions. By this definition, powder flowability depends not only on the powder
properties, but also the environmental conditions and equipment used for material
processing. Consequently, powder flow is a multidimensional problem in which no
specific test can provide a complete picture by which material will behave during use.
Therefore, in this study two different methods are employed to study the changes in
powder flowability that occur with reuse, namely, the Hausner ratio and rotation in a
drum with a Revolution Powder Analyzer.
3.4.1. Powder-Bed Density. The powder-bed density was measured at two
different locations within the build area as illustrated in Figure 2. The location towards
the back overflow is designated as the back of the build chamber, while those at the front
are the front of the build chamber. With the exception of the 7th iteration due to a lack of
material present to build powder-bed density cubes due to material consumption
throughout the study, the powder-bed density measurements are presented in Figure 17.
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At each iteration, it is was found that the powder packed more efficiently in the front
the build chamber when compared to the back. Differences in packing efficiency along
the direction in which the recoater translates is indicative of particle size segregation.
Particle size distribution measurements of the powder encased within the density cubes in
the 0th iteration can be seen in Figure 18. It is clear that the back of the build chamber
contains more fines than what is found towards the front. While it is known that small
particles can fit within the voids created by larger particles to increase the packing
density, the fines within a powder are also more susceptible to adhesion increasing the
internal friction. Thus, the lower density in the back of the build chamber can be
explained by the increased number of fines.

Figure 17. Powder-bed density measurements taken from the front and back of the build
chamber for each iteration of the recycling study. The powder-bed density is seen to be
greater in the front of the build chamber while increasing as the powder is recycled.
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When analyzing the powder-bed density with reuse, it is found that the density
increases as a result of recycling. The same conclusion was also made by Jacob et al. [26]
when recycling 17-4 PH. The increase in powder-bed density with iteration suggests that
the virgin material may not have the optimal size distribution to pack most efficiently, an
aspect that is desired among those using the L-PBF process. Moreover, the ability of the
powder to pack differently as it is reused indicates changes in its flowability, which is
discussed in Section 3.4.3.

Figure 18. Particle size distribution measurements of powder taken from powder-bed
density cubes of the 0th iteration. The back of the build chamber is seen to have more
fines than the front causing differences in the packing density.
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3.4.2. Powder Flowability using the Hausner Ratio. As a means for
evaluating the Hausner ratio, the apparent and tap densities were determined using
ASTM standards B417-13 and B527-15, respectively. Apparent and tap densities of
virgin 304L and powder that has been recycled 7 times are shown in Figure 19. To
compute the standard deviation of the measurements, each type of powder was analyzed
3 times with different samples. Figure 19 shows an increase in both apparent and tap
densities relative to that of unused 304L indicating that recycled powder packs more
efficiently than virgin material. Using ANOVA with a significance level of 0.05, p-values
of 0.001 and 0.038 were determined when analyzing the apparent and tap densities,
respectively. While a statistically significant difference was found for both the apparent
and tap densities, the tap density measurements yield a p-value that is close to the
significance level meaning that the changes observed are not easily discernible.

Figure 19. Apparent and tap densities of virgin and 7 times recycled 304L. The apparent
and tap densities are larger for used powder than they are for its virgin counterpart.
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Figure 20. Hausner ratio of virgin 304L and powder that has been used 7 times. Although
slightly, the Hausner ratio is consistently smaller than what it is found for virgin powder
indicating an improvement in flowability.

Dividing the tap densities by the respective apparent densities, the Hausner ratio
was computed, which is graphically displayed in Figure 20. Although a slight decrease in
the Hausner ratio is observed for powder that has been recycled, the difference is
statistically insignificant due in part to the smaller change in tap density in comparison to
the apparent density. Moreover, even if a statistically significant change in the flowability
was found, the flow descriptions in Table 4 are not able to detect differences between
virgin and recycled powders. The Hausner ratio was originally developed as a simplistic
method for quantifying the friction within a powder for practical applications when
considering hopper and die design in the powder metallurgy field [41]. Since both the
apparent and tap densities are functions of the material chemistry and morphology, the
Hausner ratio serves as a simple metric incorporating many of the factors that influence
powder flow. It is also viewed as the ability of a powder to pack when subjected to
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vibrations experienced during free-flowing applications allowing it to be utilized as a
rudimentary means for predicting powder flowability. However, it has been shown that
the Hausner ratio can be inaccurate for quantifying powder flow for powders with high
adhesiveness, wide size distributions, and irregular shape [42]. While the Hausner ratio
appeared to have decreased for recycled powder, the difference was too small to be
statistically significant suggesting that more sensitive techniques need to be employed to
quantify powder flow in L-PBF.

Table 4. Listing of the flow descriptions for ranges of the Hausner ratio [43].

3.4.3. Powder Flowability using the Revolution Powder Analzyer. Virgin and
7 times recycled 304L powder were evaluated with the Revolution Powder Analyzer
(RPA) to assess changes in the dynamic flowability of powder as it is reused. The
average and the standard deviation of 3 replications for each sample are shown in Table 5
at a rotational speed of 0.3 rpm. Using ANOVA, the avalanche angle, avalanche energy,
and dynamic density were found to be statistically significant using a significance level
of 0.05. The avalanche angle is found to be the highest for the virgin powder indicating
that it flows worse when compared to powder that has been used 7 times. This is also
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reflected in the avalanche energy which is lower for multiuse powder indicating that
it is less cohesive. Similar to the increase in apparent, tap, and powder-bed densities, the
dynamic density of the recycled powder was found to be greater than it is for virgin
material. Therefore, the RPA was able to detect differences in the flowability more than
the Hausner ratio.

Table 5. Results produced by the Revolution Powder Analyzer at rotational speed of 0.3
rpm indicating recycled powder has better flowability than virgin powder. The
results presented are averages and standard deviations of 3 samples.

Improvements in flowability of L-PBSF materials with reuse has been reported by
other researchers [19,21,26,28], but is often unexpected as it is believed that virgin
powder will outperform powder that has been recycled. The improvement in flowability
is a consequence of the decrease in the number of fines and an increase in the circularity
of the powder. Both of these are also responsible for the increase in apparent, tap,
powder-bed, and dynamic densities when recycling 304L powder. Improvements in
packing has also been noted by other researchers when studying Ti-6Al-4V [28] and 17-4
PH [26]. Another reason for the increase in powder flowability is a result of the formation
of oxides on the surfaces of heat-affected particles. Oxides on metals are known to reduce
the friction and surface energy at the interparticle contacts lessening adhesion and
increasing flowability [41]. Therefore, repetitive exposure to the L-PBF environment is
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mixing thermally treated particles with unconsolidated powder resulting in powder
that is more flowable.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, 304L stainless steel powder was recycled 7 times in the L-PBF
process to understand the impact that continuous exposure to the L-PBF environment has
on the resulting powder properties. The recycling study conducted used a fixed amount of
powder (i.e. no addition of fresh powder to recycled powder) to accelerate powder
degradation and simulate a worst-case scenario of powder reuse. Due to powder
consumption for each build, the height of the build was subsequently decreased while
keeping the area fraction of the build plate utilized constant. Powder characterization
techniques involved the use of SEM for studying particle morphology, inert gas fusion to
quantitatively examine the oxygen content, and XRD for insight into microstructural
differences between virgin (as-received) and recycled powder.
Morphologically, the size distributions of powder sampled from the build area,
front and back overflows, and the heat-affected powder region were found to yield
different size distributions. The excess powder swept across the build area to the front
overflow proved to be similar to the virgin material but had less fines in comparison,
indicating particle size segregation had occurred during the recoating process. Particle
size segregation was confirmed with a measurable difference in the powder-bed density
between the front and back of the build area where the decreased number of fines towards
the front of the build chamber caused the powder to pack more efficiently. Moreover, the
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heat-affected powder was found to have less fines than the virgin powder. Therefore,
the accumulation of ejecta in the powder caused a decrease in the number of fines and
accretion of larger particles with reuse, which was supported by detectable increases in
the 5th, 90th, and 95th cumulative frequency percentiles even after being sieved through
a 63 µm screen, further corroborating the results found by other researchers when
studying the recyclability of stainless steel powders. It was also found that the ejecta was
more spherical than the virgin powder causing a gradual decrease in the powder asperity
when continuously recycled.
Chemically, recycled powder exhibited a higher oxygen content than as-received
powder. In particular, the oxygen increased from approximately 240 ppm to nearly 325
ppm over the course of 7 reuses. ANOVA revealed that this increase was statistically
significant with a p-value of on the order of 10-5. Tukey analysis revealed statistically
significant differences between the virgin powder and the material that was recycled up
to 3 times. While iterations 3-7 did not show statistically significant increases in the
oxygen, a steady increasing trend was found even up to the 7th reuse.
Microstructurally, XRD was able to detect a difference between as-received and
5-time recycled powder. Virgin powder was primarily austenite with 0.6% delta ferrite
while the recycled powder tested contained 7.8% delta ferrite. The increase in delta
ferrite was caused by the steady pickup of ejecta in the unconsolidated powder, which is
supercooled to form metastable ferrite. Consequently, the increase in delta ferrite was
found to be a useful metric to track the evolution in powder properties with reuse. This
difference was attributed to the difference in cooling rate between the laser spatter and
virgin material.
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Extensive powder flow characterization of reused stainless steel powder has
not yet been reported in the literature, our work presents the comparison of the Hausner
ratio and flow analysis through the Revolution Powder Analyzer. Due to the decrease in
fines and asperity of the powder as well as an increase in surface oxidation with reuse, 7time recycled powder was found to be more flowable than virgin powder. While the
Hausner ratio proved to be insensitive to the changes in powder flow, the Revolution
Powder Analyzer was able to detect slight decreases in the avalanche angle, avalanche
energy, and an increase in the dynamic density. The increase in packing density was also
observed with an increase in apparent and tap densities after 7 iterations.
The results from this study show that 304L powder changes morphologically,
chemically, and microstructurally with continual reuse in the L-PBF process. Our
experiments with a worst-case scenario allowed for insight into the differences 304L
powder undergoes while being recycled by magnifying these changes that have proven
hard to capture in the previous recycling studies focused on stainless steel powder. The
knowledge provided by the work is useful for understanding the evolution of powder
properties with reuse, which is crucial for studying of powder reuse on part properties in
order to achieve the goal of reusing powder to save material cost while maintaining part
quality.
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ABSTRACT

Laser Powder-Bed Fusion (L-PBF), often called selective laser melting (SLM), is
a powder-bed fusion process in Additive Manufacturing (AM) that uses a laser beam to
selectively fuse layers of powder into near net-shape components with little porosity.
However, inconsistencies in the part properties due to the presence of defects in as-built
components have hindered the widespread adoption of L-PBF for industrial applications
forcing researchers to study the sources of variation for quality control purposes. A
critical area suspected of creating variation in the part properties is the feedstock, where
batch-to-batch differences as well as changes in the powder properties with reuse have
the potential to affect performance. During processing, laser spatter and condensate form
and deposit into the powder-bed surrounding the built parts. These particulates,
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collectively known as ejecta, differ morphologically and chemically from the virgin
powder compromising reusability. In this study, 304L stainless steel powder was recycled
for a total of 5 times through a systematic approach aimed at accelerating powder
degradation to reveal the influence on both the tensile and impact toughness properties.
Through analysis of variance (ANOVA), it was found that tensile properties did not
change with reuse, while the impact toughness showed a steady decline illustrating the
differences in static and dynamic part properties due to powder recycling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Additive manufacturing (AM) refers to a category of techniques used to fabricate
components in a layer-by-layer fashion. Among these methods are the powder-bed fusion
(PBF) processes including laser powder-bed fusion (L-PBF), selective laser sintering
(SLS), and electron beam melting (EBM) [1]. Although each of these processes differs in
the consolidation mechanism employed [2], the fundamental principle of sequentially
spreading powder in thin layers for subsequent processing to produce three-dimensional
parts is intrinsic to the PBF schema. The use of powder as the input feedstock material is
advantageous since it is able to serve as a support structure increasing the ability to
manufacture parts with complex geometry. Moreover, the flexibility offered in mixing
powders to alter chemistry [3–7] as well as the option to recycle unconsolidated powder
to decrease waste material [8–23] has attracted the attention of both industry and
academia.
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In PBF processes, a general requirement that powders must exhibit is a high
apparent density, which indicates high flowability and facilitates the formation of evenly
dense layers across the build area [24]. However, the performance of powders is
complicated since it is not only influenced by the powder morphology including particle
size and shape distribution, but also the interparticle adhesion governing its cohesiveness
through chemistry and microstructure. Due to the multifaceted nature of powder behavior
as well as its interaction with the laser in L-PBF, the influence of powder properties on
the mechanical performance of parts is not well understood. Therefore, rationale for
changes in part properties due to variations in the powder is seldom provided in literature
with a few notable exceptions [11,25–27].
The uncertainty in the powder feedstock becomes more apparent in recycling, as
the properties of the reused powder evolve when subjected to the L-PBF environment due
to contamination of ejecta during processing. The ejecta has been found to be a
combination of laser spatter and condensate [28–30], hereby referred to as heat-affected
powder, both of which form due to the extreme conditions experienced by the melt pool
as depicted in Figure 1. As the laser interacts with the powder, the surface temperature of
the resulting melt pool exceeds the boiling point of the material leading to evaporation.
Material that is vaporized has a relatively large temperature and pressure in comparison
to the ambient conditions in the L-PBF build environment causing a downward force on
the melt pool, a phenomenon known as recoil pressure [31,32]. The recoil pressure is
inherent in laser welding and gives rise to the creation of laser spatter. Experimental
observations of recoil pressure-induced laser spatter have been conducted by Zhao et al.
[33] who estimated the recoil pressure to be 105 Pa when laser welding Ti-6Al-4V. A
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Figure 1. Illustration depicting the formation of recoil-pressure laser spatter, vaporentrained laser spatter, and condensate. All types of ejecta deposit in the powder bed
causing changes in the powder properties with reuse.

pressure of this magnitude ultimately led to a force that exceeded the surface tension of
the melt pool, forming laser spatter. The vapor cloud produced during the welding of Ti6Al-4V was also estimated to have a velocity of 100 m/s as it rose vertically from the
melt pool. As the vapor cloud approaches the cooler build chamber atmosphere, the vapor
is rapidly quenched to produce nano-particulates known as condensate. However,
movement of the vapor cloud causes local pressure- driven currents to form, which pull
particles from the surrounding powder bed into the path of the laser beam where they are
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subsequently ejected, a process known as vapor entrainment [34]. The vapor
entrainment process leads to a region that is void of powder adjacent to the melt pool
known as the denudation zone. Since laser spatter interacts with the laser beam during
ejection, the particles are heated and therefore change in size and shape from surface
tension and collisions with other particles. While solidifying, the powder chemistry also
changes due to oxygen pickup. Several studies [28,35–37] have been conducted that
ultimately show that laser spatter is not only comprised of particles larger than the base
powder, but also exhibit high oxygen content, both of which are deleterious to part
properties. Moreover, the results from extensive characterization of 304L laser spatter in
L-PBF by the authors [28] have also shown that ejecta is not only comprised of large
particles, but also particles well below typical mesh sizes used in L-PBF. Therefore,
gradual accretion of ejecta as powder is recycled is inevitable, leading to uncertainty in
the part properties.
Several studies focusing on the recyclability of material in PBF processes have
been completed for various materials including Ti-6Al-4V [9,11,12,14,18,19], IN718
[13,14,16], AlSi10Mg [10,14], 17-4 PH [8,17,21] and 316L [20,23]. In general, the
particle size distribution of Ti-6Al-4V has been found to narrow when reused due to the
disappearance of the finest particles that are known to adhere to larger particles inhibiting
powder flow. Another common finding is the increase in the oxygen content of the
powder with reuse, which has been shown to improve the strength and the fatigue life of
additively manufactured Ti-6Al-4V [9,11,18]. A coarsening particle size distribution is
also a common finding for IN718 and AlSi10Mg where a steady increase in the D50 is
typically observed. While researchers have consistently demonstrated the ability of Ti-
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6Al-4V and AlSi10Mg to accrue oxygen, IN718 is chemically stable proving that
recyclability in PBF is material dependent. 17-4 PH and 316L stainless steels have also
been investigated to track evolution in the powder and part properties with reuse.
Although Slotwinski et al. [8] and Barnhart [21] noted powder coarsening of 17-4 PH,
Jacob et al. [17] found no increase in the particle size illustrating how contradictions are
present even when investigating the same material. Disagreements also exist regarding
the recyclability of 316L as Heiden et al. [20] observed particle size distribution
coarsening, although Sartin et al. [23] did not observe any statistically significant
differences in the particle size with reuse. Despite fluctuations in the ultimate tensile
strength and elongation across 12 reuse cycles, Sartin et al. concluded that no statistically
significant changes were found. However, a slight increase in ductility and reduction in
both the yield and ultimate tensile strength of 316L were captured by Heiden et al. [20].
Differences in powder recyclability are therefore expected to not only be material
dependent, but also vary with respect to the processing conditions and environment.
In order to simplify the complexity of powder recyclability, a recycling study is
needed that provides a baseline through a worst-case scenario. Since 316L has already
been investigated, our study is focused on the recyclability of AISI 304L in L-PBF,
which has not yet been reported in the literature. While the present work takes the same
approach as many recycling studies by assessing part property evolution through tensile
properties, the current investigation also highlights the differences in impact toughness
that occur with powder reuse. Statistically significant differences in the tensile properties
and impact toughness were determined through analysis of variance (ANOVA). Changes
in the morphology and chemistry of the powder when subjected to multiple reuses were
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clearly observed. While the tensile properties were not found to vary significantly, the
impact toughness reveals a steadily decreasing trend as the powder is recycled.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A principal goal of the recycling study we conducted was to accelerate powder
usage through successive reuse of the unconsolidated feedstock leftover after each build
without replenishing with virgin material. Mixing virgin and recycled powders has the
possibility to extend the life of the feedstock and was therefore not adopted for this study
since clear comparisons in the powder and part properties with reuse were desired to
create a worst-case scenario. To further expedite the evolution of powder and parts with
reuse, parts comprising a large portion of the build area were fabricated to produce a
significant amount of ejecta that would deposit into the powder bed. Since our previous
work has shown 304L ejecta to be different morphologically, chemically, and
microstructurally [28], the properties of ejecta are different from those of the virgin
powder, causing uncertainty in the powder performance and part quality. Therefore,
selectively melting large regions of the powder bed will hasten differences in feedstock
and part properties with reuse. However, too large of an area would cause more material
consumption and lessen the number of times the powder can be reused. Consideration of
all these factors led to our design of a part layout comprising nearly 35% of the build area
at each layer, which is much greater than the typically utilized area during L-PBF.
Figure 2 shows the build layout chosen for fabrication with a Renishaw AM250
L-PBF system. The Renishaw AM250 contains a 200W Yb: Fiber pulsed laser, which
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operates at a wavelength of 1070 nm. Process parameters were determined through
maximization of as-built density under an argon atmosphere with an oxygen
concentration below 1000 ppm [38]. Since the recycled powder was not replenished for
maintaining a constant volume of powder throughout the recycling study, material
consumption was accommodated by reducing the build height at each iteration. Through
careful consideration of the build layout, 80 kg of argon gas-atomized 304L stainless
steel powder was utilized for characterization of part properties across a total of 5
iterations. The chemistry of the virgin powder, supplied by LPW Technology, is listed in
Table 1.
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Recoater Direction

Tensile Specimens
Charpy Specimens
Powder-Bed Density Cubes

Argon Crossflow
Figure 2. Illustration of build layout highlighting regions where powder was sampled and
locations of both tensile and Charpy specimens on the build plate. The amount of area
used on the build plate is approximately 35%.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the virgin 304L stainless steel powder.

Virgin Powder

Sieve

Part Fabrication

Part Properties

Sample

Homogenization

Powder
Characterization

nth iteration

Collect Residual
Powder

Tensile
Properties

Impact
Toughness

Sieve Residual
Powder

Figure 3. Schematic of the recycling study outlining the instances in which powder was
sampled as well as the part properties of interest.

Figure 3 is a schematic of the recycling study, outlining the repetitive procedures
taken in powder sampling and the part properties of interest. Before insertion into the
Renishaw AM250, all powder was sieved through a 230 mesh (63 µm) screen for
removal of large particles and breakup of agglomerates. A sample of sieved material was
collected for characterization. After each iteration, the residual powder was collected and
sieved for the next reuse cycle. It should be noted that each powder sample collected was
homogenized in a Turbula Mixer to minimize sampling bias before characterization.
Morphological characterization of powder samples was conducted through an
ASPEX 1020 scanning electron microscope (SEM) using its automated feature analysis.
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Samples of powder that passed through the 63 µm screen were prepared by sprinkling
the particulate on carbon tape atop a blank bakelite mount. Care was taken so as to
disperse the particles well enough to avoid erroneous data generated when separate
particles are in close proximity. Using the projected area output by AFA, the equivalent
particle diameter was computed assuming the same area comprised that of a circle. To
increase the confidence in the results, a minimum of 15,000 particles were analyzed at
each iteration.
Characterization of the oxygen content within the powder was performed through
inert gas fusion using a LECO TC500. Before measurements were taken, appropriate
standards were used to calibrate the instrument for obtaining accurate results. Sample
preparation involved placing powder within a tin capsule for insertion into a nickel
basket. If the graphite crucible was damaged during the test, the measurement was
discarded to avoid erroneous results. A minimum of 3 samples were tested for each
powder (virgin and reused).
At each iteration, a total of 7 square columns (Figure 2) for extraction of minitensile specimens with the dimensions shown in Figure 4, 36 Charpy V-notch specimens
of 10 mm x 10 mm x 55 mm (ASTM E23-18 [39]) built at a 45º angle, and powder-bed
density cubes were manufactured. Columns 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7 were chosen for extraction of
at least 20 mini-tensile specimens each in order to sample the edges and middle of the
build area to capture location-specific defects. Therefore, a minimum of 100 tensile
specimens were extracted from each iteration of the study, increasing the confidence in
the results and enabling a thorough comparison of the changes in part properties with
reuse. The remaining columns served as placeholders for meeting the 35% build area
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requirement previously described. All mini-tensile and Charpy specimens were cut to
size using a Sodick VZ300L Wire EDM machine. However, the surfaces of the Charpy
blocks were not machined prior to testing since the as-built toughness was of interest. All
tensile tests were performed using an Instron UTM with a 1-inch extensometer. A strain
rate of 0.015 mm/mm/min was used until a strain of 0.05 was reached. The extensometer
was then removed to prevent damage to the device, and the test was then resumed with a
strain rate of 0.5 mm/mm/min. Fracture surfaces of a select few mini-tensile specimens
were also examined using an ASPEX 1020 SEM for insight into the failure mechanisms
present. Additional specimens were also prepared from locations 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7 with a
wire EDM machine for measuring both the density through Archimedes with 91%
isopropyl alcohol (ASTM [40]) and the oxygen content using inert gas fusion.

Figure 4. Dimensions of the mini-tensile specimen used in the current recycling study. At
least 20 individual specimens were tested from 3 different locations for each iteration.

Interpretation of the tensile and toughness properties was performed in Minitab to
perform ANOVA analyses for computing statistical differences in the data collected
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using a significance level of 0.05. Box and whisker plots, commonly referred to as
boxplots, were generated to view the quartiles of the data enabling insight into the
median and variation in the mechanical performance. Outliers were also overlaid onto the
boxplots and denoted with a “+” sign, which are conventionally determined through
addition and subtraction of 150% of the interquartile range to the 25% and 75% quartiles,
respectively. Linear regression fits were also overlaid onto the box and whisker plots to
visualize trends in strength, elongation and impact toughness with reuse.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section consists of the change in powder properties with reuse and the
influence of recycling in L-PBF on the tensile and impact toughness properties. Since the
recycled powder was thoroughly characterized in another paper, only the most pertinent
findings are briefly discussed here so as to place emphasis on the evolution of part
properties with reuse.

3.1. POWDER CHARACTERIZATION
Particle size distributions of powder sampled after sieving through a 63 µm screen
for various iterations in the study are shown in Figure 5. A gradual coarsening is seen
after 5 iterations due to a decrease in the number of fines in addition to the presence of
larger particles. Cumulative percentiles extracted from the particle size distributions are
presented in Figure 6 where an obvious increase in the D05, D90, and D95 is observed.
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Figure 5. Particle size distributions of virgin powder and material that has been recycled
up to 5 times. A decrease in fines (< 10 µm) is seen as well as a gradual increase in the
D90 and D95 is observed showing coarsening with reuse.

No obvious increases in the D10 and D50 are apparent suggesting that it is the extremes
of the particle size distributions that experienced the largest changes. Therefore, simply
reporting the D50 for particle size distributions in recycling studies may not accurately
capture the differences that occur with reuse.
The gradual increase in particle size is due to the deposition of heat-affected
powder into the build area. Figures 5 and 6 also provide the particle size distribution and
cumulative percentages of the heat-affected powder, respectively, that form during the
processing of 304L stainless steel powder. Due to the size of the condensate typically
being less than 100 nm [41], it is important to realize that the distribution of the heataffected powder is only of the laser spatter. Laser spatter is coarser than the virgin
material, which has been reported in the literature [35–37,37,42]. Not only does the ejecta
have less fines evidenced by the greater D05 in comparison to the virgin powder, but also
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Figure 6. Cumulative percentiles of the particle size distributions in Figure 5. A steady
increase in the D05, D90, and D95 suggest that the powder coarsens with reuse through a
reduction in the number of small particles and an increase in the presence of larger
particles.

have larger particles when viewing the D95. Since recycled powder is ultimately a
combination of virgin and heat-affected particles, the morphology of the recycled
material is expected to limit to that of the ejecta. In Figure 6, it can be observed that the
heat-affected powder differs from the virgin material in the values of the D05, D90, and
D95, which were the cumulative percentiles also found to change with reuse. The clear
trend of the size of the recycled powder approaching the heat-affected powder is a further
corroboration of the powder coarsening that occurred. A common method to eliminate
powder coarsening is to decrease the mesh size through which recycled powder is sieved
thereby removing the largest particles and extending the life of the feedstock.
Considering the typical range of particle sizes in L-PBF lying within 10 µm – 45 µm,
proposed approaches suggest sieving recycled powder through a 45 µm screen. Yet, a
closer examination of Figures 5 and 6 indicates that coarsening will still occur since the
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D90 of heat-affected powder is approximately 42 µm in comparison to the 35 µm
associated with virgin powder (Iteration 0). Sieving is therefore expected to remove less
than 10% of the heat-affected particles with a mesh size of 45 µm. Moreover, such a
procedure would have no effect on the decreasing number of fines that results from
powder recycling, implying that a gradual increase in the particle size is an inevitable
consequence of the L-PBF process.
Increases in particle size are a common finding among the recycling studies
present in the literature. After recycling Ti-6Al-4V in the L-PBF process, O’Leary et al.
[15] observed a decrease in the number of particles below 15 µm and an increase in the
number of particles above 45 µm, which is analogous to the results found in this study. It
is interesting to note that similar trends were measured when recycling Ti-6Al-4V in the
EBM process [11], although the manufacturing methods differ. While studies of IN718
and AlSi10Mg powder recycling agree with respect to an increase in the D50, a
consensus concerning the change in morphology of 316L does not yet exist. When
reusing 316L in the L-PBF process, Sartin et al. [23] found no statistically significant
changes in the particle size distributions over the course of 12 iterations, while Heiden et
al. [20] noticed a gradual increase in the particle size with reuse. While the results
presented in these studies appear to be conflicting, it is emphasized that recyclability is a
multifaceted problem due to its dependency on the geometry of the parts manufactured
[43] and the properties of the ejecta, which are a function of the material [35] and process
parameters [44,45]. The approach taken in our study circumvents these issues by
representing the change in powder morphology through a worst-case scenario that would
be reached under heavy reuse.
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Figure 7. Oxygen content of powder over the course of 5 reuses. It can be seen that
oxygen increases, which is due to the contamination of laser spatter within the powderbed.

Heat-affected powder was not only found to be different morphologically, but
also chemically through oxygen pickup. As spatter is ejected from the melt pool, it
solidifies in the build chamber atmosphere. While the atmosphere of the build chamber is
inerted beforehand, residual oxygen is still present which serves as a means for oxidation
of stainless steel laser spatter, even at very low oxygen partial pressures [46]. A detailed
analysis of the oxidation of 304L laser spatter was conducted by Sutton et al. [28] who
found that the oxides form as islands during the solidification of 304L. Laser spatter
particles above 45 µm contain over 3 times the amount of oxygen as the virgin powder
due to a slow cooling rate. Laser spatter below 45 µm was found to have at least 2 times
the oxygen content of the virgin powder. Since the mesh used in this study for sieving
recycled powder was 63 µm, gradual accretion of ejecta is expected to occur thereby
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increasing the oxygen content. Figure 7 is a boxplot of the oxygen content of powder
at each iteration of the study, which is found to increase over the course 5 iterations
corroborating the conclusions made by Sutton et al. [28]. Increases in oxygen content
with powder reuse are a common outcome among recycling studies and could contribute
to part degradation depending on the material.
The powder-bed density measured at the back and front of the build chamber is
shown in Figure 8. An increase in the density is seen with reuse suggesting that the
powder exhibits less friction and greater flowability when recycled. Improved flowability
is not an uncommon result and has been found for other materials including Ti-6Al-4V
[19] and 17-4 PH [17]. While the improvements in flowability are not completely
understood, it is recognized that a reduction in the number of fines and appearance of
oxides on the surfaces of particles both act to reduce the interparticle friction within the
material.

Bed Density (g/cc)

5.0

4.9

4.8

4.7
Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4 Iteration 5

Back of Chamber

Front of Chamber

Figure 8. Powder-bed density at each iteration in the recycling study. An increase in the
density is observed which indicates an improvement in the flowability of the material due
to enhanced packing.
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3.2. PART CHARACTERIZATION
3.2.1. Tensile Properties. The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of the
fabricated specimens over the course of 5 iterations are shown through boxplots in Figure
9a and Figure 9b, respectively. The means of the yield strength and ultimate tensile
strength at each iteration are overlaid on the boxplots as black dots. Minitab statistical
software was utilized as a tool to analyze the data for significant differences through
ANOVA. Using the number of iterations the powder has been recycled as the factor and a
significance level of 0.05, ANOVA indicated that at least one of the iterations was
statistically different from the rest with a p-value less than 0.001. Further investigations
were conducted through Tukey analyses of the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength
to evaluate the differences captured by ANOVA. In the Tukey tests performed, the means
of each iteration for the yield and ultimate tensile strength were compared to all other
iterations to determine statistical significance. Figures 9c and 9d summarize the Tukey
test results for the yield and ultimate tensile strength, respectively. Iterations that do not
share the same group lettering are statistically different from the rest. Inspection of the
data reveals that no monotonic trends in the strength exist when reusing powder, which is
corroborated by the small (< 1 MPa/iteration) slope of the linear regressions overlaid on
the boxplots in Figures 9a and 9b. While the 5th iteration was found to have the highest
strength, the lowest-performing samples were present in the 2nd iteration illustrating the
lack of a meaningful trend as the powder is recycled due to variations in the strength from
iteration to iteration. Although the Tukey analyses performed do indicate the presence of
statistical differences, it should be mentioned that the magnitudes of these changes are
small warranting no major practical concerns.
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Figure 9. Boxplots showing the (a) yield strength and (b) ultimate tensile strength over 5
iterations of powder reuse with the black dots representing the mean at each iteration.
Overlaid on the boxplots are linear regression lines whose small slopes indicate no
apparent trends in strength when recycling. A Tukey analysis of the (c) yield strength and
(d) ultimate tensile strength show statistical differences between iterations, which are
small in magnitude and warrant no major concerns. Note that iterations that do not share
the same group lettering are statistically different from the rest.

Since the ductility is more sensitive to the presence of defects than the yield or
tensile strength, the elongation was recorded for the duration of the study and is presented
in Figure 10 for each iteration. Overlaid on the boxplot in Figure 10a is a linear trendline
whose slope is near zero suggesting that the elongation does not change during the 5
powder reuses studied. Similar to the strength, ANOVA indicates statistical differences
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are present. However, these differences are small from a practical perspective and
exhibit no trend based on the Tukey analysis in Figure 10b.
The ANOVA analyses for the strength and ductility throughout the 5 powder
reuses each have a correlation coefficient of less than 20% based on the linear model fits
applied to determine statistical differences in Figures 9 and 10. While this can indicate
that further factors need to be included in the model for better prediction of the data, low
correlation coefficients are inherently symptomatic of experimental results with a lot of
variation. This can be seen through the spread in the data where differences in the
maximum and minimum values are nearly 50 MPa for the yield strength and 100 MPa for
the ultimate tensile strength with the exception of the 5th iteration. Sources of the
observed variation are important to consider for any type of manufacturing process and
are thus examined here.

Figure 10. Elongation over 5 iterations of powder reuse as shown through a (a) boxplot
with the associated (b) Tukey analysis. The black dots represent the mean of the
elongation for each iteration. Note that iterations that do not share the same group
lettering are statistically different from the rest. Statistically significant differences were
found, but reveal no trend with reuse and are small in magnitude.
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The build location has been shown to impact part performance in the L-PBF
process [47] due to nonuniformities in the cover gas flow in the build chamber leading to
differences in the cooling rate and inadequate removal of the ejecta from the path of the
laser beam [29,30]. In light of this factor, all tensile properties including the yield
strength, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation were grouped based on the location in
which they were measured irrespective of the iteration and compiled to produce Figure
11. Each of the locations in Figure 11 is denoted based on the labeling adopted in Figure
2. Location 4 exhibits the highest yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation
when compared to all other regions tested, meaning that the middle of the build area
consistently performed better than the edges. The edges of the build area also contain
more variability in the tensile properties in comparison to the middle of the build area.
Investigation into the observed location differences in the tensile properties was
aided by analysis of the fracture surfaces. Fractographs of tensile specimens tested at
locations 1, 4, and 7 are provided in Figure 12. Figures 12a, 12b, and 12c display
representative fracture surfaces of specimens with elongations near the data medians in
Figure 11 of locations 1, 4, and 7, respectively. Within the gage sections of these tensile
specimens, occasional pores of less than 50 µm in size with high circularity are visible
and are denoted by blue arrows. The spherical morphology of this porosity indicates that
these voids may be formed as a result of gas porosity during fabrication. However, it is
emphasized that spherical porosity can also form due to Orowan bowing, a mechanism
which impedes dislocation movement. As the material is plastically deformed in a tensile
test, the movement of dislocations is disrupted by precipitates. With enough energy,
dislocations will bypass precipitates leaving dislocation loops around inclusions, which
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Figure 11. Boxplots showing the (a) yield strength, (b) ultimate tensile strength, and (c)
elongation with respect to each location in Figure 2. The black dots denote the means of
the strength and elongation for each location. Location 4 has the least amount of early
failures, which corresponds to the middle of the build area.

appear as spherical porosity in fracture surfaces. In contrast to typical specimen fracture
behavior, Figures 12d and 12e show fracture surfaces of tensile specimens that performed
poorly from locations 1 and 7. The fracture surfaces of tensile specimens with lower
elongation contain irregularly-shaped pores greater than 100 µm in size denoted by black
arrows. Also noteworthy is the presence of surface-connected porosity (red arrow) in
Figure 12d, which provides an additional source of crack initiation within the gage
section causing a lower elongation than the specimens without surface-connected
porosity in Figure 12e. It should be noted that specimens with pores similar to those in
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Figure 12. Fractographs of various tensile specimens with elongation near the median of
the data in Figure 11 c sampled from (a) location 1, (b) location 4, (c) and location 7. The
blue arrows highlight pores within the gage section no more than 50 µm in size. Tensile
specimens with lower elongation taken from (d) location 1 and (e) location 7 show
significant porosity within the gage section (black arrows) with surface-connected
porosity (red arrow).

Figures 12d and 12e were not found in location 4. Thus, the middle of the build area was
found to have less porosity than the edges as evidenced through fractography resulting in
the middle of the build area to have the highest elongation with the least amount of
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variability. Reasons for this location dependency may stem from unoptimized argon
gas flow as well as defocusing due to unequal beam travel length between the middle and
edges of the build area. Although pores exist within the parts reducing performance, the
relative density of as-fabricated material is nearly 99% for all 5 iterations in the study
(Figure 13). An ANOVA reveals that the p-value is 0.15 suggesting that no significant
trends exist when viewing the relative density at each iteration, which provides further
confirmation for the lack of changes in tensile properties with reuse. This is further
corroborated by the small slope of the linear trendline fit to the density as a function of
iteration suggesting that no apparent trend in the porosity exists with powder reuse.

Figure 13. Boxplot of the relative density for parts manufactured for each iteration in the
study. The black dots denote the means of the relative density for each iteration. The
evolution in porosity with powder reuse was found to be statistically insignificant, which
is corroborated by the small slope of the linear regression line.
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The appearance of porosity in the tensile specimens with lower elongation in
Figures 12d and 12e indicates that pores are dominating their performance. Thus, the
wide range in yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation for each iteration is
due in part to porosity. In order to illustrate the large variance in tensile properties, Figure
14 shows fractographs of tensile specimens with progressively increasing ultimate tensile
strength and elongation. Figure 14a pertains to the fracture surface of one of the earliest
failures found across all 5 iterations. This specimen was found to contain a large amount
of porosity with a large pore of over 500 µm in size (boxed in red) in comparison to the 1
mm x 1 mm gage section dimensions. Moreover, the existence of unmelted powder
particles within the pore implies that the defect is due to lack-of-fusion. Figure 14b also
contains pores (boxed in red), but the smaller pore size of nearly 300 µm permits a higher
ultimate tensile strength and elongation. As the ultimate tensile strength and elongation
increase, the pore size decreases and the morphology transitions towards a more spherical
geometry. As mentioned previously, the tensile specimens with smaller and spherical
pores could be due to Orowan bowing around precipitates. Evidence for this mechanism
is provided in Figure 14d where an inclusion (red arrow) is located at the center of a
spherical pore. The large variation in tensile properties is not uncommon for material
fabricated through L-PBF. As demonstrated by Salzbrenner et al. [48], 17-4 PH
additively manufactured through L-PBF displayed more variability in the tensile
properties than its wrought counterpart due to porosity. It is therefore difficult to capture
differences in part properties when a significant amount of variation exists within the
process itself, which is often categorized as process variance.
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In addition to process variance, it is inevitable that the tensile properties have
uncertainty due to multiple individuals collecting the data. In this study, two individuals
performed tensile tests, albeit the specimens tested by each were different to expedite the

UTS: 680 MPa
Elongation: 0.60

UTS: 615 MPa
Elongation: 0.25

300 µm

300 µm

(b)

(a)

UTS: 724 MPa
Elongation: 0.73

UTS: 690 MPa
Elongation: 0.69

100 µm

100 µm
(c)

(d)

Figure 14. Tensile fracture surfaces showing the appearance of large pores (boxed in red) for
lower performing specimens in (a-b), and smaller spherical porosity in (c-d) with inclusions
denoted by a red arrow.
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data collection process. To reconcile the variation in the data, it is important to
understand that even using identical specimens under the same environmental conditions,
interpersonal variation is inevitable. To observe these differences, both individuals were
asked to measure the properties of tensile specimens from the same iteration and location.
Figure 15 compares the results collected by each through boxplots of the yield strength,
ultimate tensile strength, and elongation. Statistically significant differences were found
for the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength, but not for the elongation. For each
tensile test, measurements of the gage area prior to testing are needed to compute the
engineering stress curve. Therefore, the inconsistencies in the strength were found to be
due to the variation in the gage area measurement. For larger tensile specimens, the error
in the gage measurement is less pronounced. However, small variations in the gage
measurement are more exacerbated with the mini-tensile specimens used in this study
since the sensitivity of the stress is inversely proportional to the area giving an
approximate 20 MPa difference in the measurements between the two individuals.
Moreover, since the measured length of the specimens used for calculating the elongation
is larger than the width and thickness of the gage area, it will naturally be less sensitive to
interpersonal variation. Quantification of the intpersonal differences caused by slight
differences in the gage section dimensions was done through ASTM E691-18. It was
found that the reproducibility of the strength data has a standard deviation of
approximately 18 MPa, which is close to the differences in tensile strength between
iterations in Figure 9. Therefore, based on the magnitude of the interpsonal variation as
well as the dependency of tensile properties on the location, identifying differences in the
tensile properties due to powder properties becomes convoluted.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 15. A comparison of (a) yield strength, (b) ultimate tensile strength, and (c)
elongation between tensile properties measured by two individuals. The black dots denote
the means of the tensile properties for each individual. Differences in the yield and
ultimate tensile strength are evident, but not in the elongation.

The interpersonal variation introduced into the tensile properties is a systematic
error that can be accounted for through correction factors. In order to correct for
interpersonal variation, the correct yield strength and ultimate tensile strength values are
assumed to lie halfway between the strength measurements made from each individual in
Figure 15. Estimates of the correction factors needed for application to the yield strength
and ultimate tensile strength were made by adjusting the data means in Figure 15 to be
equal according to the following equation:
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𝜇2 − 𝜇1
𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑/𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 ± |
|
2
Here, 𝜎𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑/𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 represents the uncorrected yield strength and ultimate tensile
strength values in Figure 9, μ_1 and μ_2 are the means of the strengths in Figure 15
pertaining to the two individuals, and 𝜎𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 is the corrected strength value. Figure 16

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Boxplots showing (a) corrected yield strength and (b) corrected ultimate
tensile strength over 5 iterations of powder reuse with overlaid linear regression lines.
The small slopes of the regression lines suggest no trends in strength when recycling.

(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Boxplots showing the (a) corrected yield strength, and (b) corrected ultimate
tensile strength with respect to each location in Figure 2. The strength increases toward
the middle of the build area and decreases toward the edges.
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and Figure 17 show the corrected yield strength and ultimate tensile strength at each
iteration and location, respectively. Although the strength values were adjusted, no
apparent trend with reuse is found. This is supported by the small slope of the regression
lines overlaid on the boxplots in Figure 16. Similar to the findings previously discussed,
location differences are observed in Figure 17 where the middle of the build area exhibits
the highest strength and least amount of variability in comparison to the edges. Thus, the
location differences found in this study are a consequence of the L-PBF system and not
erroneous due to tensile measurement discrepancies between individuals.
3.2.2. Impact Toughness. Although the tensile properties were not found to
change with reuse, it is possible that the part performance does evolve in regards to other
metrics. Many of the recycling studies in literature primarily focus on the tensile
properties, which is a key aspect of this study. However, the Charpy impact toughness
was also measured to provide another means for studying how part properties change due
to recycling. Because of the need for reducing the build height at each iteration for
accommodation of material consumption, the 5th iteration did not allow for
measurements of impact toughness. Therefore, iterations 0 through 4 were evaluated in
terms of the toughness for which the results can be seen in Figure 18a. Although a slight
increase is observed for the 3rd iteration, a gradual decrease in the toughness is observed.
The p-value produced by ANOVA indicated that a significant difference in the impact
toughness is present based on a significance level of 0.05. Complementing the ANOVA
results with pairwise comparison using a Tukey analysis (Figure 18b), it was found that
Iterations 2 and 4 are significantly different from iterations 0 and 1. The 3rd iteration was
not found to be statistically different relative to any other iteration, yet it is emphasized
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that its mean is on the verge of being significant especially in comparison to the 0th
iteration. Most notably, all comparisons made to the 0th iteration indicate a decrease in
the toughness with the 4th powder reuse having the lowest toughness.

Figure 18. Impact toughness measured as function of iteration presented through (a) a
boxplot along with a (b) Tukey analysis to show statistical differences. The black dots in
the boxplot denote the means of the impact toughness at each iteration. Note that
iterations that do not share the same group lettering are statistically different from the
rest. A gradual decrease in the toughness with reuse is found.
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Drawing from the conclusions previously made when characterizing the
powder, the changes could be due to morphological and/or chemical changes when
recycling. In this study, it is difficult to say which powder properties caused the observed
decrease in the toughness, which is typical in recycling studies since the feedstock
changes through multiple aspects simultaneously with reuse. Yet, one distinguishing
factor that is known to have a pronounced effect on the toughness is the oxygen content
of the part, which could be influenced by the oxygen of the powder used for fabrication.
Figure 19 shows the oxygen content measured through inert gas fusion at all 5 iterations
in the study. A steady increase in the oxygen is seen, which correlates well with the
oxygen pickup of the powder previously described. It is well known that the impact
toughness is sensitive to the oxygen content [49,50] as the oxygen content increases, the
toughness decreases due to the formation of inclusions which act as nucleation sites for
microvoid formation. When studying the impact of oxide inclusions in additively
manufactured 316L, Lou et al. [51] found that the parts fabricated by L-PBF exhibited
lower toughness relative to powder metallurgy components that were hot isostatically
pressed (HIP). This difference was attributed to the higher oxygen content of the L-PBF
material. The consequence of oxygen content on the toughness has also been noted
elsewhere by Lind et al. [50] who found that surfaces oxides on 316L powder are
detrimental to the resulting part performance when joined to 316L blocks through HIP. In
order to recover the lost toughness, the oxygen content of the powder needed to be
reduced. Since oxides are typically introduced on the surfaces of laser spatter particles
contributing to the degradation in powder properties when recycled [20,23,35], decreased
toughness due to oxygen pickup is expected especially when the oxygen content
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increased by over 100 ppm as shown by Cooper et al. [49]. While the median value of
the toughness did gradually decrease with powder reuse, the lowest toughness value
measured for each iteration was consistent at nearly 100 J. Therefore, the scatter in the
impact toughness was also found to decrease with reuse. Although decreasing toughness
may give rise for concern, an alternative viewpoint is that the worst toughness did not
decrease, which may ultimately give researchers and engineers a material property
baseline for design when manufacturing with reused powder.

Figure 19. Part oxygen content as a function of powder reuse. The oxygen in the parts
increases due to an increase in powder oxygen content, which contributes to the
degradation in impact toughness with iteration.
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It is important to note that while a difference was not detected through tensile
properties, a statistically significant difference has been found through measurement of
the impact toughness with reuse. This stresses the importance of testing both the static
and dynamic properties of the material as it is recycled to track differences in the part
properties during recycling. Many of the recycling studies found in the literature only test
static properties through tensile testing and report little to no differences with iteration.
However, since dynamic properties are more sensitive to differences in material
properties, this suggests that a thorough recycling study should consider multiple part
properties to thoroughly study the effects of powder properties on part performance.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Gas-atomized 304L stainless steel powder was recycled in the L-PBF process in
order to assess the impacts on part performance through tensile and impact toughness
properties. Rather than reusing the feedstock an excessive number of times to induce
changes in the part properties, a worst-case scenario was explored to expedite the
evolution in powder and part properties. Accelerating the study involved selectively
melting large amount of area to create copious amounts of ejecta deposition in the
powder-bed during fabrication while also withholding additions of virgin powder to
recycled material. Through this adopted procedure, a total of 5 reuses were conducted
which allowed insight into the means by which part properties are affected when
recycling. The following conclusions are drawn from this study:
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•

Recycled powder was found to gradually coarsen with reuse due to a
reduction in fines and an increase in the number of large particles even after
sieving using a 63 µm screen. The D50 of the size distributions did not
appreciably change, yet the extremes including the D05, D90, and D95 increased
by 350%, 6.5%, and 7.0%, respectively, over the course of 5 powder reuses.

•

The size distribution of the ejecta generated during part fabrication in L-PBF was
found to have less fines and larger particles in comparison to the virgin powder.
The D05 and D95 of the ejecta was found to be 356% and 35%, respectively,
greater than the virgin powder. Since recycled powder changes due to the
accretion of ejecta in unconsolidated powder, a gradual coarsening in the
morphology of reused 304L material is expected.

•

The oxygen content of powder was found to increase by nearly 100 ppm over the
course of 5 reuses due to oxidation of ejected material in the build chamber
atmosphere.

•

The tensile properties were not found to appreciably change with reuse and
average values exhibited fluctuations of approximately 20 MPa between
iterations. The variability in the tensile properties was found to be due to locationspecific part performance in the build area as well as deviation in the
measurements made between different individuals.

•

The impact toughness was found to decrease with reuse, which was positively
correlated to the increase in oxygen of the powder with reuse.
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ABSTRACT

Laser Powder-Bed Fusion (L-PBF) belongs to a subset of Additive Manufacturing
(AM) processes commonly referred to as powder-bed fusion where three-dimensional
components are created by successive melting of powder particles in a layer-by-layer
fashion. In addition to optimizing laser parameters for production of high-density parts, a
critical component of SLM is the recoating process where achieving dense and uniform
layers of powder is a necessity for ensuring process repeatability and part quality. While
the recoating process can be studied through experimentation, the dynamics of particle
movement can be difficult to analyze experimentally. Therefore, in this study, powder
spreading in the L-PBF process was simulated through the Discrete Element Method
(DEM) to elucidate the mechanisms that control powder-bed quality in Laser PowderBed Fusion. A dimensionless spreadability metric is proposed in order to quantify
powder-bed quality in relation to the spreading angle at various recoating speeds, layer
thicknesses, and particle size distributions. The DEM simulations reveal that
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spreadability increases as the recoater velocity is decreased, layer thickness is
increased, the particle size increases, and the span of the size distribution is reduced.

1. INTRODUCTION

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is a class of manufacturing techniques that
successively bonds layers of material to create components through a layer-wise
procedure [1]. Through this approach, components containing complex geometry can be
more easily constructed than traditional subtractive methods allowing more freedom and
flexibility during the design process. A subset of AM processes utilize powder as the
feedstock material, which spread thin layers of powder often no more than 70 µm across
a substrate for subsequent consolidation. Among these methods is the Laser Powder-Bed
Fusion (L-PBF) process that selectively melts regions of a powder bed to create parts
with little porosity [2]. As the L-PBF process has matured, the criticality of the powder
feedstock has become increasingly apparent as changes in the powder properties can lead
to uncertainty in the part performance. However, a general lack of understanding exists
regarding the influence of powder properties on the quality of the final parts produced
[3]. While the necessary powder properties needed for successful part fabrication are not
well understood, it is generally accepted that the performance of the powder should
facilitate the spreading of layers that are dense and homogeneous [4], both of which are
difficult to achieve due to the utilization of small particle sizes that have the propensity to
agglomerate. Agglomeration ultimately leads to unpredictability in powder performance,
synonymous with flowability and spreadability in the context of L-PBF, that manifests
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itself as uncertainty in part properties [5]. Thus, understanding the influences of
powder properties such as particle size distribution and shape as well as process
parameters including recoating velocity and layer thickness on the spreadability of the
feedstock material is crucial for furthering the development of L-PBF technology.
Spreadability is an ambiguous term that has yet to be clearly defined for powderbed fusion processes. Consequently, spreadability is often interchanged with flowability
since a large amount of research has been dedicated to understanding the flow
characteristics of powders [6–8]. The Hausner ratio [9], a dimensionless quantity dividing
the tap density by the apparent density of a powder, is an indication of the amount of
interparticle friction present within a powder and is commonly used to predict the
spreading performance [10–13] As the Hausner ratio increases, the friction within the
powder becomes larger inhibiting powder flow. However, the Hausner ratio is regarded
as a rudimentary attempt to characterize powder flow and has even been demonstrated by
Sutton et al. [14] to be unable to detect flow differences between virgin and recycled
powders although clear morphological changes in the particles with reuse were observed.
Another flowability technique is the measurement of the avalanche angle of the powder
through a rotating drum [15]. As the avalanche angle decreases, the flowability is said to
increase. Yet, the information provided by commonly used flowability tests is difficult to
apply to the prediction of powder-bed quality since the relationships between flowability
and spreadability are not well understood, which is due to the lack of targeted researched
aimed at investigating the spreading process in L-PBF.
Basic knowledge of the L-PBF process suggests that in order to maintain uniform
heat transfer boundary conditions and thus minimize defects due to inadequate laser–
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powder interaction, dense and homogeneous layers are required with little variation in
particle size distribution and thickness across the powder bed. Dense layers are preferred
to minimize pores in the final part that originate as voids between particles within the
powder bed. To ensure location-specific defects are not introduced into the parts, each
layer needs to be homogenous in regards to constant density, particle size, and roughness
across the build area. Thus, critical feedback for assessing powder spreadability in L-PBF
is often the packing efficiency of the powder bed, the resulting particle size distribution,
and roughness after deposition.
One of the many challenges associated with assessing powder spreadability is the
difficulty in measuring the in-situ powder bed characteristics. Powder-bed density is
commonly measured through fabrication of carefully designed hollow specimens that
entrap powder [16]. The mass of the powder inside the hollow specimens is measured in
addition to the internal volume for determination of the density the powder assumed after
spreading. However, such a procedure is only able to probe the collective density of
many powder layers rendering the method incapable of studying layer-to-layer density
differences, which have been found to be high as 30% [17]. Based on previous work
conducted by the authors [14] and those in the AM community [12,18], variations in
powder-bed density have also been found to occur as a result of particle size segregation
across the build area. The mechanism behind particle size segregation in the spreading
process is currently not quite understood due to the challenges involved in experimentally
investigating particle-scale movement with a resolution on the order of the powder size.
An alternative route that has recently been employed by several researchers for
studying powder spreading in L-PBF [19–26] is through a numerical approach known as
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Figure 1. Illustration of the computational steps involved in the Discrete Element
Method.

the Discrete Element Method (DEM). DEM simulates the interactions between discrete
bodies and iteratively computes the forces and kinematics associated with the particles
and rigid boundaries through an explicit time-integration scheme, as illustrated in Figure
1. Previous work in simulating the powder spreading process has focused on the effects
of recoating velocity, layer height, blade geometry and powder size on the density and
roughness of the powder bed. Chen et al. [25] found that by decreasing the recoating
velocity, the powder-bed density increases as indicated through monitoring the mass flow
rate of the powder during deposition. Nan et al. [19] found a similar result when
decreasing the recoating velocity while also highlighting the change in the shear band
location during the spreading process. As the location of the shear band moved towards
the substrate, the powder-bed density decreased due to excessive particle movement,
which correlates with the increase in powder-bed roughness that often accompanies the
increasing recoating velocity [20]. Powder-bed quality was also found to vary
substantially with the recoater geometry as described by Haeri et al. [24] where a
recoating blade caused a less dense and rougher powder bed to form when compared to a
roller leading to the conclusion that increasing the contact area between the powder and
recoater enhances the spreadability. This finding allowed a further investigation into
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optimization of the recoater geometry to yield a blade that produced dense and
smooth powder layers [26]. Improvements in powder-bed quality were also found by
several studies [19,22,24,25] when increasing the layer thickness, which aids in the
gradual transition of particles in the heap in front of the recoater to the formed layers.
While general trends in the powder-bed quality have been revealed using DEM, a
key aspect that has yet to be considered is the formulation of a dimensionless
spreadability metric in a manner similar to the Hausner ratio that can be measured
experimentally. By formulating a spreadability metric, a universal means for quantifying
powder-bed quality can be established. Moreover, the relations between the proposed
spreadability metric and spreading parameters including the recoating velocity and layer
thickness are thoroughly investigated in this study to further elucidate the mechanisms
controlling the powder-bed quality in L-PBF. The influence of particle size distribution
on powder spreadability is also explored to provide an understanding of morphological
effects on spreading behavior.

2. NUMERICAL METHODS

2.1. DISCRETE ELEMENT METHOD OVERVIEW
DEM, originally proposed by Cundall and Strack [23], is an iterative approach for
computing the forces, accelerations, velocities, and positions of discrete bodies to
simulate their motion when subjected to external perturbations. Note that discrete bodies
refer to both particles and boundaries meaning that interactions between particles with the
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surroundings can be simulated. The computational process of DEM is centered
around solving both the translational and rotational equations of motion for each particle,
𝑝 [24]:

𝑑𝑣𝑝
= ∑ 𝐹𝑝
𝑑𝑡

(1)

𝑑𝜔𝑝
= ∑ 𝑀𝑝
𝑑𝑡

(2)

𝑚𝑝
𝐼𝑝

where 𝑚𝑝 , 𝐼𝑝 , 𝑣𝑝 , and 𝜔𝑝 are the mass, rotational inertia, velocity, and angular velocity of
the 𝑝𝑡ℎ particle. The forces on each particle, 𝐹𝑝 , from the contacts and gravity are
summed to give a resultant force used in calculating the translational acceleration. Each
force, except for gravity due to the use of spherical particles in this study, transmits a
moment, which are added to give the resultant moment used in determining the rotation
of each body. The motion of each body is determined explicitly through integration of
equations (1) and (2) through the use timesteps by Verlet time integration [17]. The
selection of an appropriate timestep for the current study to ensure numerical stability is
discussed in Section 2.2.
As powder is spread, particles interact according to the Hertz-Mindlin contact
law, which allows computation of the forces in the normal and tangential directions
displayed in Figure 2. Hertz-Mindlin contact is a merger of the well-known Hertzian
contact model [29] to determine the magnitude of the force normal to the contact plane
and the Mindlin-Deresiewicz approach for computing the tangential force [30]. If the
tangential force is greater than the frictional force, interparticle sliding occurs. A critical
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assumption of the Hertz-Mindlin formulation is that the deformation at the contact be
small and elastic. In the scenario of spreading metallic powder, the combination of the
small stresses experienced by the particles as well as the high modulus of the material
justifies the use of the Hertz-Mindlin contact law. Moreover, adhesion through Van der
Waals forces are introduced at the interparticle contacts using the DMT theory [31] in
order to more accurately simulate the behavior of powder during spreading.

𝐹𝑛
𝐹𝑡

𝐹റ = ൫𝑘𝑛 𝛿𝑛 − 𝛾𝑛 𝛿𝑛ሶ ൯ + ൫𝑘𝑡 𝛿𝑡 − 𝛾𝑡 𝛿𝑡ሶ ൯ − 𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

(3)

𝐹𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 2𝜋𝑅∆𝛾

(4)

𝑘𝑛 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝑘𝑡 − 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
𝛾𝑛 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝛾𝑡 − 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝛿𝑛 − 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒
𝛿𝑡 − 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑒
𝑅 − 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
∆𝛾 − 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
Figure 2. The contact plane as well as the forces in both the normal and tangential
directions at each interparticle contact are shown. Equation (1) gives the force vector
developed during contact when employing the well-known Hertz-Mindlin model where
the normal force is based on Hertzian contact [29], the tangential force by MindlinDeresiewicz [30], and the adhesion through Derjaguin (equation (2)) [31].

2.2. DEM SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
The DEM software utilized for simulating the powder spreading process was
YADE, which was chosen for its ease of extensibility and parallelization capabilities to
decrease computational time. The simulation environment created in YADE for studying
powder spreadability in the L- PBF process is shown in Figure 3 where the color of each
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Figure 3. Simulation environment created in YADE for analyzing powder spreadability in
the L-PBF process.

particle pertains to the velocity along the recoating direction normalized to the
velocity of the recoater. The recoater used in this study mimics the geometry of the
scraper mechanism used in a Renishaw AM250 with the curved surface replicating a
disposable silicone piece that contacts the powder during spreading. Instead of rotating,
the recoater only translates across the powder bed. Prior to spreading, powder particles
comprising a predetermined particle size distribution were placed onto a substrate
through gravity deposition. The recoater was then swept across the deposited particles to
smooth the powder bed in order to more accurately represent the powder-bed
characteristics before spreading the next layer. The powder spreading results presented in
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this paper are thus concerned with material deposition onto a 100 µm thick powder
bed, which is less studied than spreading onto a substrate.
Since DEM becomes computationally intensive for systems comprised of a large
number of particles, the simulation is scaled-down to encompass only a small width (Zdirection in Figure 3) with the use of periodic boundaries (PBs). For the simulation
environment in Figure 3, PBs allow infinite replication of the width along the Z-direction
thereby mimicking the spreading process in L-PBF systems. Through this approach, once
a particle crosses a periodic boundary it will appear on the opposite side with an identical
velocity. PBs are commonly implemented in DEM to decrease the model size while also
avoiding effects due to rigid wall boundaries causing unrealistic powder behavior [28].
The width, w, was chosen to be 500 µm, which is over 10 times the largest D90 of the
particle size distributions simulated in this work. Similar procedures are often taken by
other researchers studying powder spreading with DEM to avoid potentially erroneous
effects due to a small spreading width [19,25]. The length along which powder is spread
was chosen to be 5 mm in order to capture a large area for assessing powder-bed quality.
The parameters pertaining to the powder properties, simulation dimensions, and
spreading characteristics are presented in Table 1. The powder considered in this study is
304L stainless steel, which has a density of approximately 7900 kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio of
0.3, and a Young’s modulus of 190 GPa. A significant drawback of DEM is often the
amount of computational time required to perform even small simulations. For the
simulation environment shown in Figure 3 encompassing nearly 50,000 particles,
estimated simulation times are on the order of several months using the maximum
recoating velocity in Table 3. In order to decrease the computational time, the Young’s
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Modulus is often scaled down by at least 2 orders of magnitude [21] to increase the
critical timestep [28] needed for numerical stability to a more reasonable value. The
timestep needed to minimize error in DEM simulations is given by equation (5) [32]

𝜌
𝐸

∆𝑡 = 𝛼 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 √

(5)

Table 1. DEM parameters used for powder spreading simulations.

where R_min represents the minimum particle radius of the size distribution being
investigated, ρ is the particle density, E the Young’s modulus, and α is a value usually
between 20% and 80% to ensure a value below the critical timestep is chosen. By
selecting an α value of 50%, decreasing the Young’s modulus to 190 MPa, and ensuring
that no particle has a radius less than 2.5 µm, a timestep of 8e-9 seconds could be safely
used. While decreasing the Young’s Modulus may seem erroneous, the impact on the
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free-flow of powder in low stress applications is marginal [33]. However, if the
stresses experienced by the particles are of interest, another approach for decreasing
computational time would need to be taken. It should be mentioned that the maximum
deformation, or overlap in the direction normal to a contact, was monitored during the
simulations conducted where it was found that the overlap percentage relative to the
particle radius was less than 1% [21]. Therefore, even when decreasing the Young’s
modulus, small contact deformation for application of Hertz-Mindlin contact was
maintained.
When incorporating interparticle adhesion through DMT theory in equation (4), it
is crucial that the work of adhesion, ∆γ, be accurate due to the sensitivity of powder flow
to adhesive forces, as demonstrated by Chen et al. [21]. In order to increase the reliability
of the simulations performed, estimations of the interparticle adhesion force for
incorporation into the DEM model were completed using atomic force microscopy
(AFM). AFM is a characterization technique that scans surfaces utilizing a mechanical
probe for imaging and characterization with extreme precision. Through deflection
measurements of a probe in contact with a surface, the contact forces can be determined
for insight into the adhesive properties of the powder material. AFM was utilized to
measure interparticle forces by controlling the contact of two 304L powder particles.
304L particles were attached to a silicon wafer using Crystalbond and a Hirox optical
microscope with 3D imaging capabilities was used to validate that the larger particles
were not covered in glue (Figure 4). Using a tipless silicon probe with a length of 500
µm, a single particle was attached to the end of the cantilever using a slow-setting epoxy
(Figure 5). Once attached, the cantilever with the particle was brought into contact with
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Figure 4. Optical micrographs of 304L stainless steel powder adhered to a silicon wafer
through Crystalbond for use in future AFM experiments.

50 µm

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of the AFM probe with a 304L SS particle attached to the
surface using epoxy

several particles of similar size in Figure 4. Ten adhesion measurements were conducted
for each particle, which all revealed a consistent pull-off force of approximately 85 nN.
Through equation (4), the work of adhesion was estimated to be nearly 2 mJ/m2.
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However, the work of adhesion was scaled down to accommodate the decrease in the
Young’s modulus through the procedure explained by Washino et al. [29] to avoid
erroneous results caused by excessive powder cohesion.

2.3. ASSESSING POWDER-BED QUALITY
A major aim of this work is to investigate the relationships between powder-bed
quality and the recoating velocity, layer thickness, and powder morphology using the
simulation environment in Figure 2. The main metrics that will be used to assess powderbed quality in the proposed work are the powder-bed density and roughness as both are
important contributors towards the properties of the parts. The procedures for measuring
the packing density and the powder-roughness are explained in this section.
2.3.1. Powder-Bed Density. Evaluation of particle packing from numerical
results is performed through a voxel-based approach. First, a region of particles, as shown
in Figure 6, is selected in which the powder-bed density is to be determined. Dividing the
volume of the spheres by the volume of the bounding box negatively biases the results
due to the porosity that exists near the edges of the selected region. Elimination of this
artifact can be accomplished through the use of planes that intersect the particles that are
offset from the bounding box by at least a single particle radius equal to the D50 of the
size distribution. Within the region bounded by the intersecting planes, voxels are
inserted into the particles to estimate the total particulate volume. The packing fraction is
then computed by dividing the volume of the particles by the volume enclosed by the
intersecting planes:
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Φ=

𝑉𝑝
𝑉

(6)

where 𝑉𝑝 is the volume of the particles, 𝑉 is the volume bounded by the intersecting
planes, and Φ is the powder-bed density. After spreading, the resulting powder bed was
sectioned into 500 µm bins for measuring the powder-bed density.

Powder Bed

Intersecting Planes

Bounding Box
Figure 6. A collection of particles extracted from a simulated powder bed using a
bounding box. Intersecting planes are then utilized for estimation of powder bed density.

2.3.2. Powder-Bed Roughness. Powder-bed roughness was determined by
impinging light rays onto the surface of the powder-bed for extraction of the height
profile (Figure 7), which is a similar procedure to the technique used by laser scanners.
The distance between each light ray was set to 5 µm since this is the minimum particle
diameter within any of the size distributions investigated. The average roughness of the
entire powder bed, Sa, was then used to characterize the powder-bed roughness for the
entire layer.
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Light Rays

Figure 7. Method by which the powder-bed roughness is measured. Light rays are
intersected with the powder-bed surface for extraction of the height at various locations
in the simulated powder-bed.

2.4. SPREADABILITY FORMULATION AND OVERVIEW OF CONDUCTED
SIMULATIONS
Characterization of powder flowability is a rich topic that has received a
significant amount of attention from areas that care about the behavior of particulates for
ensuring product quality such as the powder metallurgy [35] and pharmaceutical
industries [36]. Typical approaches for predicting flowability involve the measurement of
packing efficiency through the apparent and tap densities, the shear stress of a powder
when subjected to variations in compression, angle of repose, and avalanching behavior
in a cylindrical drum. Even with extensive experimentation, powder flow is difficult to
predict since performance depends on the powder properties, environmental conditions,
and the equipment. As a result, commonly used flowability tests may not accurately
predict spreadability in L-PBF systems warranting new approaches for characterizing
powder performance during spreading.
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Some of the most successful flowability metrics, such as the Hausner ratio and
flow function [35], are dimensionless enabling comparisons to be made in a standardized
manner. The objective of this section is to take a similar approach towards
characterization of powder spreading for development of dimensionless spreadability
metric. As previously described, powder spreadability is typically evaluated through the
assessments of both the powder-bed density and roughness of the deposited layers. Thus,
a definition of powder spreadability should ultimately incorporate both of these
characteristics into a single quantity. The powder-bed density and the roughness are
known to depend on the particle size, interparticle friction coefficient, work of adhesion,
particle density, spreading velocity, layer thickness, and gravitational force.
Mathematically, this can be written as

𝜌𝑏𝑒𝑑 = 𝑓(𝐷50 , 𝐻, 𝜌, 𝑣, ∆𝛾, 𝑔, 𝜇)

(7)

𝛿 = 𝑓(𝐷50 , 𝐻, 𝜌, 𝑣, ∆𝛾, 𝑔, 𝜇)

(8)

where 𝜌𝑏𝑒𝑑 is the powder-bed density, 𝛿 is the powder-bed roughness, 𝐷50 is the 50th
percentile of the particle size distribution, 𝐻 is the layer thickness, 𝜌 is the material
density of the particles, 𝑣 the spreading velocity, ∆𝛾 is the work of adhesion previously
described in Section 2.2 needed for incorporating Van der Waals forces, 𝑔 is the
acceleration due to gravity, and 𝜇 is the friction coefficient. To simplify the complexity
of these relationships, the Buckingham Pi Theorem was employed allowing
reformulation of the problem into equations (9) and (10) relating various dimensionless
quantities:
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𝑣 2 𝜌𝐷50 𝑣 2 𝐻
Φ = 𝑓(
,
,
, 𝜇)
𝐷50 𝑔
∆𝛾
𝐷50

(9)

𝛿
𝑣 2 𝜌𝐷50 𝑣 2 𝐻
= 𝑓(
,
,
, 𝜇)
𝐷50
𝐷50 𝑔
∆𝛾
𝐷50

(10)

Here, Φ is the powder-bed density relative to the material density, 𝜌. In order to create a
single equation describing powder spreadability, equations (9) and (10) need to be
combined in a manner that allows an intuitive interpretation of powder spreading
behavior in L-PBF. Since it is desired for the resulting powder layers to be dense with
little roughness, equation (9) is divided by equation (10) to create a dimensionless ratio
that increases with improved powder-bed quality. Thus, powder spreadability is written
as

Φ
𝑣2 𝜌𝐷50 𝑣2 𝐻
𝑆𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = = 𝑓 (
,
,
, 𝜇)
𝐷50 𝑔
∆𝛾
𝐷50
𝛿̂

(11)

where 𝛿̂ is defined as
𝛿̂ = (

𝛿
)
𝐷50

(12)

The normalization of the roughness to the 𝐷50 of the particle size distribution is hereby
referred to as the relative roughness. In the absence of excessive interparticle adhesion
forces leading to agglomeration, the roughness of a powder layer is expected to decrease
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with the particle size. However, through comparison of the roughness to the particle
diameter, this dependency is considered in equation (12) and gives an indication of
powder cohesiveness.
The right-hand side of equation (11) can be further simplified by recognizing that
the second dimensionless term can be written as

𝑅𝑒𝑝 =

𝜌𝐷50 𝑣 2 𝜌𝐷50 𝑣
=
∆𝛾
∆𝛾
(𝑣)

(13)

which is similar to the Reynold’s number used for characterizing fluid flow. Therefore,
∆𝛾

( 𝑣 ) is analogous to the viscosity of the powder, which increases with interparticle
adhesion as well as a decrease in the recoating velocity. As the recoating velocity
decreases, the relative velocity between particles becomes smaller causing less collisions
between particles. With the decrease in relative motion between particles, the adhesive
forces between particles becomes dominant potentially influencing the spreadability.
𝑣2

The dimensionless variable, 𝐷

50 𝑔

, is a comparison of the particle motion parallel to

the recoating direction to the ability of powder to deposit under the influence of gravity.
The relative layer thickness,

𝐻
𝐷50

, and the interparticle friction coefficient, 𝜇, are also found

to be factors that control the layer quality. Assuming a constant friction coefficient, it is
the objective of this study to analyze the spreadability as a function of the dimensionless
variables in equation (11). Therefore, deviations in the recoating velocity, layer thickness,
and particle size distribution are considered to evaluate their impact on the spreadability.
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For each layer thickness listed in Table 1, the recoating velocity is varied from 100%
to 25% of the maximum speed of 0.13 m/s. To investigate the effect of powder morphology
on the spreadability, the particle size distributions in Figure 8 are spread at the maximum
recoating velocity and a layer thickness of 50 µm. The three different size distributions
have a D50 of 17 µm, 22 µm, and 27 µm and represent powders with increasing flowability,
respectively. The particle size distribution with a D50 of 22 µm is the nominal powder in
this study that was experimentally determined through scanning electron microscopy.

Figure 8. Particle size distributions that are investigated for evaluating the impact of
powder morphology on spreadability.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spreadability has a dependence on the spreading process parameters as well as the
powder properties. In this section, both are investigated with an emphasis on the effects
of the recoating velocity, layer thickness, and particle size on the powder-bed quality. In
Section 3.1., the particle size distribution in Figure 8 pertaining to a D50 of 22 µm was
repeatedly spread at varying recoating velocities and layer thicknesses. Using a constant
recoater velocity and layer thickness, Section 3.2. investigates the influence of the
particle size distribution on the powder-bed quality. Mechanisms for describing the
observed trends are also discussed.

3.1. EFFECTS OF SPREADING PROCESS PARAMETERS ON
SPREADABILITY
DEM simulations with varying recoating velocity and layer thickness using a
powder with a D50 of 22 µm in Figure 8 were conducted in order to assess the effects of
the spreading process parameters on the powder-bed quality. To investigate the powderbed quality after spreading, the resulting powder bed was split into 500 µm sections for
independent analysis of the density whereas the roughness is averaged across the entire
layer. The powder-bed density and roughness at varying recoating speeds and layer
thickness are shown in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively. Improvements in the powder-bed
quality through an increase in the powder-bed density and a decrease in the roughness
were found when decreasing the recoating velocity. Although an increase in density from
approximately 57% to 60% may seem insignificant when using recoating velocities of
100% and 25%, respectively, this difference equates to over 0.2 g/cc. For reference,
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Figure 9. Powder-bed quality after spreading a powder with a D50 of 22 µm in terms of
the (a) powder-bed density and (b) powder-bed roughness at various recoating velocities
and layer thicknesses.

differences in the in the apparent, tap, and powder-bed densities of at least 0.1 g/cc
[10,14,37] have been correlated to observed changes in the flowability of L-PBF powders
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Figure 10. Spreadability of the 22 µm powder in Figure 8 at various recoating velocities
and layer thicknesses. The spreadability is seen to be more sensitive to the recoating
velocity than the layer thickness.

with reuse. Thus, the increase in density predicted by the DEM model represents a
substantial change in the powder-bed quality. The improvement in powder-bed quality as
the recoating velocity is decreased has also been confirmed by several other researchers
[19,20,24,38].
Compared to the recoating velocity, the layer thickness has a marginal impact on
the powder-bed quality where only a slight increase in the powder-bed density was found
with increasing layer thickness and no discernible change in the powder-bed roughness.
Using equation (11), the spreadability in Figure 10 is thereby seen to be more sensitive to
the recoating velocity and only marginally influenced by the layer thickness. Yet, the
near invariance of the powder-bed quality appears to conflict with the work performed by
previous studies. Nan et al. [22] reported a large influence of the layer thickness on the
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100% Recoater Velocity

25% Recoater Velocity

Layer Thickness = 50 µm

Layer Thickness = 50 µm

100% Recoater Velocity

100% Recoater Velocity

Layer Thickness = 30 µm

Layer Thickness = 70 µm

Figure 11. DEM powder spreading simulations at various recoating velocities and layer
thicknesses all illustrating the movement of particles beneath the recoater with particles
sliding (yellow arrows) on the substrate.

formation of empty patches during spreading concluding that larger layer thicknesses are
needed to ensure high-density layers. Haeri et al. [24] reported the a similar result to Nan
et al. while also observing this trend regardless of the recoater geometry. However, both
of these studies simulated spreading of a single layer onto a substrate, whereas the results
presented in this work focus on powder spreading onto previously deposited layers. To
highlight the importance of this difference, Figure 11 shows the velocity of the particles
along the recoating direction (X-direction) at various recoating velocities and layer
thicknesses. Regardless of the recoating velocity or layer thicknesses investigated in this
study, particles were observed to be sliding across the substrate (denoted by yellow
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Powder compaction

Figure 12. Powder spreading simulation with 100% recoater velocity and a layer
thickness of 50 µm. Clear compaction of the particles into the underlying powder bed is
observed.

arrows in Figure 11) demonstrating that the spreading process induces movement in
previously spread layers. As a result, rearrangement of the particles in the underlying
layers occurs suggesting that the layer thickness is effectively larger than the 30 µm, 50
µm, and 70 µm used thereby encompassing the entirety of the particles beneath the
recoater in the DEM model. Since variation in the roughness has been shown to decrease
with increasing layer thickness [22], the weak dependence of spreadability on the layer
thickness in Figure 10 is expected due to the large volume of powder movement beneath
the recoater. Further corroborating evidence for this conclusion is given in Figure 12
where the particles are colored according to the magnitude of their velocity perpendicular
to the recoater (Y-direction). Particles are clearly being compressed into the underlying
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layers leaving little variation in the roughness between different layer thicknesses.
Therefore, spreading powder onto an existing powder bed is analogous to depositing
material onto a deformable substrate accommodating new layers of powder with
rearrangement of the underlying material. However, powder spreading onto a part or
substrate will hinder compaction since such surfaces are not able to readily deform.
Rearrangement of the particles not only caused the layer thickness to change little
in the simulations performed but also led to local density variations. In order to illustrate
these variations, smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) was used to interpolate the
density field during spreading. In SPH, the properties of points can be interpolated
through the following formulation [39]:

𝑁

〈𝑓(𝑥)〉 = ∑
𝑗=1

𝑚𝑗
𝑓൫𝑥𝑗 ൯𝑊൫𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗 , ℎ൯
𝜌𝑗

(14)

where 〈𝑓(𝑥)〉 is the property to be interpolated at 𝑥, and 𝑊൫𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗 , ℎ൯ is the kernel
representing a smoothing function encompassing 𝑁 particles within its domain each with
mass, 𝑚𝑗 , density, 𝜌𝑗 , and property 𝑓൫𝑥𝑗 ൯. The parameter ℎ defines a cutoff distance
known as the smoothing length so as to disregard points that are far away from 𝑥. If the
density field is to be interpolated, equation (14) is simplified to the following:

𝑁

𝜌𝑖 = ∑ 𝑚𝑗 𝑊൫𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗 , ℎ൯
𝑗=1

(15)
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Dilation occurs as powder
passes through the gap

Powder is compressed
in front of recoater

Figure 13. Density field obtained using smoothed particle hydrodynamics. The powder in
front of the recoater is denser than behind indicating that the shearing of the occurring
spreading is causing powder dilation as the particles pass through the gap.

Figure 14. Illustration of the control volume established for quantifying the powder
dilation.

As mentioned by Liu et al. [39], there exist many kernels to perform the interpolation
process. In this study, we select a quintic kernel due to its success in accurately
approximating density fields [40].
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Figure 13 shows the interpolated density field of the powder during spreading
at a recoating velocity of 100% and layer thickness of 50 µm. The density of the powder
within the heap in front of the recoater is larger than after deposition indicating that the
powder dilated once passing through the gap. Dilation refers to the decrease in density a
powder experiences while being subjected to shear deformation. Shear-induced dilation is
a consequence of the need for a powder to increase in volume to accommodate for
interparticle movement when strained. The phenomenon has been studied extensively by
many researchers when designing hoppers and silos [41–43] to ensure that the stresses
experienced by powders do not cause arching or rathole formation [7] that ultimately
impede flowability.
To investigate dilation during the spreading process, a control volume is
established (Figure 14) to monitor the mass flow rates of the powder entering and leaving
the gap. The midpoint of the control volume along the x-direction was chosen to coincide
with the lowest vertical height of the recoater, which is also used as delineation between
the front and back of the spreader. From the midpoint, the control volume extends 500
µm in front of and behind the recoater. From mass conservation, the following
relationship can be written:

𝑚ሶ𝑖𝑛,𝑥 + 𝑚ሶ𝑖𝑛,𝑦 + 𝑚ሶ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 0

(16)

where 𝑚ሶ𝑖𝑛,𝑥 and 𝑚ሶ𝑖𝑛,𝑦 are the mass flow rates of the powder entering the gap in the x and
y directions, respectively, and 𝑚ሶ𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the mass flow rate of the powder leaving the gap.
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If the control volume moves in the x-direction at the recoater velocity, each of the
components of the mass flow rate are

𝑚ሶ𝑖𝑛,𝑥 = ∬ 𝜌∗ ൫𝑣റ𝑝 − 𝑣റ𝑟 ൯ ∙ 𝑛̂𝑥 𝑑𝐴𝑥

(17)

𝑚ሶ𝑖𝑛,𝑦 = ∬ 𝜌∗ 𝑣റ𝑝 ∙ 𝑛̂𝑦 𝑑𝐴𝑦

(18)

𝑚ሶ𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ∬ 𝜌𝑏𝑒𝑑 ൫𝑣റ𝑝 − 𝑣റ𝑟 ൯ ∙ 𝑛̂ 𝑑𝐴

(19)

where 𝑣റ𝑟 is the recoating velocity, 𝑣റ𝑝 is the velocity of the particles, 𝑛̂𝑥 and 𝑛̂𝑦 are the
surface normals pertaining to the x any y inlets, 𝜌∗ is the powder-bed density in front of
the recoater, and 𝜌𝑏𝑒𝑑 is the powder-bed density after passing through the gap. Assuming
that the density, 𝜌∗ , is the same across both x and y interfaces, the dilation can be
approximated as

𝐷𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

Փ∗ − Փ𝑏𝑒𝑑 ∬ 𝑣റ𝑝,𝑥 ∙ 𝑛̂𝑥 𝑑𝐴𝑥 + ∬ 𝑣റ𝑝,𝑦 ∙ 𝑛̂𝑦 𝑑𝐴𝑦
=
Փ∗
𝑣𝑟 𝛿𝑐𝑣 𝑤

(20)

where 𝛿𝑐𝑣 and 𝑤 represent the height and width of the control volume, Փ∗ is the relative
density of the powder in front of the recoater along the x and y interfaces in Figure 14,
and Փ𝑏𝑒𝑑 is the relative powder-bed density. Equation (20) suggests that the dilation is
influenced by the summation of the volumetric flow rates of powder crossing the x and y
boundaries in Figure 14. Note that the volumetric flow rates need not be positive
suggesting that a complete cancellation of the dilation can be achieved by ensuring that
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both are equal and opposite. From a practical perspective, the volumetric flow rates in
the x and y directions correspond to the movement of the powder parallel and
perpendicular to the recoater direction, respectively. Therefore, equation (20) indicates
that dilation can be minimized if the volumetric flow rate in the y-direction is maximized
relative to the x-direction. The flow rate along the recoater direction is similar to the
shearing motion during shear testing of granular media, while the flow rate perpendicular
to the recoater which is analogous to powder compaction. Thus, the optimal geometry of
a recoater in L-PBF is one that produces the highest degree of compaction possible. This
is the reason why recoaters with sharp geometry produce layers with lower density and
higher roughness than those with smoothed corners [24,26] as abrupt changes in
geometry are less efficient in compacting the layers during spreading.
Applying equation (20) to the simulations in Figures 9 and 10 reveals that the
dilation in Figure 15 is highly influenced by the recoating velocity and less by the layer
thickness. The increase in the powder-bed density with smaller recoating velocity
correlates with the decrease in dilation suggesting that compaction of the layers is
dominating the particle dynamics. To further corroborate the enhancement in compaction
with decreasing recoating velocity, the volumetric flow rates in equation (20) are defined
as

𝑋 ∗ = ∬ 𝑣റ𝑝,𝑥 ∙ 𝑛̂𝑥 𝑑𝐴𝑥

(21)

𝑌 ∗ = ∬ 𝑣റ𝑝,𝑦 ∙ 𝑛̂𝑦 𝑑𝐴𝑦

(22)
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Figure 15. Averages of the dilation at various recoating velocities and layer thicknesses.
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Figure 16. Ratio of the vertical and horizontal volumetric flow rates in equation (20). As
the recoating velocity is decreased, the ratio of the flow rates tends towards unity
suggesting that compaction of the powder is enhanced. The layer thickness is found to
have little impact on the dilation.

By dividing the flow rate in the y-direction by that in the x-direction, Figure 16 proves
that the compaction is enhanced when reducing the recoating velocity. Moreover,
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reducing the recoating velocity also moves the ratio of the volumetric fluxes towards
unity, which lessens the dilation of the powder moving through the gap.
Dilation has been shown to increase with shear rate [43,44], which is similar to
the spreading velocity in L-PBF. As the spreading velocity increases, the powder
becomes more fluidized due to entrainment of the gas in the build atmosphere.
Fluidization causes powder dilation, which is less pronounced at higher velocities [45].
However, since a gaseous phase was not considered in the conducted simulations,
dilation also occurs due to the increase in relative velocity between neighboring particles
with increasing recoating velocity causing the volume of the material to enlarge.
Reducing the recoating speed ultimately leads to less dilation due to less relative
movement between adjacent particles suggesting that a gradual transition from the
powder heap to the layer is desired.

3.2. PARTICLE SIZE EFFECTS ON SPREADABILITY
The particle size is an important property of the powder that has a large influence
on powder flowability. Due to the close correlation between flowability and the quality of
powder layers, it is important to understand the impacts of powder morphology on the
powder-bed density and roughness. Therefore, the goal of this section is to investigate
changes in the spreadability when adjusting the particle size distribution. The particle size
distributions of interest in this study are shown in Figure 8 which encompass powders
with a D50 of 17 µm, 22 µm, and 27 µm. The nominal distribution typically used in LPBF systems pertains to the 22 µm powder, while the other powders are generally
acknowledged as being too cohesive (17 µm) or too coarse (27 µm).
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Figure 17. Averages of the (a) powder-bed density and (b) powder-bed roughness, (c)
relative roughness, and (d) spreadability at various particle sizes.

Maintaining a constant recoating velocity and layer thickness of 0.13 m/s and 50
µm, the influence of the powder morphology on the powder-bed quality was assessed.
The powder-bed density, roughness, relative roughness, and spreadability as a function of
the particle size are shown in Figure 17. The powder-bed density is found to be nearly the
same for particle size distributions with a D50 of 17 µm and 22 µm. In the absence of
adhesive forces, the packing efficiency of powders generally increases as the particle size
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Figure 18. Powder dilation determined through equation (20) showing the increase in
dilation as the particle size becomes larger.
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Figure 19. Ratio of the vertical and horizontal volumetric flow rates in equation (20) as a
function of the particle size. Due to the increase in adhesion relative to particle weight,
smaller particle sizes cause the volumetric flow rate along the recoater direction to
decrease relative to the vertical direction.

distribution becomes finer. However, in practice, finer powders tend to pack less
efficiently since Van der Waals forces inhibit interparticle motion creating large voids
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between adjacent particles. While present in all powders, this mechanism becomes
dominant at smaller particle sizes due to the increased strength of the adhesion relative to
the particle weight. Although the adhesion forces are less pronounced for larger particle
sizes, the powder-bed density can also decrease as a result of a powder being too coarse,
which is the case for the powder with a D50 of 27 µm. Therefore, in order to optimize the
particle size distribution for the L-PBF process, Figure 17a shows that a delicate balance
exists amidst the large adhesion forces between finer particles and the coarseness of a
powder.
As expected of finer powders, the magnitude of the powder-bed roughness
decreased as the D50 was reduced (Figure 17b). It should be mentioned that a decreasing
roughness does not always accompany finer powders since agglomeration may occur
increasing the effective particle size. Excessive agglomeration of particles in the 17 µm
powder was not observed, although such a phenomenon was noted by Chen et al. [25]
when artificially increasing the surface energy in DEM. Similar to the DEM simulations
discussed in Section 3.1., particle sliding was observed across the substrate for all powder
morphologies indicating that the particles in the layers underneath the recoater were
involved in the spreading process. As a result, the layer thickness is effectively larger
than the 50 µm used, which will have a significant impact on the measured roughness.
The decrease in powder-bed roughness with progressively smaller particle sizes is a
consequence of particle rearrangement beneath the recoater resulting in compaction of
the powder during spreading. The reduction in dilation as a function of particle size in
Figure 18 demonstrates the ability of finer powders to compact more efficiently with
decreasing particle size. This is corroborated through the increase in the vertical
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Figure 20. Powder-bed quality as a function of the span demonstrating the changes in (a)
powder-bed density, (b) relative roughness, and (c) spreadability.

volumetric flow rate relative to the horizontal flow rate as shown in Figure 19 indicating
less particulate motion is occurring parallel to the recoater direction due to the increased
adhesion with smaller particle sizes. It should be noted that increased adhesiveness of the
powder was also obtained when decreasing the recoater velocity through the viscosity
term,

∆𝛾
𝑣

, in equation (13), which was shown to enhance compaction and lead to improved
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powder-bed quality. Thus, decreasing the particle size exhibited the same effects as
variations in the recoating velocity. However, it is stressed that these results are more
indicative of the spreading behavior across a powder bed. As powder is spread across a
part, the layer quality may change due to the proximity of the recoater to the underlying
surface, which requires further investigation that is out of the scope of this paper.
Using equation (12), the roughness is transformed to the relative roughness
𝛿
𝐷50

.and displayed in Figure 17c using the corresponding D50 of the particle size

distributions in Figure 8. While an increase in the relative roughness occurs from a
particle size of 17 µm to 22 µm, a decrease is found at 27 µm. These fluctuations
manifest themselves as deviations in the spreadability with particle size in Figure 17d. In
order to understand the observed trends, it is crucial to understand that the relative
roughness is a comparison between the roughness of the powder-bed and the particle size.
As the particle size increases, the roughness will also generally increase in magnitude
(Figure 17b). The normalization of the roughness by the D50 is ultimately incorporating
this dependence into a single dimensionless equation that is indicative of friction within a
powder. However, the roughness is not only dependent on the particle size, but also the
particle size distribution. A common method for characterizing the particle size
distribution is the span, which is defined as

𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛 =

𝐷90 − 𝐷10
𝐷50

(23)
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where 𝐷10 , 𝐷50 , and 𝐷90 are the 10th, 50th, and 90th percentiles, respectively, of the
particle size distributions in Figure 8. Through this definition, the span can be viewed as
the breadth of a particle size distribution. Figure 20 plots the powder-bed density, relative
roughness, and spreadability as a function of the span. As the span decreases, monotonic
increases in the powder-bed density, relative roughness, and spreadability are observed.
An increasing span is known to enhance the packing efficiency of the powder since small
particles can fill the voids created by larger particles. Since the relative roughness is
indicative of the friction within the powder, the increase in relative roughness suggests
that the friction becomes greater with the span reducing the flowability, which has been
corroborated in the past [46]. While careful control of the span can be beneficial since the
fine particles can serve as a lubricant for enhancing the packing density and flowability
[35], too many fine particles increase the cohesiveness of the powder. Thus, increasing
the powder-bed density while simultaneously decreasing the roughness is a delicate
balance of the particle size and the size distribution. Furthermore, the increase in
spreadability with a narrowing particle size distribution also correlates to enhancements
in powder flowability in recycling studies [37,47,48]. As the particle size distribution
narrows through a decrease in the number of fines, the powder becomes less cohesive
increasing the flowability. Therefore, the trends in powder-bed quality quantified through
the formulated spreadability metric correlate with well-known phenomena in the existing
literature. Combining the relationships in the powder-bed quality with the observed
trends in the D50 and span, morphological design of powders for L-PBF should not only
consider the influence of particle size, but also the extremes of particle size distributions
to ensure reliability in the spreading performance.
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3.3. SPREADABILITY RELATIONSHIPS
Here, the relationships between the spreadability and the dimensionless terms in
equation (11) are examined. Figure 21 plots the spreadability of all the simulations
2

conducted in this study against the characteristic velocity 𝐷𝑣 𝑔 and the Reynolds number
50

𝜌𝐷50 𝑣 2
∆𝛾

. The trendlines

shown in Figure 21a and 21b are through all of the spreadability

datapoints. The spreadability is seen to decrease linearly with the characteristic velocity
indicating a quadratic relationship with the recoating velocity. In practice, it is desirable
to spread powder as fast as possible to lessen the amount of time needed for part
fabrication. Yet, it is also desired that the layers be dense with little roughness to
minimize uncertainty in part properties. Due to the quadratic relationship between
spreadability and recoating velocity, even a small decrease in the recoating velocity from
100% to 75% of the maximum speed leads to a substantial improvement in the powderbed quality with minimal expense of the overall build time. The decrease in spreadability
with increasing characteristic velocity also suggests that the larger particle sizes are
inherently more spreadable as described in Section 3.2. Therefore, a first approximation
of the powder spreadability knowing only the particle size distribution and the recoating
speed can easily be obtained without conducting extensive investigations into the
powder-bed characteristics. A similar trend when plotting the spreadability against the
Reynolds number presents itself in Figure 21b where an increasing Reynolds number
causes the powder-bed quality to worsen. Using the definition of the Reynolds number in
equation (13), the cohesivity,

∆𝛾
𝑣

, of the powder is found to increase with a decreasing

recoater velocity. Intuitively, an increase in the cohesivity would indicate a decrease in
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Figure 21. Averages of the spreadability plotted against the (a) characteristic velocity and
(b) Reynolds number at various recoating velocities, layer thicknesses, and particle size
distributions.

the flowability. However, an increase in the spreadability is found to accompany a
decreasing recoating velocity suggesting that flowability is not directly synonymous with
spreadability. This is also evidenced by the enhancement in spreadability of the 17 µm
powder in comparison to the 22 µm powder. The finer, and therefore more cohesive, 17
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Figure 22. Spreadability plotted against the relative layer thickness. The black arrows
indicate the same spreading velocity and layer thickness, but different particle sizes.

µm powder exhibits better powder-bed quality, even though typical flowability tests such
as the avalanche angle and the Hausner ratio would predict lower flowability.
One drawback of the characteristic velocity and Reynolds number lies in the
inability to predict the spreadability based on the layer thickness. Thus, the linear
trendlines drawn in Figure 21 provide an approximate relationship between the
spreadability, velocity, and the particle size. Figure 22 plots the spreadability against the
relative layer thickness. As mentioned previously, increasing the relative layer thickness
had minimal impact on the spreadability at the same recoating velocity. However,
fluctuations in the spreadability appear for the different particle sizes investigated at
100% recoating velocity and a layer thickness of 22 µm, which are denoted by black
arrows. However, it should be noted than a decreasing particle size distribution span did
cause an increase spreadability, which will inevitably cause variation in the powder-bed
quality as shown in Section 3.2.
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While many factors affect the powder behavior during spreading in L-PBF,
the combination of the spreading processing parameters and powder properties will
manifest themselves as differences in the spreading angle. As the spreading angle
increases, the powder exhibits more friction and thus flows worse than if the angle is
lower. This trend was also observed by Escano et al. [49] when observing the powder
spreading process. Figure 22 shows the spreadability of all the simulations performed in
this study when plotted against the angle the powder assumes during spreading. As the
spreadability increases, the spreading angle decreases in linear fashion. As such, the
proposed spreadability formulation is not only able to capture differences in the powderbed quality, but also the behavior of the material during the spreading process.
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Figure 23. Averages of the spreadability plotted against the spreading angle. A linear
relationship between the spreadability and the spreading angle showing the ability of the
spreadability metric to predict powder performance.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, DEM simulations were conducted to investigate the mechanisms
behind the powder spreading process in L-PBF. Powder was spread onto an existing
powder bed with variations in the recoating velocity, layer thickness, and particle size
distribution to assess the impacts on powder-bed quality through the proposal of a
dimensionless spreadability equation. The most significant findings from this study are as
follows:

1. As the recoating velocity was lowered from 0.130 m/s to 0.0325 m/s, the powderbed density increased from 57% to 60% while the average powder-bed roughness
decreased from 12 µm to 10 µm. The enhancement in powder spreadability was
due to a decrease in the powder dilation with recoating velocity.
2. Simulations of the powder spreading process with varying recoating velocity at
layer thicknesses of 30 µm, 50 µm, and 70 µm revealed a marginal increase in the
powder-bed density and decrease in the powder-bed roughness with increasing
layer thickness. The weak dependence of the powder spreadability with layer
thickness was a consequence of particle rearrangement within the powder bed
beneath the recoater causing material compaction during spreading.
3. Spreading simulations with three different particle size distributions were
performed with a D50 of 17 µm, 22 µm, and 27 µm. The powder-bed density
increased when lowering the D50 from 27 µm to 22 µm. Reducing the D50 from 22
µm to 17 µm caused no apparent change in the powder-bed density due to Van
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der Waals adhesion forces. The particle size distribution with a D50 of 27 µm
was found to have the greatest powder spreadability due to the lack of adhesion
forces dominating the material behavior.
4. The powder spreadability was found to increase when using progressively
narrower particle size distributions.
5. Powder spreadability was found to exhibit a linear relationship with the spreading
angle showing the ability of the proposed spreadability metric to capture
differences in material behavior.
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SECTION

2. CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, the mechanisms responsible for the production of laser spatter
and condensate, collectively known as heat-affected powder, during the Laser PowderBed Fusion (L-PBF) of 304L stainless steel were investigated through morphological,
chemical, and microstructural characterization techniques. Due to the deposition of ejecta
in the powder bed during fabrication, differences in the properties of the laser spatter and
condensate in comparison to virgin powder enabled insight into the evolution of 304L
feedstock and part properties with reuse. Powder recyclability was investigated by
relating the changes in particle size, shape, and chemistry to the tensile properties and
impact toughness as well as the observed enhancement in flowability over the course of 7
recycling iterations. Due to the improvement in powder flowability during recycling,
differences in the powder flow behavior with alterations in the powder properties were
further investigated using the Discrete Element Method (DEM) at various recoating
velocities and layer thicknesses to elucidate the fundamental physics of the powder
spreading process.
While previous studies primarily focus on laser spatter, emphasis in this
dissertation was placed on the combination of laser spatter and condensate for a more
comprehensive characterization of ejecta originating from the melt pool. Clear
identification of both laser spatter and condensate was accomplished by collecting two
types of samples: heat-affected powder downstream of the build area, and a sample from
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the wall of the chamber after building parts. The samples of heat-affected powder
were found to contain laser spatter along with condensate that condensed onto the
surfaces of laser spatter particles. Therefore, both laser spatter and condensate do deposit
in the build area. Observations of heat-affected powder using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) revealed that laser spatter exhibits a wide size distribution containing
particles with sizes in the range of 1 µm to 200 µm, which display both an increase in
coarseness and lower asperity in comparison to virgin powder as a result of
spheroidization from surface tension forces during solidification in the build chamber
atmosphere. Although large particles are present within the laser spatter, particle size
distribution measurements using SEM suggest that over 90% of the particles are below
42 µm indicating that typical sieving procedures in L-PBF are not adequate for removing
all ejecta leading to gradual accretion in recycled material.
Investigation into chemistry of the ejecta led to the observation of oxide islands
on laser spatter. These oxides are rich in manganese and silicon but do have trace
signatures of iron and chromium. Further analysis revealed that these oxides nucleate and
grow on the surfaces of laser spatter. Depending on the growth rate of the oxides, the
coalescence of these islands will vary, producing oxides of various size. Due to the
slower cooling rate of larger particles, it was found that the largest particles in heataffected powder do contain the most oxygen. Thus, removal of larger particles through
sieving will extend the life of recycled powder. However, it is noteworthy that even laser
spatter within the size range of the virgin powder exhibited at least twice the oxygen
content of virgin 304L. Due to the gradual accretion of heat-affected powder in recycled
powder, an increase in oxygen content with reuse is inevitable.
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Microstructural analysis of the heat-affected size fractions and virgin 304L
through XRD showed varying amounts of austenite and delta ferrite. In general, it was
found that the percentage of delta ferrite increased with increasing particle size. These
results were attributed to the large difference in cooling rates experienced by the large
and small particles, enabling the switch from FA to AF solidification mode through an
increased undercooling. Since delta ferrite is a marker of heat-affected powder, phase
identification is a viable technique for distinguishing between virgin and recycled 304L
powder.
Evolution in the particle size with successive recycling in the L-PBF process
showed an increase in the 5th, 90th, and 95th cumulative frequency percentiles even after
being sieved through a 63 µm screen particle size indicating a decrease in fines and
accretion of particles larger than the virgin powder. It was also found that the ejecta was
more spherical than the virgin powder causing a gradual decrease in the powder asperity
when continuously recycled. Chemically, powder recycling caused a gradual pickup of
approximately 100 ppm of oxygen pickup after 7 reuses. The combination of an increase
in the powder coarseness, circularity, and oxygen pickup reduced the interparticle friction
leading to enhancements in the powder packing efficiency with repsect to the apparent
and tap densities suggesting an increase in flowability, which was further corroborated by
a decrease in the avalanche angle measured through a Revolution Powder Analyzer.
While the powder properties changed with reuse, the tensile properties including
the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and elongation were not found to exhibit any
trend with recycling iteration. Variability in the tensile properties originating from
location-specific part performance as well as deviation in the measurements made
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between different individuals were both identified as major contributors towards the
fluctuations in strength and elongation between iterations overwhelming any monotonic
trends caused by the evolution in powder properties with recycling. Conversely, the
impact toughness gradually decreased, which was attributed to the oxygen increase in the
parts derived from oxygen pickup of the powder.
Additional investigation into the powder flowability and spreadability was
conducted through DEM of the powder spreading process. Spreadability was quantified
through the development of the dimensionless metric that combines the powder-bed
density and roughness as well as the D50 of the partictle size distribution. While the layer
thickness did not show any changes in spreadability, the recoating velocity had a large
impact on the powder-bed quality where a decrease from 0.130 m/s to 0.0325 m/s caused
an increase in the powder-bed density from 57% to 60% with the roughness decreasing
from 12 µm to 10 µm. The marginal influence of the layer thickness on the spreadability
was determined to result from rearrangement of the powder bed beneath the recoater
leading to compression of the particles into the previously deposited layers. Thus, the
large amount of particle movement beneath the recoater when spreading powder onto a
powder bed was effectively greater than the investigated layer thicknesses of 30 µm, 50
µm, and 70 µm causing little variability in the powder-bed quality. However, it should be
noted that the layer thickness will become important when spreading powder onto a part
due to the limited ability of powder to compress against a surface in comparison to a
powder bed. Comparing the spreadability of powders with differing size, the powder-bed
quality was found to depend on both the D50 and the span of the particle size distribution.
The powder-bed density increased when lowering the D50 from 27 µm to 22 µm.
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Reducing the D50 from 22 µm to 17 µm caused no apparent change in the powder-bed
density due to Van der Waals adhesion forces. The particle size distribution with a D50 of
27 µm was found to have the greatest powder spreadability due to the lack of adhesion
forces dominating the material behavior. Decreasing the span of the particle size
distribution was also found to increase the powder spreadability, which is a well-known
procedure for enhancing flowability of cohesive powders.
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The work presented in this dissertation is centered on identifying the relationships
between powder properties and mechanical performance in the Laser Powder-Bed Fusion
(L-PBF) process. Although changes in the powder properties including particle size,
shape, and chemistry were found through recycling, no measurable impact was observed
on the tensile properties. With the exception of an increasing oxygen content adversely
affecting the impact toughness, the relationships between powder and part properties is
still unclear. Therefore, targeted research needs to be conducted that explores the effects
of powder morphology and chemistry on part properties such as the tensile behavior,
impact toughness, microstructure, and surface roughness. This can be accomplished by
evaluating the influence of powders that vary in morphology as a result of the production
process including gas-atomization, water-atomization, and plasma spheroidization.
Since powders that differ morphologically will undoubtedly exhibit variations in
flowability, it is important to understand the correlation between powder properties and
spreadability behavior in the L-PBF process. Although Discrete Element Method (DEM)
simulations were conducted to elucidate the mechanisms controlling the powder-bed
quality in the spreading process, research needs to be completed in experimentally
verifying the results generated. Additionally, the relationships between flowability and
spreadability need to be established in order to better predict powder behavior.
Alterations in the particle size, recoating velocity, and layer thickness should all be
investigated experimentally and through DEM when spreading powder on the surface of
a part as compared to a powder bed.
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